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ALASKAN OIL: ENVIRONMENT vs. ECONOMICS

The discovery of vast new reserves of petroleum on the

North Slope of Alaska has led to a serious conflict between those

who would develop the resource and those who place primary

emphasis on the protection of the environment. A specific issue

is the construction of a pipeline to transport oil across the

state.

The Congress has shown a vigorous interest in these matters and

has sought a broad range of perspectives on them; this compilation

is a response to that interest.

The following selection of materials is designed to show

the complexity and the importance of the issue. Same of the

articles are analytical, others show a preference for one side

or the other of the development-protection issue.
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Alaskan OH:

Ecology vs. Industrial Progres

North America's greatest reservoir of crude oil.is 250 miles north of the Arctic
Circle and 1200 miles from the North Pole. But the 1968 Alaska oil discovery
-and all the subsequent wells-remain a reservoir and not a producing field.

With a median estimate of 20
billion barrels in the Prudhoe
Bay field, the international oil in-
dustry was excited about the
Beaufort Sea region of Alaska.
To get in on the play or extend
their holdings, 45 companies
offered almost $900 million in
competitive bids on the state
land. It was a U.S. record in
bonus bidding for public lands.

Transportation

Following the state lease sale
of Sept. 10, 1969, the successful
bidders made plans to transport
the crude oil to refinery and mar-
ket. It was the intent of TAPS
(TransAlaska Pipeline System)
to provide the/-initial transporta-
tion system. According to plan,
the 800-mile TAPS line would
carry 2 million barrels of
Prudhoe Bay oil to the ice-free
terminus of Valdez each day. Su-
per tankers would make the last
leg of the journey to west coast
refineries or overseas points. The
oil would start flowing in 1972.

Financing of the billion-dollar-
plus construction would be a pro-
ject of eight companies: Atlantic
Pipeline, BP Pipeline Co., Hum-
ble Pipeline Co., Mobil Pipeline
Co., Amerada-Hess Corp., Union
Oil Co. of California, Phillips Pe-
June 6, 1970

troleum Co. and Home Pipeline
Co. Atlantic, B'P and Humble are
the major voices.

With a haulroad project to be-
gin this year, construction firms
beefed up their road-building
equipment to the tune of mil-
lions. Burgess Construction Co.,

for instance, invested $14.5 mil-
lion. It was duly noted by finan-
cial reporters that Alaska Inter-
state Co., the parent company,
had made a considerable invest-
ment for a firm with total 1969
sales of only $81.8 million. But
Burgess was only one company.
Green Construction Co., Rivers
Construction Co., S. S. Mullen
Construction and J. Ray McDer-
mott were also successful bidders
on portions of the pipeline supply
road.

Letters of intent were sent out
by TAPS before the pipeline re-
ceived needed permits for con-
struction by the federal govern-
ment. In late winter, an ice
bridge was thrown across the*
Yukon River. Equipment moved
over, the ice bridge melted and
now the equipment is stranded
until next winter's ice makes it
safe to cross again. Now TAPS is
discussing the possibility of buy-
ing the equipment for lease-back
to the contractors, or paying

standby time. Because the TAPS
haulroad and oil line is in a legal-
political limbo.

Some Obstacles

Three factors came into play

this year that were not accurate-
ly forecast when the TAPS plan
was proposed. One is a native
land claims suit that stems from
failure of the U.S. to settle
claims made by Alaskan aborigi-
nal groups since 1884. In some

regions, the lands over which the

pipeline would cross are disputed

as to ownership and cases are

pending in federal court.
Another factor is that because

of friction and turbulence the
Prudhoe Bay crude will stay hot
all the way from its beginning to
its terminus. Although much of
the terrain is sparsely inhabited
by humans-if inhabited at all
-the effects of a flow of 1500 F.
oil through the 48-inch pipe could
have spectacular results.

In permafrost (any earth that
stays at 32 F. or below). the re-
sult would be widespread
thawing. And in terrain that is
particularly rich in ice, this tran-
slates to water. (A U.S. Govern-
ment -Printing Office publication
outlines the possibilities in de-
tail. Lachenbruch-Estimates of

9

Source: The Magazine of Wall Street, June 6, 1970, pp. 9-12 & 35.
Reproduced by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research
Service, idith permission, March 9, 1971
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the It'l l'(ts of a I'8e (1 l 'ipeline

ill I'ernilrost-(Ieologica I u r-
vey Circular 632.)

At first glance, the obstacles
besetting the TAPS project
might appear soluble by the usu-
al application of logic in any nor-
mal business-engineering setting.

However, there is nothing
"normal" about the aspect of a
hot-oil pipeline buried in perma-
frost. And oilmen connected with
TAPS will privately concede that
at the germination of the idea it
was thought that the biggest
problem would be keeping the oil
heated to the proper flow temper-
ature. Subsequent computer cal-
culations indicate(L that friction
and turbulence within the 4-foot
diameter pipe would keel) the oil
at nearly the same temperature
at which it was produced at
Prudhoe Bay--150 F. to 165* F.

Ecological Effects
In torn, this knowledge led to

a study by USGS to estimate the
effects of a hot oil line on the
surrounding soils. According to

one piar.tic1larly graphic illustra-
tion, about 20 years would be re-
(luired to reach an equilibrium of
temperatures in the area sur-
rounding the pipe. During this
period, the earth would be
thawed to a distance of 50-feet
around the TAPS line.

Dependent upon the surround-
ing soils, the result of this
thawing could be an open ditch
of flowing, heated mud over
which neither migrating animal
nor the pursuing hunter could
easily-even safely-cross to the
other side. Carried to an extreme
conclusion, this pipeline drainage
might create a drainage basin for
large areas of the interior.

There remains, of course, the
equally important question of
flexibility and stress of the
pipeline. Given the turbulence
and force within the line, what
would be the lateral and vertical
stress factors on the steel pipe
itself? And what would be the
probable fatigue point for any
given segment of line? How
much added pressure could the

Exploratory drilling underway on extensive Phillips Petroleum PrudhoeBay acreage of Alaskan North Slope.

"
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pipe withstand from relatively
small earthquakes in a localized
region before it would rupture?

Even if all these questions
could be answered by TAPS en-
gineers, they are still far from
safe at home. Because an equal
number of questions can be asked
about ecological effects of line
routing through areas of ice-poor
permafrost,

A Game Preserve?

One theory receiving attention
is that the area inuinediaely
above the buried line will becon e
so hot and arid as to preclude any
vegetation save perhaps cactus
imported from the southwestern
deserts. On either side of this
desert strip would evolve a perpe-
tual "greenbelt" that is warm
and slightly humid. Such condi-
tions might well be attractive to
the animal populations, produc-
ing a hunter's paradise. On the
other hand, for animal protection
it might be necessary to establish
a game preserve the entire length
of the pipeline and strictly pro-
hibit hunting for a number of
miles on either side of the
100-foot TAPS right-of-way.

An idea propounded by one
frustrated Alaskan vegetable
gardener has struck a hunmorous
note. Ilis idea: build a lbng, nar-
row greenhouse- over the line and
use the generated heat to grow
tomatoes and other hothouse pro-
duce which generally is imported
by motor and airfreight from the
southern United States.

Obviously the game of TAPS
was becoming a popular pastime
in Alaska. Given the fact of a hot
oil line plus ground that had been
perpetually frozen for X number
of miles . . . imaginations could
have full play. And TAPS engi-
neers are at a disadvantage be-
cause they have no proof positive
with which to refute any anti-
pipeline supposition. At this
stage, it could almost be said that
one man's theory is equal to any
other theory.

TAPS has held to the thought
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testing are logic1l l rea" sonll e

111(Il ho sl of 05nst rn 1 iIg ;I hot.-oil
line t h1rollgh p""nlnfr st. Neither

conse!rvatinisl' .rro1iJ)s 0nor the
USGS agree with the learn-as-
.vou-bi It hilosoJ)hy. For its
part, the federal agency has ad-
vised that the pipeline may pre-
ferably be elevated above ground
along the entire route, Since the
USGS is serving as watchdog on
TAPS-at least insofar as its
passage over public lands-their
recommendations must be con-
sidered.

Hearings Scheduled

Interior Department approval
of construction of the elevated
line, however, would be depen-
dent upon results of public hear-
ings throughout Alaska. Secre-
tary Hickel says he will insist
upon this aspect.

Public hearings will elicit
questions about the scenic pollu-
tion as well as real pollution
from possible oil spillage; plans
for wildlife crossings; methods
of insulating pilings or footings
so that heat conduction does not
thaw the earth around the sup-
ports. But foremost of all will be
questions about whether the ele-
vated line would be strong
enoui-h to withstand an earth-
quake of the magnitude of the
upheaval of Good Friday 1964.

From a cost analysis view,
TAPS has not presented any de-
sign plans for an elevated line, so
there are few comparisons on
which to estimate relative ex-
pense of a buried line versus an
elevated line.

One of the most obvious
features, however, would be the
added variety and added cost of
construction. For a buried line,
the primary bedding would be in-

. . digenous gravel-and the sand
and gravel industry is the state's
most advanced business. Alaskan
contractors and equipment oper-
ators are past masters at earth-
moving.

In other phases, the Alaska of

Il1970 is no t ( t o <lifl'erenl, from the
days of the first. conservaI.ion7ist
m)ov(:1e1t--atI, least as ir as 10-

* nmni'art.ie iS ioniernetl. So

every additional nut, bolt,
screws, plastics, synthetics, tim-
ber, piling, steel beam, etc. would
have to be imported from "out-
side." The logistics involved
would equal any World War II
battle plan for island invasions
of the South Pacific. Additional-
ly, the possibilities for sabotage
or accidental damage to an ele-
vated pipeline could increase to
infinite proportions.

There is no question that the
TAPS issue is entering a critical
period. Oil men who will discuss
the project usually preface their
remarks with "This is just my
personal opinion and doesn't
necessarily reflect the company's
philosophy-don't quote me". . .

In conversations that follow
may well be imparted the speak-
er's view that the ecology of the
land is important and must be
protected; that the petroleum in-
dustry must do a better job in
preventing oil pollution, and that
the TAPS line must be as perfect
from a technological-ecological
view as it is possible to attain-
even if this means postponing
the project until definitive soils
testing can be accomplished.

Finally, there is the current
conservation concern. It was the
U.S. Geological Survey director
who made the most damaging
statement about the TAPS plan.
But according to Dr. William T.
Pecora, he was only transmitting
the thoughts of the scientifically-

.-reputable Menlo Park (Calif.)
study group which had been eva-
luating the TAPS plan to run the
pipeline through federal lands.

The interim evaluation was
that "TAPS has not demonstrat-
ed acceptable design criteria for
below-ground construction in
permafrost of a hot-oil pipeline
that would be reasonably safe'
from failure." It wasn't just the
comment, but the four pages of
questions attached to Pecora's

- 1
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First load of giant 48-inch pipeline

arrives for TAPS line at Valdez.

letter that were upsetting. Even

more disquieting was a certain

lack of cordial tone in the USGS

director's letter, a reference to

"even more serious difficulties"

not yet apparent.

To sourdough Alaskans, the

controversy over the oil pipeline

was like watching a rerun of an

old movie on the late-late televi-

sion show. All this concern for

the environment has happened to
the north country before.

Conservation-Minded

At the turn of the century, the
nation was also riding a wave of
conservation 'sentiment. One re-
sult was that President Theodore
Roosevelt signed an executive or-

der in 1906 withdrawing Alas-
ka's federal coal lands from en-
try and patent. At a time when
almost all of Alaska was federal
land, this put a damper onlarge
scale industrial development
since anthracite and bituminous
coal was the prime energy fuel of
that age. Cost Preident coal ran
$11 to $12 a ton; local coal would
have sold for $2.50 to $3.50 a
ton.

In the face of prohibitive fuel

costs, most big business ventures
in Alaska were phasedeout as
quickly as possible. All this

despite the fact that there were
men like J. P. Morg a nd Simon
Guggenheim who had an interest
in developing the coal deposits of
Alaska.
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Gillord l'in hot , head o > 
the 11..

flrCstry bureau. I Te more .rag-

mat ic Itichard A. Ilalinger., s

Secretary oft Interior, lost the
final round of the battle to keep

Alaska receptive to big business

interests.

A Political Issue?

In today's lineup among con-

servationists, businessmen, and

politicians, there is an acute

awareness of the potentially ex-

plosive nature of a TAPS-USGS

controversy. Today as yesterday,

it would be possible to win the

battle of TAPS but lose the war.

Says the late Prot. Clarence C.

Hulley of that earlier battle

(Alaska: Past and Present, Bin-

fords & Mort), "Reverberation of

the Ballinger-Pinchot affair were

distinctly felt in national politics

in 1912, when ex-President Roose-

velt's championship of Pinchot

and of conservation split the Re

publican Party, and brought

about the triumph of Wilson and
the Democrats."

One reassuring note about to

day's events: Both TAPS and

USGS still have maneuvering
room. Deft and diplomati

maneuvering by Walter J. Hick
el, secretary of the Interior, ma:

yet save the day. An ex-Alask
governor, Hickel knows the probe

lems and needs of the state. A

the man over USGS, he know

the pollution story from Sant

Barbara to the Gulf of Mexico.
It is even possible, with tli

settlement of aboriginal claim

that the position at nickel

right hand will be occupied by

federation of Alaska natives. A

the moment, both the natives an

the conservation groups a

fighting TAPS with every civ

action and injunctive tactic

their command. But the goals
the natives and the conservatio
ists are not necessarily the aam
The natives seek to gain a bett

way of life in payment for usan

or title to portions of lane

CRS-4
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\ -, IturI ,F, however, is not al- n

ways more of the same for the vi

Alaska native. Two water buck- w

ets in which to melt ice for drink- M

ing water-rather than one

bucket-isn't exactly whatthev

Alaskan native has in mind as a j
better way of life. S

A contemporary Alaskan vi- s

lager might be expected to want t

the conveniences enjoyed by his

counterpart in the cities. Given

job guarantees and technical

training for oil industry jobs, the

Alaskan native could proe

TAPS best friend at court.
And TAPS can expect support

from companies like Atlantic-

Richfield whose Bellingham,

Wash., refinery is scheduled to go

on stream by the end of 1971.

ARCO had expected to refine up

to 100,000 barrels of Prudhoe

Bay oil per day. If TAPS is

delayed, other sources would

have to be used.
Likewise, the Sohio-BP group

will be interested in the decision

on TAPS. The Sohio-BP finan-

cial marriage calls for delivery of

- 200,000 bpd of Prudhoe Bay oil

i by January1, 1975.

g Regional Interests

- Some Alaskans, referring to

y their history again, suspect that

a regional interests could play a

- part in the pipeline permit. Dur-

s ing the period when coal was the

s prime energy fuel, it was in the

a interests of eastern coal pro-
ducers to keep Alaska coal lands

e in storage. Despite the argu-

s, ments of Alaskans that the U.S.

's Navy's Pacific fleet could be sup-

a plied from western fuel at a sav-

t ings over eastern coal, the tern-

d tory's coal lands were withdrawn
re from production.
rii Today'scontroversy could also

at be a pitting of east and west.

of Sen. Edmund Muskie of Maine

a- has criticized the TAPS pipeline

e. plan from a conservation stand-
er point. And there is an alternative
?e ofirouting Prudhoe Bay oil

ds through Valdez; then by tanker to

est coast reineries. The alter-
ative would be to route the oil

ia tanker through- the North-

est Passage to' Miachiaslport,
aine, for refining.
The passage was pioneered last

winter by Humble Oil with the

ourney of the icebreaker-tanker

;.S. Manhattan from the eastern
eaboard to Prudhoe Day and re-

urn. Humble has not completed
ts study of the economical feasi-

bility of Arctic tanker oper-

ations. However, the company

has awarded a contract to New-

port News Shipbuilding and

Drydock Co. (Tenneco, Inc.) to

develop a design for icebreaking

tankers for possible use in trans-

porting crude oil through the

Northwest Passage.
But if the TAPS pipeline

draws objections from conserva-

tion groups, the Arctic seaboard

route might be expected to draw

even more criticism plus the ire

of the Canadians.
Already, plans are being dis-

cussed by the Canadian govern-

ment to claim regulatory powers

of ships in offshore waters-

regulatory powers that would

stretch from the shoreline virtu-

ally to the North Pole. Nor.is the

route one which finds favor with

Secretary of the Interior Hickel.
Additionally, it is feared by

some naturalists that oilspills
from tankers could be hazardous

to sea life, possibly even driving
the seal from their Arctic habi-

tat and thus displacing the polar

bear. In turn, this effect could

disturb the aboriginal way of life

in the Arctic to a greater extent

than pipeline pollution.
With controversy swirling

about the plans to transport oil
via surface routes, a third possi-
bility is gaining popularity in
conversations about Prudhoe Bay
problems. There is the possibility. -
that within our lifetime some
contemporary Captain Nemo will
actually guide nuclear underseas
tankers beneath the polar icecap.
General Dynamics Corp. has

.m " . .. .,. .a meeS S"e I
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Alaskan Oil

" (('outiuui'd f om page 1)

made such a proposal to Stan-
dard Oil-New Jersey, Atlantic
Richfield, Mobil Oil, Phillips Pe-
troleum and Standard Oil-Ohio.
Each submarine could carry 170,-
000 tons of oil compared . with
115,000 for the S.S. Manhattan.
Hul dimensions would be a
ler.gth of 900 feet, beam 140 feet,
and hull depth 85 feet.

Roger Lewis, General Dynam-
ics president, cited submarine
tanker advantages as operating
in a constant environment of 28
degrees, free from ice, wind,
waves and storm. "Navigation
and schedule adherence can be
pi'ecise," he said.

Lewis did not discuss the cost
of the ships, but the company
said about 4 years would be re-
quired from the time an order
was placed until the first vessel
could be completed.

The Alternatives

So, on balance, it still appears
that the first oil to be moved
from Prudhoe Bay will be via
pipeline. If burying a hot-oil
pipeline in ice-rich permafrost is
impossible, then a solution would
be to seek a route that is ice-
poor-principally gravel. TAPS
is known to be reconsidering
some previously rejected routes
lying south of the Yukon River.
Engineers with the project seek
to avoid the USGS alternative of
building the line above ground,
since it could add to construction
and maintenance costs. Some es-
timates say an aboveground line
would be threetimes as expen-
sive as a buried span.

The list of pipeline contractors
is ready. TAPS spokesmen indi-

- cate that with USGS approval of
the pipeline, specifications and
requests for bids will be sent to
various companies in Texas and
California as well as Alaska.

When technology is sufficient
to build a pipeline, then there

CRS-5-

c0111(1 r'Pi'mai the other two stum-

b.ing blocks: native land claims
and the conservation concern. It
is l)ossi)le that either issue,
would deter the building of a
pipe'ine for natural gas. The
State of Alaska frowns upon the
flaring of natural Gas in Prudhoe
Bay and natural gas does not
have the foreign import problems
of crude oil. Already there is re-
search underway on the project,
and a consideration given to
building the line along the Arctic
coast, down the MacKenzie
trench and south to the Chicago
region. The predicted date for
building such a gasline has been
set by the president of Canadian
Bechtel: 1975.

Time Of Decision

A time of decision is ap-
proaching for Alaska, where out-
side influences are once more ac-
ting to shape her destiny. On the
one hand, there is the view of
Alaska as the Last Frontier. It is
the last place in the United
States where modern man can es-
cape from the ills which he has
visited upon an older frontier.
People with this view want Alas-
ka to remain in a natural state.

On the other hand, there are
those who insist that the land is

so vast that industry and its do-

ve~opm.2nt ceu;(l not w c("k the
country even if left without gov-
ernmental contro s.

At midpoint, there is a differ-

ing philosophy of Alaska a; a
last frontier. According to this
view. the 49th State (;lTrs the
last chance of our culture to
build an industrial society and
concurrently insure a clean and
healthy environment.

Within the next few months,
there will be a confrontation of
philosophies in Alaska, and the
resultant victors will shape her
future for most of the remainder.
of this century.

It may be mentioned that
Prudhoe Bay is only a fractional
part of two sedimentary basins
in far northern Alaska that
stretch from the Canadian bor-
der on the east to Cape Lisburne
on the west. All these areas are
public lands, held either by Alas-
ka or as federal reserves. If,
when-and to whom-these po-
tertial producing areas are
offered for testing and develop-
ment could be determined in
large measure by the success of
current projects to protect the
environment of Prudhoe Bay and
the entire area surounding the

-TAPS line. .

Jun. , 1970

r
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Morton Mike Gravel
g way oft. Time to go ahead.
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Russell Train
Seek best alternative.

A askan oil pipeline controversy
tests environmental legislation

Hearings held in Washington last week
on the Interior Department's draft en-
vironmental impact statement on the
trans-Alaska oil pipeline make it in-
creasingly apparent that the issue goes
far beyond engineering. As former Inte-
tior Secretary Stewart Udall put it, "It's
a test of the Administration's intentions
on environmental issues and of the Na-
tional Environmental Policy Act of
1969 (NE.PA)."

Questioning the price of progress rea-
soning used to justify the project, Sen.
John I). Dingell (1)-Mich.), original an-
hlr iif the NHtA legislation, said the

"st.item(ent lidoes not comply with the
terms" of the act. "We can no longer
accept the environmental hazards in-
volved in doing things in the cheapest
possible manner," he said. Russell E.
'Train, chairman of the Council on En-
viriinnental Quality (ct.Q), which must
give its approval before issuance of a
construction permit, said that "before
we go ahead, I think we must be satis-
ried that this is the best alternative."

Views polarized by pipeline

PROS

* National security demands a domestic oil
and transportation route.
" Energy needs are growing.

" Engineering feasibility will be proved as
pipeline is constructed.

" The trans-Canada route is too expensive,
has same environmental problems.

* The probability of spills is minimal and
iisks are acceptable.

* Shipping oil from Valdez to the lower 48
states is not a hazard.
" Alaska will be bankrupt by 1976 without
royalty oil flowing.
" Pipeline will bring Eskimos prosperity.
" It will occupy less than 20 sq miles.

Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., a com-
bine of seven oil companies that plans
to build the 800-mile line from the
North Slope to Valdez, has yet to
present specific design plans for the en-
tire haul road and pipeline.

Alyeska spokesmen say they intend to
submit such data for segments of the
route as construction proceeds. Alaska
Sen. Mike Gravel (D) testified that, de-
spite the dispute over the adequacy of

pipeline design at this time, "for rea-
sons of expediency" the construction
should begin no later than September

f this year "to ascertain proof of the
design's integrity."

Alaskans are by no means in agree-

ment on this point. State senators di-
vided evenly recently on a resolution
asking for added environmental and

economic data on moving Alaska oil
through a Canadian pipeline to Mid-
west markets, a route that Canadian
Energy Minister J.J. Greene says would
save 30 cents a bbl at Chicago over the
Alaskan route.

Rogers M
Permit is Ion(

CONS

* National security should not be issue in
environmental consideration.

* We should appraise consumption.
" Alyeska is proceeding too hastily, and
more research is needed.

' Mackenzie Valley oil and gas corridor
avoids active seismic areas.

.' Inevitable spills will ruin land, drinking
water and fish spawning beds.

* Report fails to recognize threat to Cana-
dian and U.S. shores along tanker route.
* The threat to lucrative Alaskan fishing
industry is not justified.
" Natives want to preserve their culture.

* Pipeline will deface wilderness.

f

t

"

F

Frederick A. Iang, an expert witness

on pipeline safety and design 1r the
state of Pennsylvania and the U.S. )e-
pit rt ment of Transportat ion (I)( >T), said
that the safely standards and rIrgi-
latio ns Witi which the pix mii 1 U list
comply as stipulated by the Interior
Depart[ent ar "wi(rfiillyi iaileciiate."
lie said these standards allow "over-
stressing of the stecl to a very dangerous,
stress level of 72% of yield." Hundreds
of miles of the 48-in.-dia steel pipe are
already stockpiled in Alaska.

Interior Secretary Rogers G.B. Mor-
ton, testifying before the Senate appro-
priations subcommittee last Friday,
said that approval of the pipeline is "a
long way ofT." He said the state acted
too hastily in selling the North Slope oil
leases because it was not in a position to
guarantee federal approval of the en-
suing pipeline proposal.

Hearings on the draft statement arc
being held in Anchorage this week.

Source: Engineering News-
Record, February 25, 1971.
Reproduced with permission,
by the Library of Congress,
Congressional Research Ser-
vice, March 9, 1971.
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Prospecs for Alaskan Oil

TIE recent discovery of oil on Alaska's North
Slope, followed by predictions that this may
prove to be one of the largest petroleum accumu-
lations in the world, has not only led the major
oil companies to increase their exploration
activities in this bleak and inhospitable region
but has focused oil industry attention on the
whole of the Arctic Circle.

But it is Alaska itself, vast and remote, twice the

size of Texas but with a population of only 300 000,
and its curious history - purchased by the US from

the Russians just over 100 years ago for $7,2 million,
a byword in the gold-rush era but virtually forgotten
since then - that has caught the imagination of a far

wider public and made headline news all over the
world. It is Alaska which gives promise of becoming

one of the major oil-producing states in America,
when only twelve years ago it had no oil production.
at all and was not even a state.

The Navy has a Stake
Geologists have long been interested in the possi-

bility of Alaska's ten principal sedimentary basins
containing oil and gas. As far back as World War One,
when American ships were turning from coal to oil
and the US Navy in order to secure supplies staked
out large reserve areas of potentially oil-bearing land,
one of the reserves selected was in Alaska. This
covers 23 million acres in the Brooks Range province
of northern Alaska, larger than the state of Indiana

and more than the present acreage held by all oil

companies in Alaska. The US Navy therefore has a
considerable interest in the developments which are
now taking place. On its own initiative it conducted
a programme of exploration in this reserve between
1944 and 1953, drilling 35 test wells and making 44
core tests at a cost of some $45 million. Some promis-
ing discoveries were made, including natural gas a:
Point Barrow on the northern tip of Alaska and oil at

Simpson and Umiat, but the reserves were not suffi-
cient for economic production. Further drilling was
curtailed because of economy drives by Congress.

The oil companies wh'ch were drilling at that time
were even less successful. But then in 1957 there

came the first major discovery of a commercial oilfieid
at Swanson River, on the Kenai Peninsula in the
.south. This was followed over the next few years by
the discovery of four more oilfields in the same region.
offshore in Cook Inlet, together with 16 gasfields. Oil
production steadily rose until it has now passed
200 000 b/d, ranking Alaska eighth among the US
oil-rrodlloing states.

There have been signs of a decline in the producing
rates of some of these fields, to the extent that reores-
suring by water or gas has been necessary to maintain
output. But new discoveries in the Cook Inlet region
may offset this. And taken together with the North
Slone field wh'ch, if esti~mates are correct, could
average a production of 650 000 b/d over 20 years,
oilmen see the possibility of Alaskan production total-

Source: Petroleum Press Service, January 1969, pp. 9-12. Reproduced with permission,
by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, March 9, 1971.
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ling sonic'1.2 million b/d within ten years, surpassed
only by Texas, Louisiana and possibly California.

Gosis are igh
The technical problems of exploration and produc-

tion in Alaska are reflected in the very high costs - up
to $12 million for each well drilled, which is nearly
five times the average. Already the oil industry has
invested over $1.2 billion in Alaskan operations since
statehood was achieved in 1958, although the gross
income so far has amounted to less than one-quarter
of this expenditure. Investment in 1967 alone of
some $305 million was more than the total cumulative
gross income to date. And much of this expenditure
has been for operations in the southern Cook Inlet
region, which is, closer and more accessible to the
major markets of the US West Coast. Costs in the
northern areas are even higher, where often the only
means of bringing in men and equipment is by air.

Assuming that further discoveries on the North
Slope come up to expectation, transportation of oil is
in fact the first and most pressing problem. Studies
are already being made on the best means of getting
the oil out. Apart from the more exotic suggestions,
such as using aircraft or submarine tankers, one possi-
bility under examination is the use of 250000-ton
tankers to ship the oil from Prudhoe Bay across the
polar ice cap in a direct route to Western Europe, or
conversely to the Pacific seaboards of North America
and to Japan. It is the very growth in the size of
tinkers and the development of new ice-breaking tech-
niques which may make this possible; if so, an
important economic factor would be the relatively
short shipping distances to world markets from the
Arctic. And this would include any oil found on the
Canadian mainland and the Arctic Islands.

A more immediate possibility would be to transport
the oil by pipeline. Two routes are under particular
consideration. One involves a 700-mile pipeline
directly south to Anchorage on Cook Inlet, where
tanker facilities already exist for shipping oil to Cali-
fornia and Puget Sound. The other is a 1 700-mile
pipeline across Canada to Edmonton, where it could
link up with the existing line to bring crude oil to
Chicago and the US Midwest. The technical prob-
lems and thus the costs in either case would be very
considerable. The shorter route, for instance, would
involve crossing the formidable Brooks Mountain
range, and some estimates put the cost of construc-
tion at $500 000 per mile.

Marketing is a Problem
Transportation of Alaskan oil is one problem.

Another is the markets which it can most efficiently
serve. And here, a host of economic and political
considerations arise, including overland deliveries of
Canadian oil and the whole question of US imports.

Alaskan oil has already made considerable inroads
in the West Coast markets of California and Puget

Sound, to the extent that imports from overseas have
shown a steady fall recently - from a peak of 448 000
b/d in 1965 to 370 000 b/d in 1967 - and last year
even overland deliveries of Canadian oil were showing
a decline for the first time. An additional factor con-
4tributing to this has been increasing domestic prod uc-
-tion in California, from the new offshore oi'lfields and
also from improved -secondary recovery techniques.
But Alaskan production has increased at a consider-
ably faster rate than predicted, and if the North Slope
reserves come up to expectation and move to their
most logical market, which is the West Coast, this
district could become a surplus producing region.

The effect of this was considered in a recent report,
"US Import Policy: Implications for Canadian Export
of Conventional and Tar-Sand Oil", by Walter J.
Levy. Looking at Alaskan oil, he states:

It is obviously too eary to assess the real potential of that
area, let alone the vast areas which remain to be explored.
Potential production in remote areas would face long and
costly transportation to markets. But if reserves should prove
to be really prolific and per-barrel costs acceptably low, the
crude would move. And the most economic destination would
be within District V, where Puget Sound and California have
relatively high and protected price structures. This would
follow naturally for integrated companies with West Coast
refining. Other companies, particularly those who are net
buyers in Districts I-TV, would look to exchange production
accessible to West Coast refiners for Eastzof-Rockies crude.

. Either way, the possibility of very sharply increased produc-
tion in Dis 1ri..t V has at least to be acknowledged, although
the timing for sharply accelerated production out of Alaska's
newly discovered, or still-to-be-discovered, resources would be
rather far down the road.
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-" 'In other words, District V would move towards the
situation which faced the rest of the country when
mandatory .import controls were originally introduced
- that of balancing the economic benefits of cheap
imports against the need for secure domestic production
and maintaining exploration incentives. Conversely,
at the same time, Districts I-IV would appear to be
moving towards a situation where it was no longer a
question of maintaining a balance with the 12.2 per
cent ceiling, but where an increasing quantity of over-
seas imports and Canadian oil will be essential in meet-
ing the difference between domestic production and
demand. And this has precisely been the position in
District V, where for that reason the 12.2 per cent
limitation on imports does not apply.

DISTRICTS I-V CRUDE PRODUCTION AND IMPORTS
Thousand Barrels a Day

1967 1970 1975 1980
Actual Forecast Forecast Forecast

Crude requirements .. 8363 9050 10140 11080
Domestic production .. 7 737 8 000 c) 8450 a) 8 770 a)
Importssd) .. .. 834 1050 c) 1690 b) 2310 b)
a) Based on I) annual gross additions 20 per cent above the average level of

1960-1967, and HI) a decline in the reserves-to-production ratio of 9 years in
1980.

b) Difference between crude requirements and domestic production.
c) Based on a continuation of the present 12.2 per cent ceiling.
d) Includes unfinished oils.

Alaskan oil in large quantities may well help to fill
this deficiency, either by moving directly to the Mid-
west markets or through exchange deals with refiners
on the West Coastbut on the other hand it may be
largely requiredto offset the increasing gap between
domestic production and the fast-growing rate of
demand. Whatever the case, Levy predicts that
imported oil will be increasingly necessary to meet the
difference between domestic production and crude
requirements in Districts I-IV, as shown in the table.
In fact, for the period after 1970, he foresees that there
will have to be a relaxation of the import ceiling in
order that demand can be satisfied, although not to the
extent where imports would impinge unduly on
exploration incentives!

Should District V achieve self-sufficiency or possibly even
productive surplus, current import poicy would obviously have
to be radically revised. One possibility would be to merge
District V into an all-US import programme. Four-corners

. production could be directed eastward, as it is now in part.
Product deliveries between the districts might be affected. -A
significant feature might be the allocation of nation-wide
quotas on the basis of companies' nation-wide refinery opera-
tions (as tentatively proposed by the Oil Import Administration
some years back). Under such circumstances, Canadian crude
might continue to move to Puget Sound, despite the District's
self-sufficiency. But such movements woud be within a
nation-wide import system, and would reflect individual com-
pany logistics which optimize the geographic allocation of
available domestic production, import quota and Canadian
imports.

While these problems and economic factors are
- being considered, the 16 companies which at present

hold leases on the North Slope, including BP, are
pressing ahead with exploration and drilling pro-

- grammes. This winter is likely to see more activity
in the region than ever before and Atlantic Richfield
which made the successful strike at Prudhoe Bay as

the operator for itself and Humble Oil i% already
speaking in terms of production starting poss:by in
1971.

Search Proceeds ,A-tpace

There is another reason for the present rate of
activity, however, which is that some of the leases now
held will begin to expire next year unless the com-
panics extend them by drilling. If they did expire,
they would return to the complex land situation in
Alaska which has led to a freezing of federal mineral-
rights leasing since April 1967 and which will be con-
tinued indefinitely until the legal problems have been
resolved by legislation. These result from the claims
filed by Alaskan natives -including Indians, Eskimos
and Aleuts - on some 300 million acres of land, which
is 85 per cent of the entire land area of Alaska. These
claims are supported by the state government. The
claimants have indicated that they would settle for
some 40 million acres and $500 million in cash for
land which they contend was taken from them in the
past. The federal administration has shown no sign
of being willing to make such a settlement, and until
it decides what lands should be withdrawn from the
public sector and titled over to the claimants, further
leasing of federal lands will be delayed.

This has not, of course, affected lease sales on lands
which arc not the subject of claims. The last com-
petitive lease sale was in November, when bids from
major companies, combines and individuals totalled
over $1 million for leases on 63 000 acres of uplands
in the Cook Inlet sedimentary basin, averaging $16.95
per acre. Today, over 10 730 000 acres of uplands
and offshore lands are under lease. But this is barely
3 per cent of the total state area. Allied to the fact

:E
JAPAN: EXPLORATION CONCESSIONS OVERSEAS

Company Location

Arabian Oil Co. Neutral Zone
Abu Dhabi Oil Abu Dhabi
Middle East Oil Abu Dhabi
NOSODECO North Sumatra
Japex Indonesia North Sumatra
Japex Indonesia East Kalimantan
*Kyushu Oil

Development South Kalimantan
Kyushu Oil South-east

Development Kalimantan
Sabah Teiseki Sabah
Japex Canada West Canada
Japex Australia New Guinea
Alaska

Petroleum Alaska

Total

Area-square kilometres
Inland Off- Total

shore
- 7000 7000
- 4400 4 400

6500 - 6 500

3600 -- 3600
- 23 000 23 000
- 34 000 34 000

- 130 000 130000

13 400
3 100

25 000

340

51 940

65 000
6 600

30

270 030

65 000
20 000

3 100
25 000

370

321 970

Source: Offshore Oil Resources Committee.

Petroleum Press Service January 1969
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that only some 1 6(O) wells, both exploratory and reserves are now about I billion barrels and gas
development, have been drilled in Alaska, and that reserves about 4i million million cubic feet - which
active rigs are still fewer than in Illinois or Kentucky, indicates the hope for the future and the reason why
for instance, it may be seen that Alaskan oil develop- the oil industry is prepared to invest so heavily in
ment is still in its infancy. In spite of this, proved oil Alaska.

- -
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Alaska's Dilemma

THE North Slope of Alaska has gone through all the
stages traditionally associated with an oil boom in any
new area. First there were the quiet years as a few
companies probed unsuccessfully beneath the frozen
tundra of this most northern part of the United States.
Then came the discovery of the Prudhoc Bay oilfield
in February 1968, the biggest ever to be found in North
America. Shares rocketed on the stock exchanges,
other companies came into the area jockeying for
leases, culminating in the record-breaking $900
million lease sale in September last year, and Alaskan
oil has remained in the world headlines ever since.

It was a pattern of events similar to that following
other big oil discoveries - in the Middle East, for
instance, or in East Texas. Like the Middle East
Alaska had the glamour of being a remote and
previously little-known area, in which oilmen had to
brave the rigours of a harsh environment. And at a
time when the traditional oil-producing regions of
the United States were showing a decline and the
nation was having to rely increasingly on foreign
imports, the North Slope play was one of the most
eventful in the oil history of North America and
marked the opening of a new era in US petroleum.

Why then is Alaskan oil suddenly in the centre of
such controversy, involving conservation and pollu-
tion and such seemingly unrelated issues as native
land claims? The necessary capital has been poured
in to develop the Prudhoe Bay field and, as expected,
further oil-strikes have been made, all promising to
transform Alaska from one of the poorest to one of
the wealthiest states in the Union. So why has the

Source: Petroleum Press Service, July 1970, pp. 241-245. Reproduced with
permission by the Library of Congress, Congressional ResearchService, March 9, 1971.
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building of a vital pipeline across the state become
bogged down in court injunctions and delays which
have even begun to threaten a slow-down in the
tempo of drilling activities on the North Slope itself?

LasIt I'ildernress
The basic reasons lie in the nature of the land and

of the people who inhabit it. Alaska is one of the last
great areas of untouched wilderness, not only in the
United States but in the world. Over 375 million
acres, one-fifth the size of continental US, with a
population of only some 275,000. The population
density is one person to more than two square miles,
compared with more than 36 people per square mile
in even the relatively thinly populated state of Texas.
Herds of caribou and moose roam the mountain
ranges, grizzly bears inhabit the entire arctic slope,
and wolves are so common that bounty hunting is
still allowed in many areas. Alaska is rich in wildlife,
although it is by no means "teeming with game", as
vast open areas are required to support such animals.
But the most important factor is that many of the
native inhabitants - the Eskimos, Indians and Aleuts
who make up something like one-fifth of the total
population - still depend largely on hunting and
fishing for their livelihood.

As the past history of industrial development in
other American states has shown, little thought was
previously given to conservation or the needs of the
native people. The concept of "taming the wilder-
ness" was prevalent; the slaughter of the Indians and
extinction of the bulfalo seemed unavoidable in the
march of progress; and the "cat-skinner" - the bull-
dozer driver - was the modern David against the
Goliath of nature, tearing up forest and bush land to
make way for civilization. Today, when much of this
civilization has become polluted cities and a scarred
landscape, there is a sudden concern for the environ-
ment, to the extent that it has become a major
political issue in the United States. In most cases it is
too late to do much about conservation, and there
can only be an attempt to lessen the extent of pollu-
tion. The devastation and plunder of old frontiers
are but regretful memories.

But in Alaska, this is not history but here and now.
Alaska is America's last frontier, in much the same
position as Texas 50 years ago or California at the
turn of the century. It is not only Alaskans who are

This first of two articles on oil in Alaska deals
with the ecological and environmental issues which
are delaying the construction of the Trans-Alaska
Pipeline. A second article wi! i over the history and
economics of petroleum development.

242

concerned about their environment and what
happens to it but also many Americans from the
other states. They are now well aware of the sins of
the past, since they arc having to live with the results,
and they are determined that the same should not
happen to this last frontier. This is why there is such
popular support for the Sierra Club and other con-
servation organizations which are fighting what they
regard as the encroachment on the Alaskan wilder-
ness by the oil industry. Alaska has in fact become a
major battlefield in the whole environmental issuc,
in which ecological considerations have to be
balanced against economic development.
* In view of the present climate of opinion, the oil
industry would have found itself facing the same
kind of controversy about environment in whatever
part of the United States it had found new sources of
oil and sought to develop them. Much of the present
concern, in fact, stems from the pollution caused, by
leakages during offshore drilling in California's
Santa Barbara Channel last year. It is ironic that in
going to Alaska in the first major attempt ever to
utilize oil reserves in the arctic regions of the western
world, the oil industry should find itself encountering
the most fragile of all ecological systems at a time
when their efforts would be subjected to such critical
scrutiny by conservationists.

I'ragile Ecology
The cause of most of the ecological problems lacing

the oil industry in Arctic Alaska is permafrost, the
frozen silt and sediment which underlies 85 per cent
of Alaska - including the entire region of the North
Slope - down to a depth of 1 600 feet. The stability
of this permafrost is maintained by a shallow blanket
of soil and vegetation which insulates it from melting
during the short Arctic summer. Any removal of this
blanket of tundra exposes the permafrost table
underneath to the heat of the sun and it begins to
thaw. Such thawing becomes a self-feeding process
with each year's freeze-thaw cycle and leads to
erosion which is almost impossible to reverse. Ruts
made in the tundra by heavy tracked vehicles operat-
'ing in summer can in a few years cause chasms many
feet deep, with ultimate results which are impossible
to determine since so little is known about Arctic
ecology.

This effect was simply not realized* when the oil
industry first began operations on the North Slope,
and considerable damage was caused in the early
days by moving vehicles over the tundra in summer.
When the problem was understood, exploration and
drilling activities were confined to the winter months
and work closed down during the summer. Now the
problem has been largely overcome by the use of
gravel for the foundations of drilling rigs and build-
ings and for roads and airstrips, so that operations

Petroleum Press Service July 1970
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can continue all the year round. The gravel is
extracted from river beds in the vicinity, but so great
is the quantity required that this in turn is causing

- some anxiety as the rivers are important fishery
resources and there is a danger that they may become
silted or blocked by such interference.

Pipeline Problems

However, the main problem of permafrost as it
affects the oil companies is the thawing process
caused by the flow of hot oil. This first becomes
evident at a completed oil-well, when hot oil is
brought to the surface through the entire depth of the
permafrost: this could cause a considerable amount
of thawing over a period of continuous production,
to a radius of 50 fee$ or more around the wellbase.
Various experiments are being conducted to over-
come this, including the cementing in of an outer
casing string over the permafrost interval to absorb
any stresses and movement that may take place as a
result of subsidence. It remains to be seen how
effective such solutions will be. But for the time
being, before actual production starts, the major
problem is centred on the projected hot-oil pipeline
across Alaska, 800 miles from Prudhoe Bay to the
ice-free port of Valdez from where the crude oil
could be shipped to the West Coast market,

It is over the question of the Trans-Alaska Pipe-.
line that the industry has come up against its biggest
obstacle and main opposition. To begin with, there
are the sheer engineering problems involved in what
is undoubtedly the most complex pipeline system
ever devised; problems which are more serious than
was first thought. The ideal from an industry point
of view would be to bury the pipeline for the whole
of its route. But this is out of the question in those
areas where the underlying permafrost has a high ice
content. Although the oil leaving the wellhead at up
to 82C would cool off between pumping stations, its
high temperature would be maintained as a result of
friction and energy input from the pumps. In fact,
this is a design necessity in order to keep up the flow
of oil. The heat would melt such permafrost areas,
leading to subsidence and erosion which would
eventually cause the sagging pipeline to break.

It is the possibility of erosion and leakages from a
broken line that most worries the convervationists.
It is also of course a prime concern of TAPS itself
(the Trans-Alaska Pipeline System, representing
Humble Oil, BP, Atlantic Richfield, and a number

. . of other companies active on the North Slope). A
route has been chosen which avoids most of the wet
permafrost areas: where the permafrost is more dry,
consisting typically of coarse-grained and well-
drained sediments and gravels, there should be no
thawing problem. In those areas where the ice
content of the permafrost is high, such as on the

North Slope up to the Brooks Range, the line would
be built above ground on pilings.

The present argument, and the reason why con-
servation groups have taken out a court injunction
against the building of the line and why the Interior
Department has delayed for so long in giving the
necessary approval for its construction, is over the
effect of a hot-oil pipeline in the so-called dry perma-
frost areas. Scientists with the US Geological Survey
and others feel that not enough is known to be
certain that erosion would not occur, It is up to
TAPS to prove their case, and in the view of the
Interior Department they have not yet done so.
Meanwhile, experiments and tests are being made on
every aspect of the pipeline. Hundreds of cores have
been taken of the permafrost along the proposed
route to assess the ice content in different areas; a
600-foot section of experimental pipe has been
buried in a permafrost site and will be heated in order
to provide data on the effect of heat on the perma-
frost itself and on the vegetation; and various
varieties of grass are being tested with a view to the
restoration and revegetation of areas of disturbed
tundra.

Drawbacks A above Ground

One solution would be to build the pipeline above
ground in all those areas considered doubtful - and
some government scientists put this at up to 90 per
cent of the entire route. (TAPS on the other hand
consider that only 10 per cent need be built above
ground - which shows the extent of the present
difference of opinion.) But this would cause further
problems. To begin with, TAPS would be most
reluctant to build so much of the line above ground.
It would not only cost a great deal more - and the
estimates have already gone up from $900 million to
$1.3 billion - but the pipeline would be vulnerable to
accidental damage by hunters shooting game in the
area and even to sabotage.

The conservation groups would also be unhappy
with an above-ground pipeline. Any leaks that might
occur would be far more damaging than if the line
was buried. And it is thought that such an obstacle
might have an effect on caribou migration, depending
on how high or low the line was built. It is at his
point that the Eskimos and Indians become con-
cerned, for the line would pass through several of
their traditional hunting areas. Five Indian villages
north of Fairbanks have been successful in winning a
court injunction of their own against the building of
the line, on the grounds that it would be detrimental
to the wildlife on which they depend for a living; and
this is yet another cause of delay.

But of far greater importance than this is the whole
question of the native land claims. When Alaska was
purchased from Russia in 1867:- for $7 200 00,
which amounted to some 2 cents an acre - the status

P'rluiPesSrie'uy17 4
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of the native population was never fully defined.
Since tribes were living in some areas which were
never occupied or even visited by the Russians during
their hundred-year rule, there is some force in the
argument that Russia did not have the legal right to
dispose of the entire region of Alaska. The Treaty of
Cession provided that the natives would not be
disturbed in their use and occupancy of lands then
occupied by them. In subsequent legislation, Con-
gress reserved for itself the right to determine the
extent of the native title, if any, but this has never in
fact been accomplished.

Na tire Claims

The first native claims were filed over 30 years ago,
but the majority were made during 1966 and 1967.
The North Slope Eskimos, for instance, filed their
native land protest in May 1966, covering some
58 million acres of land north of the Brooks Range
which includes all the present area of drilling and
exploration activity. There are at present 40 claims
filed, covering approximately 290 million acres. It
was because of these that the previous Administra-
tion in October 1966 imposed an administrative
"land freeze" on the disposition of federal lands in
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Alaska. This will remain in force until the question of
native land claims has been settled. And since 92 per
cent of Alaska is still federal land it restricts further
oil and gas leasing and, of more immediate impor-
tance, holds up the granting of the necessary rights
of way for the Trans-Alaska pipeline.

The freeze did not apply to issued leases, nor to
lands already selected by the state. On achieving
statehood in 1958 - and a major factor in making
this economically possible was the Territory's oil and
gas potential - Alaska had the right to select approxi-
mately 102 million acres of land. To date, the state
.has selected only some 26 million acres and received
patent or tentative approval on 14 million acres,
which include incidentally the land along the North
Slope coast which made the present oil operations
and the lease sale of last year possible. Further
selection by the state is also held up because of the
land freeze.

There is a Bill at present before Congress which it
is hoped will settle the native land claims problem.. It
provides for a settlement of $500 million in cash, to
be paid over a 20-year period, and 10 million acres of
land around the native villages. The Alaskan Federa-
tion of Natives had been pressing for 40 million
acres. But a more controversial issue is the perpetual
2 per cent overriding royalty which the natives had
requested on all oil, gas and other minerals produced
in the state of Alaska. The Federal Administration is
against this, and a possible compromise may be for
the natives to retain a 2 per cent royalty for a period
of ten years or until an additional $500 million is
accrued, whichever comes first.

I'ederul IuIids
The basic difference between state and federal land

as regards leasing is that the state for the most part
favours the system of competitive bidding in which
selected lots are put up for lease sale at various times
and go to whichever companies make the highest
bids, whereas federal land has always been open to
simultaneous filing. This means that any company or
individual can obtain mineral rights over unleased
land for the annual payment of only 50 cents an
acre. If more than one application is filed at any one
time, then the selection is made by "drawing out of a
hat". This lottery system ensures that the indepen-
dent oil company or individual has a chance to profit
from any possible oil discoveries. In the case of an
ndividual, if the prospect looks good or oil is found
n the vicinity, he will probably sell his leases to an
)il company at a handsome profit and also obtain an
)verriding royalty on any oil produced. A number of
peculators in Alaska benefited in this way at the
ime- of the Prudhoe Bay discovery. However, when
n area is known to contain oil or gas, then new
eases on federal land would be put up for comr-
Ctitive bidding.

Petroleum Press Service July 1970
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What worries the smia ll independent com panies
and has caused Lurther controversy is that, in all the
various Bills put Ifrward to deal with the native land

* claims, a section has been included which provides
for all federal lands in the State of Alaska to be
leased by competitive bidding only. They feel that,
far from being competitive, this would eliminate
competition and allow only those few companies
with superior financial resources to participate.

Slate Idlads .

There are also mixed feelings within the state itseil'
over which is the best system to adopt for the leasing
of state lands. Whichever system is applied, the state
retains 100 per cent of its income from mineral pro-
duction on state lands, whether from bonuses,
royalties, or severance taxes, and 90 per cent of such
income from federa['lands. Competitive bidding may
result in a more immediate cash return, as against
the higher royalties that could be charged under
simultaneous filing. But the $900 million which
resulted from last September's lease sale can be
deceptive. Such a sum would not have been expended

in the absence of the l'rudhoe Bay discovery; and, in
fact, 76 per cent of the lands in the sale brouht no
bids at all when offered two years earlier.

Alaska is at a crossroads in its history. There are
those Alaskans who want to see the state developed
industrially and to benefit as quickly as possible from
oil and gas production. But there are others who
want it kept as the last great wilderness of the United
States - and many of them came to Alaska in the
first place to get away from cities and an industrial
society. There'are Eskimos and Indians who want to
pick up oil tools and join the technological age, but
there are others who would prefer to follow their old
ways of life undisturbed. The entry of the oil industry
into Alaska in such a big way has served as a catalyst
affecting all these underlying issues and it is hardly
surprising that events have not gone as smoothly as
the companies would have wished. They have found
themselves involved in a whole range of ecological
and environmental controversies, to an extent that is
unique in petroleum development. But then, Alaska
is a unique part of the world and it would seem to be
worth the time and patience necessary to achieve a
proper balance between conflicting requirements.
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Economic Impact of Alaskan Oil

THE North Slope of Alaska is probably the most
difficult region from an operational point of view in
which the oil industry has ever sought for and found
oil. Temperatures in winter can fall to minus 65 F,.

with 80 mph winds and blizzards that can bring drilling
to a halt on even the specially protected Arctic rigs.

During the two-month summer, with its 24 hours of
daylight, the concrete-hard frozen tundra becomes a
soggy marsh, creating the kind of problems men-

tioned in last month's article.
With the North Slope's remoteness allied to this,

it is also the most expensive exploration ever under-
taken. A single wildcat well can cost up to $4.5
million. Included in this is the $700 000 or more to
fly a rig and all the ncesssary equipment and supplies
from Fairbanks, the building of gravel roads at
something like S20 000 per mile, the $2 million or so
required to build and maintain a camp site with its
air-strip and storage facilities, and operating expen-
ses which can exceed S million for a typical 10 000-
foot North Slope well. Average drilling costs have
been estimated at $142 a foot, compared with the
S13 a foot average in the rest of the United States.
Operating costs are $18 000 a day in Alaska - and
even higher for a wildcat - compared with $3 000 a
day for a conventional West Texas land rig and
S10 000 a day for an offshore rig in the Gulf of
Mexico. Geological field parties average $30-40 000
a month, and seismic crews up to $300 000 a month.

Together with the various bonuses and lease
payments that have been made, the industry has
invested some S2.5 billion on North Slope operations

to date, and another $1.3 billion at least will be
required to build the trans-Alaska pipeline to
Valdez in the south.

As against these costs, however, there is the size of
the Prudhoe Bay field, conservatively estimated to
contain up to 20 billion barrels of recoverable
reserves. Initially, it is planned that the pipeline will

move 500 000 b/d, to be increased to 2.2 million
b/d towards the end of the 1970s. At these production
levels, North Slope oil could represent 7 per cent of
total US output by 1975 and 17 per cent by 1980,
when consumption is expected to rise to 20 million
b/d. And if the reserves are even higher -,some
estimates put them as high as 40 billion barrels - these
production rates might be doubled.

The North Slope operators - the major companies
being Atlantic Richfield, H umble Oil and BP - are at
present drilling development wells on the 430 000-
acre field's three oil pools, on the basis of 640-acre
spacing for the main Prudhoe Bay sand pool and the
Lisburne lime pool and 160-acre spacing for the
shallower Kuparuk River pool discovered by Stan-
dard Oil of California. Present plans call for the
drilling of some -400 wells, and the companies are
working towards a system of field unitization in
order to develop the field most economically. Costs
will also be reduced by drilling between four and
eight deviated wells from one large drilling pad.

high Production Rates

The wells are being scheduled to produce from
15 000 to 20 000 b/d. This compares with the
average production from all US wells of a mere
15.2 b/d - and only 3.6 b/d from the marginal stripper
wells which account for two-thirds of the nation's
575 000 wells - which will be a major factor in
making North Slope oil competitive in the rest of the
United States. There is also the fact that Alaska has
no prorationing system, which in some states holds

This second of two articles on oil in Alaska
considers the high cost of exploration and drilling
on the North Slope, offset however by the size of
the Prudhoe Bay oilfield.

Source: Petroleum Press Service, August 1970, pp. 281-283. Reproduced with
permission by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research
Service, March 9, 1971.
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back the production of rich wells. Unlike Texas, for
instance, where prorationing was the result of
thousands of individuals, small and big companies
and workers having a stake in a decentralized and

" LIibur-intensive industry, in Alaska the state is the
landlord and the producers arc a few large com-
panics; though these compete with each other at the
exploration stage, they can also work together to
develop a field in the most economical way once it is
discovered.

Price Eslimates
Various estimates have been made as to the likely

cost and price of North Slope Oil. In a recent paper
on the Impact of Oil Import Reforms Upon Alaska's
Economy. Professor Arlon Tussing of the Federal
Field Committee for Development Planning in
Alaska suggests that the wellhead price might be $2 a
barrel, compared with $3 in Cook Inlet. (This price
assumes that trans-Alaska pipeline costs would be
60 cents a barrel.) Federal onshore and State of
Alaska royalties are both 12. per cent, and state
production taxes 4 per cent, making a total of 16.
per cent; the sum of royalties and taxes on a $2
price would therefore be 33 cents a barrel at the
present rate.

Professor Tussing estimates that the wellhead cost
of North Slope oil, including discovery, development
and production charges but exclusive of lease acqui-
sition costs and royalties and taxes, would be
between 24 to 54 cents a barrel, compared with 80
cents to $1.25 in the Cook Inlet. He concludes that
any reduction in US crude oil prices, even of the
magnitude which had been contemplated by the
Cabinet Task Force on Oil Imports, would not
substantially reduce exploration and production of
oil and gas from Alaska's two proved petroleum
basins. There might be some reduction of exploration
activity in unproved regions, but overall the effect of
any price reductions would be less pronounced in
Alaska than in any other major oil state. Any
domestic price for crude oil at or above the free
world market price would be sufficient to induce
continued production, development and exploration
in both of Alaska's known petroleum basins.

-- Alaskan Economy

The Prudhoe Bay discovery has had a tremendous
impact on the economy of Alaska. The lease sale of
September last year produced $900 million which was
more than four times the total state budget. The
three previous competitive lease sales of state lands
on the North Slope between 1964 and 1967 had
produced only some $6 million, and even up to a few
weeks before the September sale, the official esti-
mates of what the state might receive were still

cautiously being put at a mere $11 million. Oil

282

production from the ('ook Inlet and Swanson River
fields in the south had of course been earning revenue
for the state, totalling some 534.3 million in 1968.
But the interest alone from the September sale
bonuses comes to more than twice that sum, and by
the time the flow of North Slope oil reaches the
2 million b/d planned for 1975 -- providing the trans-
Alaska pipeline is builf - the state will be receiving an
additional $200 million a year in royalties and
severance taxes.

For a state that has traditionally had to rely on
federal assistance, to the extent that its economy was
dependent for years on federal agencies for six out of
every ten dollars spent, this cash inflow can put
Alaska on its feet economically for the first time
sinceit became a state in 1959. From being one of the
poorest states in the Union, Alaska can become one
of the richest per capita. But this is of course depen-
dent on North Slope oil being transported and
marketed, and at the present time this necessitates a
pipeline across Alaska to the south. It may be that
tankers can eventually operate a route through the
Northwest Passage, following the experimental trials
being made with the Manhattan, but this would only
complement a pipeline and not replace it. Just as
there are those who oppose the projected TAPS line
from a conservation and environmental point of view,
many Alaskans are bitterly opposed to the conserva-
tionists who they see as holding back the economic
development of the State.

Early llislory
The Prudhoe Bay discovery was the result of a

long history of intermittent but largely unsuccessful
exploration in Alaska. Oil seeps had been noted by
the Russians as longago as 1853 - 14 years before
they sold Alaska to the United States for $7.2 million
(two cents an acre) - on the west side'of Cook Inlet,
and a number of shallow wells were drilled there
from 1898 to 1904. These were unsuccessful, but in
1902 a well drilled at Katalla in south-cast Alaska
found oil, and from then until 1933 some 154 000
barrels were produced from 18 wells in a 60-acre site.
The field was abandoned in 1933 when the small
refinery built to process the oil burned down and it
was not economic to rebuild the plant.

In northern Alaska, geological surveys were started
in 1901 by the US Geological Survey as part of the
systematic exploration of what was then a Territory,
and it was between 1904 and 1914 that the oil
potential of the North Slope area was first noted. As
a result, in 1923, an area of 37 000 square miles in the
north-west corner of Alaska around Point Barow was
designated as Naval Petroleum Reserve No. 4.
Intensive exploration was carried out by the Navy
and the USGS between 1944 and 1953, in which 45
core holes and 37 wildcat wells were drilled at a cost
of $60 million. Several small oil and gas deposits were

Pctrolcum Press Service August 1970
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iou nd. the niost important being the I miat oilfield
on the Colsilie River near the eastern boundary of the
Reserve, estimated to contain 1(X) million barrels of
reserves. These discoveries were all non-commercial,
but the in irinmat ion they provided was a major
factor in atracting the oil industry to the North
Slope.

But the main ellort of the industry in the post-war
years was concentrated in the south, leading in 1957
to the discovery of the Swanson River field on the
Kenai Peninsula by Atlantic Richfield. This was
Alaska's first commercial oilfield, and was followed
in 1959 by urtler oil and gas discoveries in the
Cook Inlet. Total reserves in this area are estimated
to be at least 1.5 billion barrels, but production rates
have been disappointing, coming to a little over
200 0 b/d.

In 1958. one year celore Alaska's statehood, the
US opened up for leasing an area of (lie North Slope
between the Naval Petroleum Reserve to the west and
the Wildlife Refuge which had been established at the
north-east corner of the Territory, bordering Canada.
Several companies took out holdings, but the first
to carry out any major exploration was l3P. The first
well was drilled in 1963, jointly by BP and Sinclair.
Over the next four years, the 1P/Sinclair group,
Union Oil and Atlantic Richfield drilled a further
nine wells in the area. The results were disappointing.
Small quantities of oil were found on the Colville
structure, but evidence pointed to the likelihood that
the oil had migrated elsewhere. Another structure-was
located at Prudhoe Bay, but because of the cost of
drilling on the North Slope - an estimated $125
million was spent on exploration up to the time of
the Prudhoc Bay discovery - first Sinclair and then
BP and Union Oil felt it was time to cut their losses
and leave. By late 1967, the only active rig on the

North Slope was that drilling Atlantic Richfield's
Prudhoe Bay State No. 1.

Dis.eorry
This was the well that located the Prudhoc field in

1968, later confirmed by the Sag River No. I well
seven miles to the south-west which was drilled by
Atlantic Richfield and Humble. 131' decided to
return to the North Slope in the summer of 1968
and begin drilling operations on its own, resulting
in a further discovery on the Prudhoe structure at
Put River No. 1. In fact, by the time the Prudhoe
field had been delineated, it was found that BP's
leases contained some 60 per cent of the total
reserves - leases which had been obtained in 1967
for $44 000 a block, compared with the prices of up
to $72 million a block paid in the 1969 lease sale. By
that time, of course, other companies had moved
into the area, and 23 rigs had drilled 37 wells while
24 seismic crews had mapped thousands of square
miles of the North Slope.

While the oil industry effort since then has
naturally been concentrated on the North Slope, and
BP has made a further discovery near its original
Colville River locations which may be a separate
field from Prudhoe Bay, exploration will not end
there. There are 15 known sedimentary basins in
Alaska, and commercial production has been estab-
lished in only two - the North Slope and Cook
Inlet. Eight of the remaining basins have never been
drilled, and only a few wildcat wells have been drilled
in the others. It is possible that at some time in the
future, as reserves in other producing states dwindle
Alaska may take over from Texas as the major oil
producing area in the US.

Igo -
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Alaskan outlook: great-but frustrating

llowAitI) M. WilSON

West Coast Editor

a

LAST SUMMER the outlook for Alaska
was great.

This summer the long-term outlook
is just as great. But frustration has
set in. Construction of the Prudhoe-to-
Valdez pipeline has been set back 1 to
3 years. With this delay, activity has
slowed to a walk.

The industry is learning it needs
three things to produce and transport
oil safely in the harsh environment of
the Arctic: technical expertise, money,
and patience.

The industry has the technology-
but proving it to the public agencies
has become a surprisingly tough chore.

It has the money, although the
amount demanded is rising with the
passing of each day of delay.

It also has the patience. It knows
the wealth of Prudhoe reserves won't
evaporate with time. The oil will be
produced and moved to market.

In the meantime, the effects of the
delay are being felt in the economics
of the oil industry, the State of Alas-
ka, and the nation as a whole.

The industry is losing return-on-
investment calculated in the tens of
millions. Alaska is suffering an eco-
nomic recession because oil and con-
struction activity is down. And the
nation is wasting valuable time in
bringing to market much-needed new
domestic crude that would make it
less dependent on the uncertain flow
of foreign oil.

The picture is not all gloom. The
period of waiting has its compensa-
tions.

For one thing the industry is making
good use of the extra time to hammer

out a fair and workable unitization plan
at Prudhoe. It is perfecting production

techniques that meet the harsh de-
mands of the Arctic. It is spotting
more precisely the pitfalls of pipe-
line construction in the tundra and
permafrost.

Perhaps most important the indus-

try is finding out, the hard way, that

the old methods of doing business no

longer prevail in the new age of en-
vironmental concern. The period of .
overreaction to oil spills is still in full
swing, and the industry is working to
meet this challenge with hard-nosed
research and effective performance.

l I-

t l

The cost
The delay-what is it costing?
Arriving' at a specific price the in-

dustry and Alaska must pay for the
unforeseen stretchout between invest-
ment and payoff is like grasping an
object with no handles.

But here are some factors which.operators in Alaska point out as in-
dicative of the huge losses that must
be included in any calculations.

" The $900-million bonus payments
of last September. Every year's de-
lay in getting a return on this invest-
ment must be figured in the tens of
millions.

* The Trans Alaska Pipeline Sys-
tems (TAPS). The owners have pur-

chased the pipe for the 800-mile line,
anu more than half of it will have
been delivered by summer's end in
Alaska at Valdez, Fairbanks, and
Prudhoe. It will sit idle until con-
struction begins.

" Idle rigs on the North Slope. Con-
tractors moved some 29 rigs at ex-
cessive cost to the North Slope in
anticipation of unabated wildcatting
and development work. A dozen or
less are at work; the others stacked.

" The road contractors and sup-
- pliers. TAPS owners must foot the bill

for sending five contractors and their
equipment to camps between the Yu-
kon river and Prudhoe Bay. Construc-
tion plans of the haul roads have
been canceled. Suppliers for the proj-
ect, with huge inventories at Fair-
banks, are losing heavily.

* The production units. BP Alaska
and ARCO are moving the first units
of their production systems at Prud-
hoe Bay to the slope this summer.
These units will be stacked until
needed. The combined projects will
be close to $200 million.

" The Alaskan economy. The State
of Alaska had planned on an upsurge
in business and construction activity
this year. Instead, the economy is
sagging. Also the expected tax rev-
enues from North Slope production
won't materialize until oil starts mov-
ing.

" The U.S. crude supply. The delay
in bringing onstream 2 million bbl
daily of domestic crude will cost the
oil industry and the consuming public
sums which cannot be calculated. As
production in the Lower 48 reaches
toward 100% of capacity, refiners
must look to foreign markets-not to
Alaska, as they had planned-for

Source: The Oil & Gas Journal, August 10, 1970. Reproduced with permission
by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service,
March 9, 1971.
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TAPS not tundra's first line-not by 45 years
THERE'S nothing really new under
the sun; and that goes for Alaska's
midnight sun as well.

The Trans Alaska pipeline will
not be the first big-inch line ever
laid across Alaska's frozen tundra.

Not generally known, even to
Alaskans, is the fact that 6 miles
of steel pipe, 48 to 56-in. diameter,
was laid in segments 70 miles north
of Fairbanks in the mid-1920's and
that it operated successfully, with-
out irreparable damage to the en-
vironment, as a water conduit for
most of the years since then. The
last portion was retired just 3
years ago.

Engineers at TAPS in Anchorage
have compiled a record of the
line's construction and perform-
ance over a 45-year span and reach
this conclusion: "The problems en-
countered and the solutions ren-
dered by the Fairbanks Exploration
Co. compose a basis for the assur-
ance that the engineering of the
proposed Trans Alaska Pipeline
System, a similar project, will also
meet success . . . The problems
have been solved and are being
solved again."

The pipeline was part of the 83-
mile Davidson Ditch project built
by Fairbanks Exploration in 1925-
28 to bring water to its Placer
Miner properties on Cleary and
Coldstream Creeks.

At 15 points where the ditch
crossed valleys, pipeline siphons (or
segments) were erected on timber
pile bent (supports). The builders
used three native spruce piles per
bent, and the anchoring system-
concrete blocks, steel framework,
rock fill-was remarkably similar
to what TAPS has come up with
today.

The segments were constructed
with steel lock joint pipe with a
plate yield value of 55,000 lb. Self-
propelled steam shovels which had
helped build the Panama Canal
were used in construction.

The system operated continuous-
ly until. 1942, reopened again in
1945, and was closed in 1953 when
the price of gold went down and
the cost of labor rose. However,
one segment of the line was oper-
ated until 1967 by the Chetanika
Power Co.

The pipe was designed to carry
1,923,000 b/d of water, virtually the
same throughout TAPS plans for
Prudhoe crude. Flow was by gravi-
ty.

- TAPS officials point out that the
line, over the years, withstood seis-
mic shock and temperature vari-
ances of -70* to +99*; that, for,
the most part, it still rides on its
support.

It has done no apparent perma-
nent damage to the tundra and
permafrost.

The flowing water was, of course,
higher in temperature than the
ground beneath the pipe.

Perhaps even more important,
the open-ditch portion of the sys-
tem did not continuously melt and
thaw the permafrost to create huge
lakes, ditches, or canyons-as
many have predicted a pipeline
would do.

"It indicates that the worst fears
won't come true," says a TAPS-
man.

.

crude supplies.
Oil companies are reluctant to put

a price tag on the delay. But one
lease owner on the slope said his $50-
million investment could grow to $100
million before oil starts flowing.

The industry is paying some of its
highest prices in history to operate in
the Arctic. Just moving a rig to the
North Slope can cost $3 million. Trans-
porting the casing string is a $75,000
item by barge, $165,000 by air.

Operating expenses on the North
Slope run to $25,000/day, including air
support.

Companies laying out this kind of
money know they are playing a high-
risk game. But even with success,
their prospects for payout grow dim-
mer as the time lag grows.

Overhead goes on, whether oil flows
or not. ARCO has just spent $7.5 mil-
lion for new quarters at Prudhoe Bay.
This facility and the attendant person-
nel must be maintained for as many
extra years as the delay continues.
The same applies to quarters and
personnel in Anchorage and elsewhere
in Alaska.

Not all such expenses are counted
as loss. Some production drilling and
wildcatting continues, and essential
research goes on. Regardless of the
slowdown, companies would continue
to maintain their presence in Alaska.

-

Trans Alaskan
Alaskans have known frustration

before. The gold rush died; the miners
came and went. So did the salmon
factories. Just 6 years ago the econ-
omy was further jolted by the con-
tinent's greatest earthquake, which
literally swallowed some of the citi-
zens alive.

And now, with the riches of the
'North Slope ready to give Alaska the
stable economic base it has dreamed
of since Seward committed his folly
more than a century ago, the frustra-
tions have set in again.

Nearly all Alaskans, from taxi driv-
er to bank president, are angered at
the conservationists and preservation-
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Road equipment sits idle at 10 campsites
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ists from the South 48 who are bent
on holding up construction of the
Trans Alaska Pipeline System.

"Let the conservationists from Cali-
fornia clean up California," says a
bellhop at the ,Anchorage Westward.
"We can take care of Alaska."

Despite such laments, the pipeline
that was to have been flowing crude
from Prudhoe to Valdez by 1972 is
bogged down in a welter of lawsuits,
administrative red tape, and politi-
cal indecision.

Japanese-manufactured pipe sits at
Valdez and Fairbanks ready for lay-
ing. It arrived last summer, and more
is arriving at Valdez this summer.
And still more pipe is moving this
summer through the Bering Sea for
unloading at the Prudhoe end.

Equipment of five road contractors
also sits idle at 10 camps stretched
along the northern half of the route,
from the Yukon River to Prudhoe. It
was to have been used to build a haul
road. But the whims of politics have
only turned it into a $100,000/day cost
item for the beleaguered TAPS partici-
pants who asked the contractors to
transport it up there last spring-
when ice formed a natural bridge
across the Yukon.

The road job became a hot item on
the Alaskan scene after it became
apparent that the Interior Department
would not issue the right-of-way per-
mit for the pipeline in the time Sec.
Walter J. Hickel had apparently prom-
ised.

Gov. Keith Miller proposed to the
Alaskan Legislature that the state
advance money for the haul road and
get it back from the TAPS companies
when the pipeline was built. But the
legislature altered the bill to require
payback whether the pipeline was
built or not. The companies said no
thanks.

Governor Miller then called a spe-
cial session of the legislature to search
for a compromise method to get the
road work in progress. But negotia-
tions with the TAPS companies proved
fruitless, and the special session was
canceled.

Meanwhile, the equipment must
stay in place this summer. To move it
along the thawed surface would de-
stroy the tundra. And even if it got
to the Yukon, there is no bridge or
ferry to move it over the 3,000-ft
crossing to the road connecting with
Fairbanks.

The contractors caught in this bind
are S. S. Mullen, Seattle; J. Ray Mc-
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i)ermo ti, louston; Rivers Construc-
tion, Anchorage; Green Construction,
Des Moines; and Burgess Construc-
tion, Fairbanks.

The pipe specs. Meanwhile, TAPS
engieers and Iulnrior's rthnical cosi-
miee continue to negotialC On atccept-
able specifications for laying the pipe
aboveground or below. TAPS has

made corings, normally of 50-ft depth,
along the entire 800-mile route of line
to determine the amount of ice in
each area in relation to the silt,
gravel, and large stones.

The amount of ice which is tolerable
for burying the line varies according
to the other materials present. When
these percentages can be worked out,

presumably Interior will be ready to
flash the green light.

TAPS believes the amount of pipe
needing to he buried is about 10%, or
15% at the most. Interior figures itmuch greater and has sent the TAI'S
engineers hack to do more testing.

Although the builders expect to
know generally in advance of con-
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normal workforce is more than it
needs: winter unemployment com-
pensation soars as men wait forG ET HELP AT HOME summer jobs.

Alaska may have to get out an-
other leaflet: Please-go home.L

strutionwher the willb .CRS-23struction where they will bury line pared to meet unforeseen conditionv" mistake," says the spokesman. "If" handwhere to place it on surpports, a spokesman says. "We will test soil we mess up on this pipeline, we willthe design could change as constru- as we ditch. And if we run into con- never be able to convince them oftion progresses. This is called "con- ditions which are different from those anything again."ceptual design" in the construction ;intic ip;,ltd, we will put the line ;above- The timetable. Although no onetrade and, according to TAPS, it goes ground." knows when construction will start,beyond what Interior will require. TAS knows its reputation-lg( in- TAPS knows it must get two separate"Once we get a design acceptable dusry's reputation-is on the line. -and favorable-decisions from In-to start work, we still will be pre- "Our credibility just can't stand a terror.

jAaska peads: Migrants, go home!
WORKERS who are headed for "If you are a visitor to Alaska, merce believes the effort to haltAlaska to earn that Big Dollar we welcome you," the leaflet be- the influx of labor has done won-they've heard about are getting an gins-and then adds, "If you come ders-that perhaps thousands haveimportant and well-advised warn- in search of work, we urge you to heeded the warning.ing: Turn back. turn back." But many unemployed still areAt five jumping-off points for The reason: major construction visible on the streets of AnchorageAlaska in the Lowera48, the Alaska projects, such as the TAPS line, and Fairbanks. The AnchorageDeprtentofLabr nd heCity have been delayed, and Alaska ha Jyce hvestu acmpn

of Anchorage are trying to catch more than enough workforce to area for those who need a placewould-be migrants before they com- meet current and future needs. On to sleep-s ewh besides themit themselves to the long drive or May 1, Alaska's unemployment city park.flight to the country of the Black was the nation's highest, 13.1%. Many hu. the hippie look, hairGold rush. If that doesn't deter the jobseck- to the shoulders and full beards.At Seattle, Sumas, and laine in ers, perhaps the next piece of in- In fact, one local observer withWashington, at International Falls, formation in the leaflet will: "in Lower 48 connections said that,Minn., and at Sweetgrass, Mont., Fairbanks, a loaf of bread is 52y. among the hirsute crowd, Alaskaspecial agents are handing out Eggs are 77 a dozen. Milk is $1.05 is "in" this year.
ea flet wdich c(ne i uthea co m - per half gallon and ham burger is Tom M cDaniel, state labor mar-panying advice (see illustration)- 83 a pound. Rents range from $200 ket analyst, said Alaska has a

with the--first letters spelling out to $400 a month." crnc uepomn rbeboldly the word "WARNING."T- chronic unemployment problemSThe Anchorage Chamber of Com- each spring, but the percentage
usually tails off as summer wears
on and people turn back south. This
year the number continues to rise

V ORK 
ya h ubrcniust ie IS SCARCE IN ALASKA He estimated that in Anchorage
and Fairbanks alone there are
6,400 unemployed, at least 25%

A more than last year
A LABOR SURPLUS EXISTS McDaniel is actually more wor-

ried about what will happen when
pipeline work does begin. Most of
the job hunters are unskilled, andRESIDENTS ARE HIRED FIRST even the helpers on the project may
have to be skilled.

This means thousands who come
looking for work won't find it evenNUMEROUS PROJECTS DELAYED then.

"Where will we house and feed
these people?" McDaniel asks.

When the construction work isNCOME NEEDS ARE HIGH over, what then? Many workers
by that time will have decided that
Alaska is the place for them-not
surprising to Alaskans who came0 CHANGE IS EXPECTED in other years and stayed. Alaska's



First the right-of-way easement
must be approved. This sets the route
and could hasten the construction of
the haul road which, if built too early,
might miss the finally approved route
by miles. TAPS is asking for a 100-ft
easement-about 15 sq miles of Alas-
ka countryside.

Second, Interior must grant the con-
struction permit.

This will come when TAPS satisfies
Interior on the design criteria and that
it has the technical capability of build-
ing the line.

The first approval should come-
TAPS hopes-by year's end. The sec-
ond would come later.

TAPS also must satisfy Interior its
operations will not interfere with the.
delicate balance of natural wildlife
along the route.

Its ecologists are making studies of
caribou migrations, filling in. the
blank spots of earlier studies. They
are even studying fish habits in
streams so that gravel trucks will not
disturb spawning beds.

An incident illustrates the extent of
the effort. While building a road, en-
gineers saw they were running square-
ly into a village of parka squirrels;
they swerved the course of the road.

"The oil companies are doing their
best under this new conservation con-
cept in Alaska to prevent damage to
the wildlife and the environment,"
says the spokesman. "Some people
don't believe it-and here again is

that question of credibility."

How big?
Just how big is the Prudhoe Bay

field?
The estimates vary, but the closest

thing to an official expression on the

subject recently came from Thomas
R. Marshall, Jr., chief petroleum ge-
ologist for the Division of Oil and Gas.

Marshall quotes industry sources as
saying that, based on 48 wells dr ied
so far in the field, the reserves are
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now estimated at 12 to 15 billion bbl.
This would make it second only to the
Bolivar Coastal field in Venezuela
among fields in the Western Hemi-
sphere.

Prudhoe's gas reserves are enor-
mous,. too. Again quoting industry
sources, Marshall says the casing-
head gas reserves are estimated at 10
trillion cu ft. This does not include the
associated gas cap in the Sadlerochit
and Lisburne oil pools. Such reserves
place it among the world's largest
reservoirs of gas.

While Marshall does not claim these
estimates to be his own, the fact that
he released them at a meeting of the
Interstate Oil Compact Commission
indicates he does not find fault with
them. Alaska's confidentiality law pre-
vents release of state reservoir data
for the first 2 years after a well is
drilled.

Marshall says that 32 of the 48 wells
drilled so far could be rendered capa-
ble of producing 500,000 b/d. The num-
ber will be increased so that, by the
time the delayed TAPS line goes on
stream, the initial throughput could
leap to 2 million daily, the line's ca-

pacity.

Unitization
Prudhoe leascowners have been

struggling for months to form a unit
agreement to produce the field's rich-
est sector-the Sadlerochit pool.

The job of assigning to each com-
pany its fair share of the billions of
barrels of crude has been a stupen-
dous one. While control wells have
been drilled to outline the field and
determine equity, final decisions must
necessarily be arbitrary, and this calls

for patience and restraint in the vol-
untary effort to unitize-and thus save
money. If each operator produced his
own leases, production costs would
soar out of sight.

BP Alaska Inc., and Atlantic Rich-
field will be the unit operators-BP
in the west, Arco in the east. One of
the two ultimately will be designated
the top operator of record because the
state insists on dealing with one
company only.

The Sadlerochit pool covers 575 sq

miles and contains the biggest portion
of Prudhoe's reserves from a depth
of some 9,000 ft.

The shallower Kuparuk pool
stretches across part of the Sadle-
rochit and on to the west and covers
200 sq miles at a depth of 6,000-7,000
ft. The deeper Lisburne pool underlies
part of the Sadlerochit and extends
on to the east. It covers some 280 sq
miles at a depth of about 10,000 ft.

Altogether Prudhoe's limits pres-
ently cover 670 sq miles, and most
estimates today place the reserves at
.12 to 15 billion bbl.

At this point the unitization covers
only the Sadlerochit, but this is
enough to guarantee the TAPS line
plenty of throughput. In fact, it prob-
ably could produce 1.5 million b/d-
three-fourths of TAPS' ultimate ca-
pacity.

The state is pre-- the Prudhoe
owners to expand the unit to include
the Kuparuk and Lisburne pools, and
if this is done it means further delay
in working out the unit agreement.

At one time the owners had set a
goal of last April to have the plan
ready for state approval. The goal is
now the end of the year.

Also, at one time, the estimated
division of the reserves, or participa-
tion in the unit, had BP with more
than half the total, perhaps 55%. ARCO
and Humble each had about 20% and
the others 5% among them. Subse-
quent drilling, together with inclusion
of all three pools, may render these
estimates out of date.

"There are a number of areas where
the equity is not yet worked out," a
state source said. "We don't know
what the precise boundaries are, and
more reserves studies must be made."

Representatives of the owners met
in early July at Juneau with Commis-
sioner Thomas E. Kelly of the Depart-
ment of Natural Resources. An in-
complete draft of the agreement was
presented at that time.

While work is moving forward on
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unitization, the pressure to get it
completed is not as great as it was
when production was scheduled to

. start in 1972.

Production plans
Installation will start this month on

the first production unit of an ambi-
tious $100-mjllion production scheme
for the western portion of the Prudhoe
Bay field being developed by BP
Alaska on behalf of Sohio.

BP's goal is to handle 825,000 b/d of
crude by Jan. 1, 1975.

BP has chosen modular design for
its production facilities so that:

" Construction work on the North
Slope can be kept to a minimum.

" The sizing and location of the
facilities can be optimized in relation
to the field as it is ultimately defined.

The modular units, which weigh as
much as 600 tons apiece, are being
fabricated in Houston and transported
to Prudhoe Bay by sea via the
Panama Canal, Seattle, and the Ber-
ing Sea. Brown & Root is the prime
contractor.

When installed, the facilities will
make it possible to:

" Produce from wells drilled direc-
tionally from multiwell pads.

* Move production through insulated
flow lines to one of a number of
gathering stations.

o Separate the oil and gas in three-
stage separators at the gathering cen-
ters.

" Move the oil into a transit system
connected to the TAPS original termi-
nal.

" Operate the entire production
complex from a central control room
with minimum manning of facilities.

BP also will install a 30 mw power
station which will furnish power to
all the unit operators.

The wells. Present field regulations
for the Sadlerochit pool require drill-

- -ing on 640-acre spacing.
It is BP's intention to establish

multiwell pads. So far BP has drilled
from one to four wells from each of
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five pads.

Each producing well will be equipped
with subsurface and surface safety
valves which will close when either
abnormally high or low pressures or
excessively high temperatures are
sensed. The company this summer is
testing newly designed down-hole
valves to handle 20,000 b/d flow.

Presently BP and Arco are conduct-
ing studies of the effect of down-hole
heat on the permafrost and hope to
come up with a common method of
handling the problem. BP has drilled
two 2,400-ft noninsulated experimental
wells and is circulating hot diesel oil
in them to study the effects of heat.

For the present BP is building into
its wells a capability of refrigerating
the holes. This means installing 20-in.
casing to the bottom of the permafrost
and a 16-in. sleeve inside the 20-in.
The 13%-in. string inside the sleeve is
cemented to the bottom of the 20-in.,
and the annulus is available for in-
stallation of refrigeration equipment
if needed.

BP hasn't announced a price tag
on the per-well cost of refrigeration,
but independent engineers estimate an
extra $100,000 for the wider hole and
installation of the pipe and $200,000
fce surface facilities.

Flow l'nes. Crude will flow from the
producing wells to the gathering cen-
ters through 6-in, insulated flow lines.

The lines will run in bundles. Pro-
vision is being made to purge the
lines with gas to avoid possible solidi-
fying in case of lengthy shutdown.
Should the flow line sense abnormal
pressures, the safety valve of the
affected well will close at the surface
or, if necessary, a safety valve will
close down hole.

Each pipeline bundle will have one
small diameter line for dry com-
pressed air to operate well safety
equipment at the pad.

Gathering centers. Each of the-
gathering centers will consist of a
number of 75,000 b/d t ree-stage sepa-,
rator modules and one test unit of
25,000 b/d capacity.

The skid-mounted modules come
complete with housing which has heat-
ing and air ventilation equipment to
maintain temperatures of plus 40-70*
and provide six air changes hourly.

Two units at the entrance of each
center will contain isolating valves
on each flow line, and manifolds will
connect flow to the separators. Flow
controllers will regulate the flow from

each well. A gas-handling unit will
consist of valves to regulate separator
pressures, knockout drums to remove
condensate from the gas lines, and a
scrubber for local fuel gas require-
ments.

The center also will have a unit
with boilers and heat exchangers for
general heating, plus an air compres-
sor installation.

Another unit will contain the local
control room, overnight accommoda-
tions for four men, electrical switch-
gear and transformer rooms, tele-
communications equipment, a standby
diesel-driven generator, and a garage
for a pickup truck.

The gathering centers will each have
a diked area with space for two 24-ft-
diameter 30-ft-high tanks to take oil
which could be trapped in flow lines
should it be necessary to drain the
flow lines. Also in the area will be the
main diesel-oil storage tank to supply
fuel to the boilers and standby gener-
ators.

A flare system will be provided. for
emergency use, and space will be left
on the gravel pad for possible future
dehydrators.

Oil from the third-stage separators
will be pumped into a transit-line sys-
tem connecting the centers with TAPS
origin terminal. Metering for BP's
section of the field will be at the
terminal.

Automation. 13 P's production system
will have a considerable degree of,
automation, but there will be a period
follc e .ng start-up when the gathering
centers are manned until trouble
shooting is completed. After that they
will be visited only for inspection and
maintenance.

The intention is to have the centers
operate unattended but under com-
puter surveillance with an operator in
a central control room at operating
headquarters to make corrections as
needed.

Thus, at central control, production
at the well will be regulated to meet
the requirements of TAPS. At all
times central control will know the
current rate of flow into TAPS and
cumulative production for the day.

The computer also will be pro-
grammed to follow a well-testing pro-
gram which, if needed, may be in-
terrupted manually by keying in the
command to test a specific well.

Alarm conditions, which include gas
or fire detection, will be reported
automatically to central control.

IW
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The conmpticr will provide routine
production reports, and hse wl be
transmitted to offices in Anchorage,
w\iere production reports viii be pie-

' rcd for the state and reservoir his-

torical data stored.
Fail-safe equipment, in addition to

computer surveilance, will be built
into the system. For example, the in-
coming flow lines, manifold headers,
and inlets to each first-stage separator
will be fitted with pneumatically op-
erated ball valves which will close
automatically when a high or low
level or high pressure is detected in
the well's separator.

Each separator will be fitted with
a level controller to maintain the re-
quired oil level by means of a signal
to a control valve on the oil outlet.
Also each will be fitted with a pees--
sure controller on the gas outlet.

BP's computer system will have
only limited sophistication at the out-
set. The company does not want an

excess of equipment on the slope.
Eventually part of the operating in-
structions may come from Anchorage,
although basic control is intended to
remain at Prudhoe.

I' rese it co'imaication:; between

the slope and Anlthorag(! is by ii

(hi :h frequency) tnd microwave.

Power. It is the intention that the
power for both the western and east-

ern units of the field will he supplied

ty a sic!ie station with a firm capac-
ity of :to mw. It wouo have two 15
mw machines running and one 15 mw

on standby.

Generators will be driven by heavy
industrial simple-cycle, singe-shaft
gas turbines fueled by natural gas.

Power will move from the central
station by 69 kv overhead lines to
substations at major electrical load
points.

The power line will be sized to meet
eventual demands of 2 million b/d
crude production.

Headquarters. BP will build its op-
erating headquarters complex on :
gravel pad, the building raised w'.
piles.

Final design has not been completed,
but it will take into account the
problems of environment and the need
for :igreeatblc working conditions.

The quarters will accommodate 150
persons and have facilities for recre-
ation, food, potable water, laundry,
sewage treatment, offices, medical
treatment, laboratories, master opera-
tions control arn telecommunications,
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workshop, storage, transportation, and
garage for 22 vehicles.

Environment. Access to all produc-
tion areas will be by all-weather roads
constructed under state permits. To
date, BP has developed a 41-mile road
system.

The main 'road is 30 ft wide at the

crown, has 1 in 3 side gradients, and
is 15 ft deep in profile. The "access"
roads are narrower and have less
profile.

Gravel pads are 5 ft deep for the.
drill sites, the operating headquarters,
gathering centers, power station and
temporary construction camps.

All gathering and transit pipelines

will be elevated above the ground
with sufficient free air circulating
space to prevent damage to the tundra.

The company expects some problem
of animals gathering at the sites for
warmth. Professional advice is being
sought to solve the problems of con-
centration of animals that would upset

their normal life pattern. Caribou do
not normally use the area in great

numbers, but this could change. Al-

though the operators have asked that
the area be declared a wildlife pre-
serve, the state has decided to keep it
open for hunting. Personnel working
directly or indirectly for the operators
will not be allowed to hunt. Firearms
will be carried only for protection.

ARCO's plans. Atlantic Richfield
also is delivering to Prudhoe this
summer a portion of its production
equipment for the eastern operating
unit (OGJ, Apr. 20, p. 116).

One of the main differences between
ARCO's and BP's approaches is that
ARCO will assemble most of its equip-
ment at the production site, while
BP's comes in large modules virtually
ready for hookup.

Both methods have arguments going

for them, and the experience of the
two companies in the field will help

set the pattern for future development
in the Arctic.

Delta Engineering is the contractor
for ARCO and is barging this summer
the equipment for two flow stations.
Eventually four or five will be in-
stalled.

The basic production design is for
75,000 b/d flow trains and 25,000 b/d
test facilities. Each station will take
oil from one or two drill sites, each of
which will have at least six wells.

The two stations being unloaded at

Prudhoe this summer will be capable
of handling 300,000 b/d. Eventually,

with five stations, and counting the '
test units, ARCO will be able to handle
875,000 b/d.

ARCO's quarters. They haven't
started calling it ARCO's Arctic Hil-
ton yet, but someone will think of- an
appropriate name for the new $7.5-
million living quarters and attendant
facilities for ARCO and Humble North
Slope personnel.

Completed for occupancy this sum-
mer, the living and working head-
quarters building covers 38,000 sq ft
to house 215 men. Central facilities
were designed to handle up to 600
men when needed.

While not plush by normal stan-

dard;, the housing is :;'imethirig sp('cia!
for the far north.

The two-story structure has three
wings-20,000 sq ft-for living quarters.
connected with the central structure by

covered passageways. Two men are
assigned to hunk beds in each room,
and each has his own dresser, chair,
desk, and locker. A shower, head, and

laundry room are located -on each
floor.

A fourth wing serves as office spa;
for supervisory personnel. It has t\.
geological labs.

The central building contains tv

dining hall, a lour-bed infirmary.
movie theater, lounge, library, a;
card and billiard room.

Gas-fired furnaces will furnish het
through duct vents and hot and co!
water. The design criteria is for
weather colder than -60 sometimes
experienced on the Slope.

The facility will use tail gas from
the company's topping plant as heat-

ing fuel and thus conserve gas which

otherwise wouol have to be flared. A
stimlby elect rial heating; system a
available for emergencies.

The building itself cost some $2.5-$3
million, while the utilities run the cost
to $7.5 million. These include water-

lines and sewage disposal.
The facility is located at ARCO's I

Sag River near the Prudhoe airstrip,

about 5 miles south of the Prudhoe

Bay waterfront.
The adjacent older quarters, occu-

pied by ARCO and contractor person-
nel up to now, will continue to be used
by the contractors. It can house 177
men."-

As in the past, camp rules prohibit
guns and liquor. A violation is grounds
for immediate dismissal.
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Current activity
In all of Alaska-the hottest oil spot

in the Western Hemisphere-there are
no more than five wildcats drilling.
There are perhaps half a dozen devel-
opment rigs at work.

The paucity of activity would be in-
comnprehensible under ordinary cir-
cumst.ances. But circumstances in
Alska aren't ordinary.

In office after ofice at Anchora;c,
the oii operators place the blame
squarely on the pipeline hangup. With
iong-term leases in their pockets, tl
copames say it makes no economic
sense to spend drilling money today.
There can be no return for years to
come.

The best prospects which are under

lease today in Alaska lie on the North
Slope, where remoteness makes trans-
portation of oil a factor fully as im-
portant as finding the oil itself.

Today's five wildcats are a third
the number 6 months ago. Operators
say there is little chance for a sub-
stantial pickup-at least not until a

timetable on pipeline construction can
be firmed up.

Two of the five wildcats are being
drilled by Hamilton Bros. group in
the Prudhoe Bay area. In fact, the
two lie so close to the field boundaries
there is some question whether they
should be defined as wildcats or de-
velopment wells.

The Kup Delta 51-2 (1-12n-13e),
which may now be completed, is a
stepoct 1 mile to the northeast of the
Kvp Delta 51-1, a tight hole drilled this
spring. The Kup Delta holes are just
inside the north central boundaries
of the projected Prudhoe Bay field and
are 1 to 2 miles northwest of Hamilton
Bros. 1 Point Storhersen, an oiler. The
51-2 is a directionally drilled hole from
the 51-1 pad and lies just offshore.
Loffland Bros. Rig 162 is drilling.

The other current Hamilton Bros.
wildcat is the Milne Point 18-1 (1113n-
10e), drilled by Reading & Bates Rig
25. It is testing at total depth. The
well is barely outside the northwest
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Prudhoe boundaries.
Because of their proximity to the

field, the two wells will figure in cur-
rent negotiations among the lease-
holders to unitize the field.

The other three wildcats in Alaska
also are on the North Slope but far
from the Prudhoe scene.

Mobil is the operator on two of the
tests, the West Staines State 18-9n-23e,
reported testing below 13,000 ft, and
the Mikkelsen Bay State, 13-9n-19e, re-
ported drilling below 12,400 ft.

The West Staines well, spudded last
February by Peter Bawden's Rig 21,
is some 35 miles from the eastern edge
of Prudhoe. If successful, it would
open an entirely new province for de-
velopment. Mobil's partners are Phil-
lips and Standard of California.

The Mikklesen Bay well is about 16
miles east of Prudhoe. Mobil's part-
ner is Phillips.

Home Oil is drilling the 1 Bush Fed-
eral 37 miles south of the southern
Prudhoe field limits. The well (31-4n-
13e) was spudded last January by
Parker Drilling's Rig 95 and has gone
to more than 14,000 ft.

Development. Two of the five de-
velopment wells drilling in the Prud-
hoe field will have a bearing on the
equity of leaseowners. Mobilis drill-
ing the pair in the west central sector.

The Kuparuk State 24-11n-12e has
been temporarily suspended at 11,700
ft, while drilling is starting on the Ku-
paruk State 33-lln-12e, about 3.5 miles
to the southeast. Parker's Rig 93 is
on the first well, and Peter Bawden's
Rig.31 is on the other.

In the heart of the field the unit
operators, Atlantic Richfield and BP
Alaska, are drilling from development
pads in preparation for the day when
production will actually begin.

ARCO has Rowan Rigs 34 and 35
at work at drill-sites 1 and 2. At drill-
site 1 the fourth well from the pad is
being bottomed at about 9,500 ft in
5-10n-15e. At drill-site 2 the second
well was drilling below 10,000 ft in 30-
lin-15e.

BP Alaska has one rig at work,
Brinkerhoff's Rig 26. It has just 'fin-
ished the Put River Pad B-3 in 30-11n-
14e at a depth of about 10,300 ft. The
rig is now drillng B-4 in 20-11n-14e.

The only other nonwildcat activity in
Alaska is on two platforms in Cook
Inlet.

1, 1 rp

Marathon is drilling the Trading
Bay Unit D-32 with Santa Fe's Rig 76
on the Dolly Varden platform. Union
of California is drilling the Trading
Bay Unit A-22 with its own rig on
the Monopod.

As it stands now the fields in the

Cook Inlet basin are virtually devel-
oped. Perhaps three more in the Mc-
Arthur River field are yet to be

drilled. Later the companies may de-

velop some gas reserves. Also there

may be some drilling of injection
wells.

Other finds. What have the North
Slope wildcatters found beyond Prud-
hoe?

Except for three discoveries north-
west of the field, not very much.

Pan American has made a 10
MMcfd gas discovery with the 1 Kavik
on federal land to the southeast, and
the gas province in Naval Petroleum

Reserve No. 4 to the west has yielded
additional gas just east of its border.
At this point, neither of these finds is
considered major.

The federal area immediately south
of Prudhoe Bay is dry. Five D&A wells
drilled along its border attest to that.

Most interest is centered around the
area northwest from the Prudhoe
field, where ARCO, BP, and Socal
have announced oil finds and, farther
northwest, where Gulf has drilled one
of the tightest holes in the history of
wildcatting.

Closest to Prudhoe is BP-ARCO's 1
East Ugnu, a 2,000 b/d producer
drilled early this year in 17-12n-10e,
about 2.5 miles west of the field. BP-
ARCO also have the 1 Ugnu discovery
4 miles to the west.

North of the Ugnu wells is Socal's
Simpson Lagoon find in 23-13n-9e.

The issue which must be resolved

is whether these discoveries. are ac-
tually part of the Prudhoe field or
represent separate pools or prospects.
The companies are believed taking
the position they are separate. The is-
sue is important because discovery
royalties for the companies are in-
volved. The state oil and gas division,
while not disputing the companies, will
call for proof when hearings are held
on the unitization of Prudhoe.

Gulf's 1 Coville Delta State (9-13n-
Ge), 14 miles northwest of the 1 Ugnu,
is a test of major importance. If it's
a discovery, the tracts in between may
be producers, too. The well, finished
last spring, is on one of' six adjacent
high-priced tracts purchased for $97

million by Gulf and BP last Septem-



ber. Scouts have tried in vain to learn
what Gulf has found. Rival companies
confess they don't have a line on it.
Gulf's reticence is understandable;
there is open acreage on three sides
of the tract.

A tremendous area west and south-
west of Prudhoe is yet untouched by
the drill. BP and ARCO are the big
leaseholders, although Humble and
Union are well represented.

The same applies to the area east
of Prudhoe, only more so. This gives
significance to the West Staines State
and Mikkelsen Bay wells, the only
two ever drilled in a huge sector with
some 50 or more tracts under lease.

Federal lands. If there is another
Prudhoe Bay field in the leased fed-
eral acreage to the south, the oil com-
panies are yet to find it.

Although vast undrilled areas are
big enough to hold such a field, the
testing so far has yielded little to ex-
cite prospectors.

Twenty-one holes have been drilled
in the past 7 years over an area
stretching from NPR No. 4 to the
Canadian border with nothing to show
for the work but a couple of so-so gas
discoveries and a lot of geological in-
formation.

The U.S. Geological Survey in An-
chorage lists 19 wells as commercially
dry holes. BP found gas in the 1 Umiat
near the petroleum reserve, and Pan
American made the 1 Kavik discovery
southeast of Prudhoe. McCulloch Oil
now operates the Umiat well, and
ARCO operates the Kavik well for it-
self and Pan American.

Some of the 10-year leases in the
federal sector expire next year, but
there is no rush to test them. There
have been some farmouts this year,
such as Texaco's well on Socal-Shell's
West Kavik Unit and Home Oil's Nora
and Bush federal wells on Arco leases.

Geologists report there is a large
structural belt in the southern portion
of the federal North Slope area. The
Umiat discovery is on the west end
of it. Seismic work continues on the
unleased federal lands, but there is
no prospect of acquiring new leases
until the native-land claims issue is
settled.

The federal leases, including those
acquired by the state and containing
the Prudhoe Bay Aield, were granted
between 1959 and 1967. Some have
been extended, but most will expire
by 1974 unless the companies find
commercial production.
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Companies faced with decisions on

testing the hundreds of leases in the
immediate years ahead include Texa-
co, Shell, Mobil, Phillips, Union, Pan
A.,crican, Humble, ARCO, Socal, and

Oshare. The cen mental shelves -of
Ai.skai continue to hald promise for

drillers, but up to now virtually allthe
activity has been seismic.

The Gulf of Alaska sale by the In-
terior Department has been delayed
because of environmental problems
which have held up nearly all U.S.
offshore leasing. The sale may be held
late nxl year, although Interior could
decide to call for new nominations
from industry and further delay leas-
ing.

The Beaufort sea off the North Slope
will get some testing out to the 3-
mile limit when the state holds its
next sale, probably next year. Many
of the wells undoubtedly will be drilled
directionally from shore or from off-
shore islands that stretch along the
coast. A number of group shoots have
been conducted in recent years in the
Beaufort sea, and another was set for
this summer. Last summer's seismic
work was severely limited by a late
thaw.

A number of shoots were being
scheduled this summer in Bristol
Bay, the Bering Sea, and the Chukchi
Sea. An excess of seismic boats and
equipment in Alaskan waters delayed
the final selection of operators and
contractors until well into the summer.

One unsettling development oc-
curred recently when the USGS pe-
titioned Standard of California to
purchase seismic data obtained in a
20-company group shoot in the Gulf of
Alaska. Some members of the group
questioned the propriety of the sale
lest the Government make public the
costly data. The USGS told group the
data would be kept confidential.

The USGS recently purchased seis-
mic data for offshore Louisiana on a
bid basis from geophysical companies.
In the Alaska case it would be buying
data obtained for a specific group of
companies. The USGS would use the
information to help decide what tracts
to put up for sale and determine
whether lease bids were sufficient.

The Gulf of Alaska has only one con-
trol wel, drilled last summer by Ten-
neco en a state lease near Middleton
island. Industry sources said Tenneco
has offered to sell the tight data for
$300,000 per sale and has had some

takers. Under the state's 2-year dis-
closure law, some of the data will be
made public before the Gulf of Alaska
sale.

- - ' . - - ---

Legislative action
The oil industry took its lumps from

the regular session of the Alaska Leg-
islature, which ended in June.

Bills enacted into law would:
" Raise the severance tax on oil

sharply-nearly doubling it on the
high-producing wells planned for the
North Slope.

- Require oil operators to provide
far more well data than they have in
the past-and making the require-
ments retroactive to 1959.

" Allow the state to deny drilling
permits to companies cited for viola-
tion of regulations; and raise the well
permit fee from $50 to $100.

Another bill, fortunately vetoed by
Gov. Miller, would have canceled off-
shore leases already granted in Bris-
tol Bay and set aside the entire bay
as a fishing sanctuary.

The most controversial bill of the
session would have, required TAPS
participants to pay the $120-million
cost for a haul road along the TAPS
route north of the Yukon River with-
out any guarantee that the Interior
Department would grant a pipeline
permit. When the oil companies re-
jected the plan, the governor called a
special session of the legislature to
tackle the subject again. Before the
lawmakers convened, however, the
governor canceled the call.

The tax law. The legislature on the
final day of the session rewrote en-
tirely the severance tax law on oil
by eliminating the old three-pronged
levy that added up to about 4.5%. It
substituted a sliding-scale tax ranging - -
from 3% to 8%.

Formerly there was a 3% produc-
tion severance tax on the wellhead
value, a 1% disaster severance tax
on the welhead value, and a 5 mills/
bbl conservation tax.

.,
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. .Today the tax is levied against the
revenues from each well-3% for the
first 300-b/d average production for
1 month; 5% on the next 700 b/d; 6%

. on the next 1,500 b/d; and 8% on all
production over 2,500 b/d.

The law theoretically is designed to
henp the "little man" in Alaska he-
cause lower producing wells pay the
lower rate. The trouble is that there
are no "little men." Virtually no North
Slope wells, except some field fringe
wells, can pioduce profitably at less
than 2,500 b/d. Consequently, the 3%-
to 8% tax will actually average well
on the high side, possibly the highest
in the nation.

Wells in the Cook Inlet basin, where
virtually all of Alaska's oil (235,000
b/d) is now produced, will be paying
from the lowest to the highest rates.

It should he noted the sliding scale
means wells in excess of 2,500 b/d will
not be paying the full 8% on all their
output-but just on the excess. A well
making 3,000 b/d, for example will be
paying about 5.8% and a 5,000-b/d
well about 6.7%. If a well is hitting
20,000 b/d-this can be expected on the
slope-the rate jumps to 7.67%.

Because of the sliding scale, com-
panies will be including this factor in
their decisions to drill more, and
smaller, producing wells. Also it may
affect lease operations; the tax is on
the well, not the lease, and thus re-
duces flexibility.

The tax bill also rewrote the natural-
gas tax and reduced it slightly. The
old dual tax was 3% and 1% of the
gross value of gas and liquid products,
plus 5 mills/50 Mcf. The millage was
eliminated, and the 3% and 1% com-
bined for the same total of 4%.

All severance tax payments are due
quarterly.

Data disclosure. The legislature gave
the Oil and Gas Division broad new
authority to acquire drilling and pro-
duction data heretofore confidential
to the operators.

The law puts the state on a par with
the U.S. Geological Survey, which ob-
tains similar data on wells drilled on
federal property.

Although the data will be considered
confidential when filed, it will be made
public after 2 years and thus take

' away some competitive advantage
which operating companies have held
in the past on nearby leases which

. . are put up for sale,
At present, says the Oil and Gas

Division, it is getting "bare mini-
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mum" data-not enough to determine
reservoir characteristics for proper
regulation of fields. Electric logshave
been furnished in the past to help with
correlation and gross thickness of
sands-but not the detail the division
believes it needs. It wants such things
as net pay, the gas-oil ani the oil-
water contacts, and porosity deter-
minations.

Specifically, the orw law provides
that within 30 iy o completing or
abandoning or suspending a well, the
operator must file reports, well logs,
drilling logs, electric logs, lithologic
logs, directional surveys, "and all
other subsurface information on a well
drilled for oil or gas or for geologic
information."

Thirty days after filing period the
2-year period of confidentiality begins.

The law is retroactive. Companies
must file similar data on all wells
drilled since Jan. 3, 1959. This means
all but the earliest Swanson River
field wells and thus neZrly all of the
drilling in modern Alaska oil history.

It will take several months for the
regulation on such filing to be drawn,
and estimates are that the information
will be due from the companies in
early 1971. The data will be public in-
formation for all wells 2 years or more
old.

Excluded from the filing require-
ment are experimental logs, dipnieter
surveys, and velocity surveys. Not
mentioned in the bill is seismic data,..
which rcinains confidential to the
companies.

But these exclusions will not pre-
vent a geologist or engineer from de-
termining the results of drill-stem
tests, roughly the gross pay and the
pay of each sand, rates of flow, gravi-
ty, and gas oil ratio-in other words,
the well history.

During the legislative session the
oil industry observers at Juneau, while
realizing the state was entitled to
more information than it was getting,
opposed some of the more stringent
aspects of the legislation. Some
wanted, for example, 5 years of con-
fidentiality instead of 2. They were
successful in excluding the important
velocity surveys from the required re-
ports.

Other legislation. A new law which
should not adversely affect response,
ble operators will give the Oil and Gas
Division authority to refuse a drilling
permit to companies which are being
held in violation of a state regulation.

The state has had some problems-
though nothing in comparison with
other major producing states-with
operators who failed to properly plug
and abandon wells. Such operators,
who usually have financial difficulties
after d killing a dry hole, could be de-
nied future permits.

The same bill was amended to
double the drilling permit fee to $100.

Regulation. Aside from the new leg-
islation, the Oil and Gas Division has
decided to %ae a firmer position on
regulation within the state because of
the new emphasis on protection of
the environment and because oil's
growing importance to the economy.

The division already has started
overhauling its regulations-the first
major revision since the late 1950's,
although many of the present rules
were adopted in 1967.

This does not necessarily augur
tougher enforcement; its prime pur-
pose is to clarify the rules, with the
emphasis on safety in the light of
more than a decade of experience.

The overhaul will be months in the
making, and public hearings will be
called to allow industry to present its
views on proposed language.

Flaring. The Oil and Gas Division is
taking a hard-nosed attitude toward
flaring of gas on the North Slope.

Aware that the conservationists of
the nation and the world have their
eyes fixed on Alaska, the state has
served notice on the industry that
none of the gas in the Prudhoc wells
can be flared, once commercial pro-
ductn begins.

. 's means an investment of rein-
jection equipment estimated to cost
some $200-300 million-unless a na-
tural-gas line is built to take the gas
when the oil begins to flow. Gas-
pipeline projects are in the study
stage, far behind the TAPS project to.
move oil.

Presently the state allows, on 120-
dey renewals, flaring from wells on
platforms in Cook Inlet-a concession
which economics of the offshore opera-
tion demands. To pipe the gas ashore
would cost more than the value of
the gas and therefore make it unsala-
ble. And the platforms lack space for
reinjection equipment.

On the slope itself the state is allow-
leg one small flaring operation to ac-
commodate Atlantic Richfield's top-
ping plant in the Prudhoe field. And
even here the company has been cut
back sharply.



ARCO had been producing some
5,000 b/d of crude from its 1 Sag River
well to get diesel fuel for operations.
The casinghead gas is used in the
topping-plant operation for heat and
glycol regeneration and for fuel in
the camp, and the unused portion is
flared.

The Oil and Gas Conservation Com-
mittee, composed of state petroleum
officials, decided after a hearing in
May that well production should be
restricted to 2,750 b/d to minimize
flaring, The committee retained juris-
diction to increase or decrease the
flow rate, depending on ARCO's gas
demand. The order means the topping
plant cannot operate at peak effi-
ciency and that, while it can turn out
sufficient diesel fuel for ARCO's needs,
it cannot supply ARCO's North Slope
customers, who must now go else-

- where for fuel at much higher prices. -
The committee has decided that

when slope operators start their ma-
jor crude-producing operations, they
must either use the gas for local
operations, sell it for pipelining, or
reinject it. If they can't do one of
these things, they must delay start-up
of production.

One source said that, while some
companies hope to change the com-
mittec's mind on the is;ue, there is
virtually no hope of succe;;s.

Proposed lines. Three schemes for.
moving Alaskan North Slope gas to
markets in the U.S. and Canada have

- b.. : poi, e.

:;age, ;di ti! ~pla which is finally
'"tl ped n\ 0rombin' ;wo or all of

in .lu', six (onlpanits-three North
Silpt. rodacers, a anadlian pipeline,
and two U.S. pipelin('s-formed the

Northw't Project stufy group to de-
termin whether a $2.5-billion line to
the U.S.-Canadian border near Emer-
son, Man., is feasible.

Earlier in July Alberta Gas Trunk
Line proposed a $1.5-billion line that
would connect with Alberta Gas
Trunk's system in Alberta and thence
with U.S. and Canadian markets.

Last year, Westcoast Transmission,
Vancouver, and Bechtel Corp., San
Francisco, started a study on a line
that would move gas to both wesern
and central U.S. markets. The ven-
lure operates under the name Moun-
tain Pacific Pipeline Ltd. and in-
cludes, among others, the six com-
panies in the Northwest Project study
group.
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TransCanada PipeLines Ltd., a
member of the Northwest Project, also
is participating in a promotion called
Western Pipe Lines. This group plans
to move Mackenzie Valley gas to the
Upper Midwest.

What's at stake. The reinjection
project will be a massive one.

And its completion timetable is criti-
cal.

State sources said the gas oil ratio
at Prudhoe is in the neighborhood of
800:1. This means that a start-up pro-
duction of 300,000 b/d of crude, the
projected figure for TAPS, would re-
sult in a natural-gas production of 400
MMcfd.

Since Prudhoe crude is overlain with
a huge associated gas cap, it would
simply be a matter of reinjecting the
gas into the reservoir.

But special and expensive equipment
will have to be developed to compress
gas of these volumes, particularly
where reservoir pressures are more
than 4,000 psi. This would require in-
jec:ion pressures in the 5,000-6,000-psi
ran e.

The number of wells required to re-
inject the gas probably will be small,
perhaps five or six. But the compres-
sion equipment is the costly item. One
advantage, of course, is that the
equipment later can be used to com-
press the gas for movement into a
gas pipeline-when one is built.

It is to operators' interest to get the
gas pipeline built as (uickiy as possi-
ble. As the crude rr%,ducion rises to
the projected 2 million hbl daily, the
gas production rises in the same pro-
portion.

Not all of the gas-injection program
may be lost motion. It is probable that,
from the outset, the producers will
want to reinject some gas for pres-
sure maintenance. This, of course, is
a subject of state concern, too-main-
tenance of pressure to guarantee effi-
cient production of the reserves.

The Prudhoe field owners have a
committee at work studying the gas
problem and should be arriving at
some preliminary decisions soon. Be-
cause of the delay in crude production,
the pressure is not as great for im--
mediate action on the gas. But de-
cisions must be made in lime for
them to be implemented.

It is barely possible that one of the

proposed projects to move gas from
Prudhoe to the U.S. via Canada could

moment, figuring in Prudhoe plans.
Atlantic Richfield is operator of the

gas unit at Prudhoe and, as such, has
prime responsibility for coming up
with a production or reinjection plan.

be implemented by the time -crude
starts moving. This is not, at the
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How drilling has fared in Alaska
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Local politics
The oil industry has its hands full

learning to operate within the Alaskan
political system, where the pressures
of competing interests and the normal
suspicions of a new industry. often pro-
duce odd results at Juneau.

The 49th state's corhparatively in-
experienced legislators are being
asked to enact ijws regulating and
taxing this r.w industry which may
dominate the state's economy for the
foreseeable future.

Impoverished since statehood for
lack of taxable assets, Alaska is de-
lighted at the revenue which oil is
bringing to the state. But the law-
makers are understandably fearful
they will be "taken" by the big-time
operators from the Lower 48. Not
wanting to see their natural wealth de-
pleted without profit to Alaska, some
lawmakers have overreacted in the
passage of laws; hence, a severance
tax on oil that may figure out to be
the nation's hig rt.

Durin; the recent session, the oil
industry argued in vain tt'. gs::a e
of a higher tax should wait until North
Slope production starts and a more
realistic appraisal could be made of
conditions. Alaskans, oil observers
say, still are not familiar with the
methods of marketing crude-that
Alaska's production must compete in
the marketplace with crudes from
around the world.

Nor have they learned tha the huge
tax bite wiii be reflected in bonus bids
offc:ed en new land:: put up for leas-
ing.

Pohtically Alaska is a Strange mix-
ture. Its house is Democratic and gen-
erally liberal; its senate is Republican
and generally moderate. In ie last
session, however, the Republican
house members joined a group of dis-
gruntled Democra:s to or nizn the
body.

Oil has friends in both house and in
both parties, but oddly many of its
chief opponents come from Anchor-

age and Fairbanks, where' oil
influence is concentrated. This is par-
ticularly true of the house members.

"Our big problem is one of educa-
tion," says a knowledgeable oilman
who has observed the scene in Juneau.
"Too many of the legislators view
Prudhoc as a big bonanza, not realiz-
ing that we are a high-risk industry-
that Prudhoe is the exception, not the
base cas.. They thin: ;.r re making
one heck of a lot of money, and they
v; ur:their share"

In the Governor's office, oil presum-
ably has a friend. But even here the
actions of Gov. Keith Miller often
leave the oilman scratching his head.

For example, Miller has proposed a
"Blue Ribbon" commission to study
the feasibility of the state's taking over
construction of the TAPS line. This is
patently a strange proposal that
would, if attempted, set back coi;truc-
tion of the line indefinitely and bg it
down in financing and administrative
problems of untold complexity.

O l's shortcomings. The industry
may improve its political stance in
Alaskan when TAPS gets its reorgani-
zation plan in operation.

In the past the multiheaded pipe-
line group of eight companies has been
unable to react quickly to palkiical de-
velopments in the state. This has
sometimes left its own friends sitting
out on a limb.

When the legislative session was
coming to a close earlier this summer,
two bills were hanging in balance--
one to create temporary state financ-
mg of the haul road oar t 'i-AS line,
and the other to raise the severance
tax on oil. Because the industry failed
to make its opposition clearly known
on the haul road bill as finally drafted,
a compromise was reached which per-
mitted both bills to pass.

As it turned out, the road bill was
unacceptable to the TAPS owners-a
decision not reached until after the
lawmakers had gone borne.

One legislative observer (not an
oilman) summed it up this way: "Oil
lost the road, got taxed, and, at the
same time, made a lot of legishtors
angry. They felt the industry had led
terry down the primrose path."

The anger was especially h'it i
Fairbanks, where construction of the
haul road and the pipeline are con-
.tI ered essential to th e velhae of
central . Alaska's *raw

The industry cannot be faulted for
turning down the haul-road plan,

which would have forced the TAPS
owners to repay the state without as-
surance that the pipeline would be
built on the same route. The industry's
failure lay in its inability to state its
position on the issue at the crucial
moment.

What next? In the long run, oil's
problems in Alaska will be solved
when the state becomes convinced
thi the Andustry is there to stay and
that oil men make enod citizens.

'. : o faith 'eveal major
companies already have built their
own buildings in Anchorage; others
have buildings on the drawing boards.

These are substantial and visible
investments that give the industry
a badge of permanence needed to es-
tablish itself as part of the Alaskan
community.

But it is more than buildings. Oil
m;en and their families are becoming
Alaskans, too.

"We are encouraging involvement
in civic affairs," says a local execu-
tive of one major company at Anchor-
age. "We are showing the people we
don't wear black hats. And this ;s the
easiest place in the world to get in-
volved. You will be asked to work
in the Chamber of Commerce or the
Comimunity Chest. Once you get your
name on a list like that, your phone
rings all the time."

Thus the oil families which have
moved to Alaska find themselves-
as they were in Midland, Houma, and
Jakersfielk--involved in Little League
ba eball, Pop Warner football, Boy
lkout3, and-new for most-ice hoc-
key.

Most encouraging for oil's long-
range outlook in Alaska is that the
people who are assigned there like
it. Contrary to what it was before the
Prudhoe discovery, Alaska is no longer
considered the end of the world. Most
companies have engineers and geolo-
gists standing in line for Alaska as-
sigrm.nt. This is where the action is.

There is also a trend toward keep-
ing mi personnel longer in Alaska. The
industry's penchant for moving its
personnel every 2 or 3 years is apply-
ing less and less to Alaska. For one
thing, most employes like their jobs,
a n d Alaska's growing potential '
means there will be room for advance-
ment there. For another, the longer
tenure adds to oil's strength in the
state. Company employes become
voters and substantial citizens-forces
in the community.

-~ -~ ~'
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EROSION CONTROL by seeding is part of the work TAPS has done to maintain the ecology inAlaska. The seeding, above, was on the Livengood haul road.

"Garden patches"

to determine

pipeIaying effect

DIRECTLY behind the Institute of
Arctic Biology on the University of
Alaska campus at Fairbanks lies a
series of 100 garden patches, each of
them 5 ft wide and 90 ft long.

Beneath these patches, which stretch
a distance of 600 ft, lies a 48-in, di-
ameter aluminum pipeline, buried in
the permafrost.

The purpose of this strange layout
is twofold:

" To determine the effect of heat
which the Trans Alaska pipeline would
have on permafrost of varying degrees
of wetness.

" To find out what kinds of grasses
and other plants will grow in soil
which has been disturbed to bury the
line.

The experiment is funded and spon-
sored by TAPS, The Institute of Arctic
Biology is making the grass study.
TAPS is doing the heat research.

The stretch of land, while handy to
the campus, was selected primarily
because cne end of it lies in a birch
grove, where the permafrost is 3 ft
deep and relatively dry, and the other

. Lies in a spruce grove, where the
permafrost is. ft deep and relatively
wet. It makes an ideal research lo-
cation.

The heat project. TAPS buried the
pipe last October in a 5 ft by 8 ft
trench with 4 ft of cover, On Feb. 23

it fired up seven fuel-oil furnaces along
the 600-ft route to heat the pipe to
1600. This is 150 hotter than the maxi-
mum expected on the Prudhoe-to-Val-
dez line.

The heating air is conducted through
a 30-in.-diameter duct within the pipe-
line. It returns through the annulus.

To check the effects of the heat on
the surrounding area, TAPS drilled
a series of thermocouple holes rang-
ing outward at right angles from the
line to a maximum distance of 96 ft.
The holes range in depth from 170 ft
at the line itself to 4 ft at the outside.
Wiring from the holes transmits to a
central building at the site the tem-
peratures recorded by the thermo-
couples at varying depths in each hole.

The project also has instruments to
measure changes in the moisture in
the soil and density in the soil around
the pipe and record any changes which
may occur. Each month a more direct
moisture-density check is made by dig-
ging a pit to the bottom of the pipe to
gather samples and make a visual
inspection.

By correlating the temperature
and the moisture-density data, TAPS
hopes to show that assumptions made.
in the labora tory with numerical mod-
els will be proved correct in the field.
While conditions at Fairbanks are not
the same at all points of the Prudhoe-
Valdez line, they will help establish
engineering principles essential to
overall success.

TAPS used 12-gauge corrugated
aluminum culvert pipe for the project,
instead of steel, to cut costs. A spokes-
man said teat-transfer properties will
not differ significantly from steel.

The gardens. Important to the pipe-
line is the success the builders must
have in regrowing grass on the right-
of-way after the pipe is buried.

The grass not only will prevent ero-
sion but also satisfy conservationists
who want to preserve the beauty of
the Alaska landscape.

The ground surface at Fairbanks
and along most of the route is known
to arctic biologists as taiga, which
lies between the tundra and the forest
country.

Dr. Peter Morrison, head of the In-
stitute of Arctic Biology, described
taiga as an "ecological association"
which differs from tundra and forest
land only in degree. it has elements
of both and actually covers about five-
sixths of 800 miles of the proposed line.

To test a variety of grasses-on soils
of varying wetness, workmen for the
institute created the narrow plots
along the line, leaving a 1-ft walkway
between plots.

Some of the grasses have standard
fe ilizers and some are mulched with
c. .ps. The chips are simply the cut-up
foliage which is felled at the time the
right-of-way is cleared.

Morrison hopes to learn from the
test which grasses will blend in well
with the environment at any given
point and will held the soil and not
erode. Since surface temperatures will
vary along the route from -- 70 to
-r100", the vegetation must be able to
survive in weather extremes.

Eight species of commercial grass
are among those being planted. These
have the advantage, if successful, of
being available for seeding in large
quantities. Among them are Kentucky
blue grass, Siberian wheat grass, and

timothy. Also local varieties are
planted, as well as trees.

Eventually the native grasses may
take over the pipeline right-of-way,
but at the outset thesartificial seeding
is necessary to stabilize the soil
quickly. IEND
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THE ALASKA PIPELINE: AN
INTERVIEW

ALASKA OIL -PIPELINE FIRM PLEDGS To

PROTECT ENVIRONMENT

(By Stanton H. Patty)
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. will pledge

itself to maximum protection of the envi-
ronment and to hiring as many Alaska na-
tives as possible when new Interior Depart-
ment public hearing on the proposed trans-
Alaska oil pipeline begins Tuesday in Wash-
ington, D.C.

"We.will welcome the opportunity to tell
what we have found to be reassuring about
this project," Edward L. Patton, Alyeska
president, told The Seattle Times in an ex-
clusive interview.

Patton answered more than 100 questions
posed by The Times on topics ranging from
environmental concern to financing.

Among other things, he said:
The aboriginal land claims of Alaska's 55,-

000-plus natives, now pending in Congress,
must be settled before construction can
begin.

Even if the land-claims issue is settled
this year, federal court injunctions are lifted
and the necessary federal permits are issued,
it is doubtful that construction of the pipe-line itself can begin this year.

However, if all the above hurdles are
cleared by July, Alyeska likely will start con-
struction of the pipeline service road-north
from the Yukon River to Prudhoe Bay-in
October.

Following this schedule, with pipeline con-struction beginning in 1972, it should be
possible for the first Arctic oil to be flowing'
through the pipeline by fall of 1974. If the
needed permits and other factors had fallen
into place this month, the pipeline could
have been in operation by the spring of 1974.

Alyeska will conduct schools in Alaska
to train and qualify as many Alaskans as
possible for pipeline-welding and other jobs,
Special efforts are planned for Alaska na-
tives.

Alyeska already has spent about $6 million
on environmental-research and investiga-
tions-in addition to other millions spent by
the owner oil company. The Alyeska expendi-
tures have included such studies as tundra-
resding experiments, testing of effects of
warm-oil pipelines buried in permafrost and
studies of caribou migrations. Not included
in the$0 million are extensive soil investiga-
tions carried out along the 800-mile pipeline
route.

Between 5,000 and 8,000 persons will be
employed during the construction period.The exact number will depend on how con-
densed a construction schedule Alyeska de-
cides to set.

Total right-of-way for the pipeline will
amount to only 8.2 square miles-versus
Alaska's over-all area of 586,412 square miles.
When the road, airstrips, pumping stations
and the tanker terminal at Valdez are added,
the entire project will occupy a total of just
65 square miles.

Operational safety of the pipeline will be
assisted by an elaborate microwave commu-
nications system, automatic monitors, emer-
gency shut-off valves and other features.

Patton emphasized that the pipeline will
be elevated in permafrost zones that truly
are problem areas.

"We have no intention of burying the pipein unstable soils or in soils that could be-
come unstable when thawed," Patton de-
clared.

Patton also conceded that further long de-
lays could kill the project for the trans-
Alaska route from Prudhoe Bay to Valdez.

"Obviously," he said, "there is a point at
which (increasing) costs could cause us to
drop this way of doing and go on to another
scheme,"ngadgontaohe

This could happen, for example, if the
temporary injunction granted to conserva-
tion groups is made permanent and Alyeskafaces a lengthy legal battle all the waythrough the United States Supreme Court.

What would be the alternatives to the
Prudhoe Bay-Valdez route?

There have been no firm decisions on al-
ternatives. But Patton indicated that likely
options could include: A trans-Canada oil
pipeline from Prudhoe Bay to the American
Midwest, or a short pipeline from Prudhoe
Bay to a port at Herschel Island, in Aictic
Canada's Yukon Territory, for tanker ship-ments to the East Coast by way of the North-
west Passage.

"The cost is getting higher and higher ev-
ery day we wait," Patton said.

PIPELINE WILL CosT IN ExCEss OF $1 BILLION
To hear some of the critics of the pro-

posed Alyeska pipeline, one might get the
impression that Ed Patton is something of
an ogre who presides over a sinister ap-
paratus for the big, bad oil companies.

Not so.
Patton, 54, is a soft-spoken Virginian with

almost 33 years of experience in the petro-
leum industry. He has a sincere concern for
the environment--and believes the trans-
Alaska pipeline can be built and operated
safely,

Twice for Humble Oil & Refining Co. in
Normay and. in California. he was respon-
sible for building clean refineries. The most
recent, at Benicia, Calif., won an award from
the San Francisco Water Quality Control
Board, for outstanding conservation activi-
ties,

Now Patton is "on loan" from Humble,to serve as president of Alyeska Pipeline
Service Co., the combine of seven oil com-
panies assigned the job of designing, con-
structing, operating and maintaining the'
800-mile oil pipeline in Alaska,

Patton intends to see that it is done right.
So does the Interior Department, which has
written a long list of environmental stipula.
tions,

Source: Congressional Record-Senate, February 26, 1971, pp. S2101-S2104.
Reproduced by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research
Service, March 9, 1971.
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"I have my own personal standards

environmental protection that I would ha
insisted on. even if the Department of I
terror hadn't imposed any," Patton said.

Understandably, Patton 18 irritated by i
responsible attacks from some zealots w
are trying to block construction of the pip
line. But he is sure of his facts and prpared to weather the rest of the storm.

The reason I was given this job is that
have demonstrated my concern for the e
vironment," he said.

In a wide-ranging interview with Th
Seattle Times at Alyeska's Bellvue headqua
ters, Patton put dozens of the facts on th
line. Here are some of the answers:

Q. Who owns Alyeska?
A. The largest shares are owned by ARC

Pipe Line Co., BP Pipeline Corp. and Humbl
Pipe Line Co. Owners with lesser interests ar
American Hess Corp., Mobile Pipe Line Co
Phillips Petroleum Co., and Union Oil Co. o
California.

Q. What happened to the 2 per cent ahar
sold by Home Oil Co., one of the origins
owners?

A. Some of the other owners bought Home'
interest,

Q. Are other North Slope oil producers
eligible to join Alyeska?

A. An outside company could try to ac
quire shares, but the present owners have th
right of first refusal if shares are to be re
leased. The pipeline will be a common car
river, so it would be possible for outsiders t
ship their oil .through it, but probably ata
higher cost than will be paid by the Alyeska
member companies.

Q. How much will the pipeline cost?
A. More than $1 billion, but the owners

willnot disclose how much more until all
,contracts have been awaded. This is to guard

against possible automatic escalation of
bids.

Q. What will be the pipeline's initial ca-
pacity?

A. 600.000 barrels a day, after an extensive
testing period. This may be followed by an"intermediate" capacity of 1.2 million bar-
rels daily, but this stage has not been ap-
proved yet by the owners.

Q. What will be the ultimate capacity?
A. 2 million barrels a day, with capacityexpanding as required and as funds become

available through the owner companies.
Q. How many pumping stations are plan-

ned?
A. Five in the beginning; 12 at full ca-

pacity. ..
Q. How much oil would there be in each

mile of the line at any one time?
A. About 11,000 barrels, based on 42 gal-

lons to the barrel,
Q. How fast will the oil move through the

pipeline?
A. Probably at less than 2 miles an hour

with initial capacity; at just over 7 miles
an hour at full capacity.

Q. What will be the per-barrel cost oftransporting the oil to market through the
pipeline?

A. This has not been determined. Alyeska
eventually will provide a detailed cost esti-
mate to the owners so they can design a
tariff structure.

Q. How will the oil be gathered from wells
at Prudhoe Bay and fed into the pipeline?A. There will be two crude-oil receiving
tanks-each capable of holding 210,000 bar-
rels-at Prudhoe. Producers will run metered
lateral lines into these tanks and the oil will
be pumped from there into the Alyeska pipe-
line.

Q. What is the estimated life of the Prud-
* hoe oil field?

A. Patton said it is none of his busiless,-,but he has heard about 30 years, Some say
It will be longer.

Q. What is the total rightC(.way
tor the ipelInet

I

of A. Fifty-four feet, to permit ample roomve for construction and maintenance. The 120
n- Mineral Leasing Act provides 64 feet for pipe-

line right-of-way. Even at that, the entire
r- pipeline will occupy a total of only 8.2 square
o miles along its 800-mile route from Prud-

e- hoe Bay to Valdez.
e- Q. How much pipe is on hand now in

Alaska and what is its origin?
I A. About 700 miles of the 48-inch-diameter

a- steel pipe has been delivered to Alaska. The
balance will be there by July. Three manu-

e facturers in Japan are supplying the pipe.r- Q. How will the pipe be protected?
e A. It will have a special coating to protect

it from chemical corrosion. In addition, there
will be an integral cathodeprotection system0 built into the line to prevent electrolytic cor-

e rosion.
e Q. Have contracts for the coating work
. been awarded?-
f A. Yes. Work will begin in the spring atthree plants-in Valdez, Fairbanks, and
e Prudhoe Bay. The job is to be completed
1 during the summer.

Q. What is the exact mileage of the pipe-s line?
A. Probably about 790 miles, depending ons the outcome of additional soils investigations

due to resume next month.
- Q. What are the recoverable oil reservese of the North Slope?
- A. Patton does not know for sure. The
- Alyeska owners are saying at least 10 billion
D barrels. Speculation ranges up to 60 billion-
B barrels.

Q. If other major oil fields are developed
on the North Slope, will other Alyeska-sze
pipelines be required?

3 A. Logic says, according to Patton, that
I future developments would make maximum

use of the investment already in place be-
fore spending new money.

Q.Who owns the land the pipeline will
cross?

A. Except for a small portion owned by
private parties, the route will traverse landeither selected by the State of Alaska, orfederal land now in the public domain. Most
is subject to the aboriginal land claim of
Alaska's natives.

Q. How long will it take to build the pipe-. .
line?

A. About three years for the initial stages.There will be at least a dozen major con- t
tractors and "hundreds" of subcontractors..n

Q. How many persons will be employed? tA. Between 5,000 and 8,000 durng the ac- 1
tual construction period; about 200 to 900 h
during the operating period.

Q. Can construction of the pipeline begin tyet this year? p
A. Probably not. However, work on the r

pipeline service road from the Yukon River hto Prudhoe Bay might begin in about Oc- P
tober, If the necessary federal permits are b
issued in time and the native land claims T
have been settled by Congress. I

Q. Why does Alyeska feel an early start kon the road is so Important?
A. There must be a road before any pipe- t'line construction can begin north of the w

Yukon River. The plan is to work from the
Yukon River north and from Prudhoe Bay msouth with pipeline installations, behind the hroad construction. Meanwhile, on thesouthern part of the pipeline (south of the pYukon River) it may be possible to begin a t
number of "spreads" simultaneously. This dwill depend on the number of competent 'In
contractors Alyeska screens and signs. It maybe that some contractors will be able to tihandle more than one segment. .

Q. What is the earliest oil can be flowing fothrough the line if permits are granted by fosummer of 1971? beA. Probably the fall of 1974.
Q. At what seasons of the year can Alyeka gopan on pipeline contruction? Mi
A. It appears that work Is not psaible in la

the Brooks Range area between about De-

cember 1 and Maurch 1. Alyeska will take a

good look at the possibility of year-aroundconstruction in other areas. In some areas
it actually Is desirable to work when the
ground is frozen so as not to damage the
tundra.
THIS IS ROUTE OF PIPELINE FROM PRUDHOE TO

vALDEZ

The proposed Alyeska crude-oil pipeline
- will extend from Prudhoe Bay, on Alaska's

Arctic North Slope to a supertanker terminal
in the ice-free port of Valdez.

This is the route the line will traverse:
From Prudhoe Bay, the pipeline will follow

the Sagavanirktok River and Atigun Valleys,then cross the Brooks Rang'e by way of 4,800-
foot-high Dietrich Pass.

On the southern slope of the Brooks Range
the pipeline will follow the Dietrich and Koy-
ukuk Valleys and cross the hills and muskeg
of the Yukon-Tanana uplands to the Yukon
River. The Yukon River crossing will be in
the hills west of the Yukon Flats.

South of the Yukon River the line will
pass through more rolling hills, going about
10 miles east of Fairbanks, then south to the
Alaska Range. The line will reach an eleva--
tion of 3,500 feet as it crosses through Isabel
Pass before descending into the Copper River
Basin.

After it crosses the Copper River Basin it
will enter the Chugach. Mountains, reach-
ing an elevation of 2,500 feet as it goesthrough Thompson Pass. From Thompson it
descends through Keystone Canyon to the
Valdez terminal.

The total distance is about 800 miles.
From Valdez; the oil will be shipped bytankers to refineries or other pipeline ter-

minals in the "lower 48" states.

THE PIPELINE-COSTS MOUNT AS DELAY

CONTINUES
The long delay in building the Alyeska

crude-oil pipeline has been expensive-for
everyone.

When the project first was announced in
February, 1969, the cost of the 800-mile line
was estimated at $000 million. Now it may be
past the $1.5 billion mark.

In addition, the ol companies have been
hurt by interest payments on money they
ied up for the pipeline project. Not to
mention the $900 million or so in bonus bids
hey paid the State of Alaska in September
.969, for their North Slope acreage. Stock-
iolders expects quick results.

The state has suffered, too. Not only does
he state have to wait longer than antici-
ated to begin collecting severance taxes and
oyalties from North Slope oil, but the delayas resulted in increased costs for Alyesko
'ipeline Service Co., which seem certain tooost eventual wellhead prices for the oil.
he higher the wellhead price-which takes
nto account the cost of getting oil to mar-
et-the lower the state's take.
"What it all means is that we have hadwo years of escalating costs already," Ed-

ard L. Patton, Alveska's president, said.
The Alyeska pipeline already rates as the

lost expensive construction project in theistory of private industry.
Alyeska Is owned by seven of the oil com-

anies with holdings on the North Slope, orheir pipeline subsidiaries. It is charged with
signing, building, operating and maintain.
ig the giant pipeline.
Here are other answers by Patton to ques.
ons posed by The Times:
Q. Was Alyeska perhaps taking too much
r granted when it placed orders in Japanr the 800 miles of four-foot-diameter pipe
,fore federal permits were granted?
A. No, the oil companies were acting inod faith. They were proceeding under themineral Leasing Act of 1920-the "pipelineW." ThIs act proded a logical basis for

1 ON IFV OFT
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approaching the pipeline project. It has been
done this way many times in the past.

Q. How much of the system has been de-
signed?

A. In areas of the route where the Interior
Department has not expressed concern, most
of the engineering is completed. Design of
the Valdez terminal also has been completed.
Design of the pumping stations is very far
along.

Q. What about the problem of installing
a pipeline carrying warm oil through perma-
frost zones?

A. There are several kinds of permafrost.
Pipe can be laid underground in "dry"
permafrost areas of rock or gravel which
have low-moisture content. Such areas re-
main stable in a frozen or unfrozen state and
do not melt when thawed. Where high-mois-
ture content permafrost is found, insulated
pipe will be set above ground on a gravel berm
or supported on structural bents. Thus, ex-
tensive thawing and melting of ice-rich per-
mafrot will be avoided.

Q. How much of the pipeline will be elevat-
ed?

A. interior h. suggesting that about 400
miles, or rbcut half of the pipeline, will
have to be elevated. Based on its soil investi-
gations, Ai'csl'a :Wrru.c', , t.' ut 20 i nha.
We think the final figure will be somewhere
in between. Alyeska will continue its soils

. investigations and provide the data to the
Geological Survey, which will have the final
word. Alyeska estimates it has about three
more months of soils tests to conduct.

Q. Are Alyeska and the Geological Sur-
vey in conflict over details of the pipeline
installation?

A. No. Alyeska has to give Geological Sur-
vey evidence to move (permafrost) areas
from the quesionable Into the assured cate-
gory for burying pipe. Alyeska will not bury
any pipe in soils that would be unstable
when thawed. Alyeska and Geological Sur-
vey always have been in agreement on that.

Q. How long have Alyeska and Geological
. Survey been working together on the pro-

ject?
A. There have been continuous contacts

since the spring of 1969. Alyeska has great
resoeut for personnel of Geological Survey-
includzy Arthi s U1. Lr.a enh nich the e!-

* entist whose 19K report on thermal effsctc
of heasted pi;eirnrs in prnsfroat 4i27eha
fees "ati 33. grosly m1Yrv er. tro h .

Q. At what temperture will the oil be.
transported through the pipeline?

A. The oil will emerge from the ground at
-170 to 180 degrees, then cool to 100 to 145
degrees by the time Alyeska receives it. A
final decision still is pending, but Alyeska
probably will carry the oil ata temperature
as low as 100 degrees to preserve natural
fractions for various products and reduce
thermal effects on the environment. Te oil
could be cooled at pumping stations along
the route.

Q. Now quiciy cOu1l i. pa peliee to ihut
down in an oe e;oic?

A. About 10 minutes. Valve closing is what
takes t .ir tae.

Q. I ' k rorlciors;, how '".uld
the spii d oA be con rolled?

A. Alveska is working now on emergn 
plans. Berms could be used to corral pools
of oil. Stockpiles of saxsd and gravel wno.ultt be.
placed at strategic site. Vacuum trucks
would suck up liquid oil. If the uh were jlled
by the cold, it would be scooped u and
reliqulted to :e-enter the pipeline. Affected
soil would be cleaned srnd restored.

Q. Now will the pipeline he controlled?
A. The entire line can be controlled re-

motely from the main control station at the
Valde terminal-in addition to co;ttr.i ,
each pumping station. The sitatirn at c-&UY
pumping station will be monitored contlnu-.
ously Thus, emergency shutdownA could be
acompliuhed eiter from Vaidea ar the nes

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -SENATE
est pumping station. Pumping stations will
be manned around the clock. There will be a
microwave communications system, plus
backup facilities to protect against failure.
Shutoff valves, power-operated and remotely
controlled, can be closed to comparmentalize
the pipeline, if required.

Q. Can excessive pipeline pressures be
aveide aautomnateally?

A. Yea, there will be rystern control. r.i1.st
valves and relief tank - pl backup rief
valves-at all stations.

Q. other safety precautions are
plannia?

A. The entire line will be visually inspected
daily from the air, weather permiiug.

Q. What about earthquake danger?
A. The system is being designed to remain

safely operational under the most severe
earthquake expected along the route. In ad-
dition, the entire system will be monitored
seismically by instructions on the basis of
G-forces and fractions of G-forces. Readings
will be transmitted to the control station at
Valdez. At the outset, the pipeline probably
will be shut down at the first rumble of an
earthquake. It will not be restarted until
there has been a complete inspection. In
time, we expect to build up a reereice '.se
of 3-forces through which tie pipe2;is cn
operate safely.-

Q. Will everything be automated?
A. Yes and no. The entire pipeline will be

monitored 24 hours a day by the Valdez con-
trol center. Two computers there will receive
a continuous flow of information from points
all along the line. The computers will evalu-
ate the information and react accordingly.
There also will be automatic equipmetit rt
each pump station. However, the automatic
monitors will be backed up by human moni-
tors keeping a 24-hour watch on the line.

Ths PIPELNE--WHEN Oi Wvxhr ; Wuza DEXhr,
PIPE WILL VA::-,i 7n

(By Stanton H. Patty)
What will be done with the Alyeskca pipe-

line when the North Slope oil wells run dry?
Virtually all traces of the 800-mile line will

vanish when that happens,. Edward L. 'at-
ton, president of Alyeska Pipeline Service Co.,
said.

Interior Department stipulations require
A'yealta to remove .elI ssrtca svier r.1

:lac ; ,p:e etravsetunde gz.*.

But Ayeska is not going to wait for that
time before beginning restoration work. The
company plans to reseed the enire ruonc lan
after construction with fast-growing peren-
nials and grasses until the slower-growing
natural vegetation can take hold again. Re.
seeding experiments already being conducted
on the North Slope are encouraging.

Reseeding is more than aesthetic. Alyska
wr.Ms to protect the right-of-way from eo-
sion.

Other answers from Patton:
Q.l. ow will rivers be croar . by the pigs-.

c.. Aiyesica still is studying es.ch case. It
rmey be het to bury the line in river beds in
cases; bridging may be best at others st--s.
When buried, the pipe will he iuaid with
concrete four inches thick to pre ent. *our-

ingr.
Q. W.icrs will gravel be ohn rxcd fo' ec.

strucilon?
.- Mostly from river beds. owsear, A.ir-.

easks will make aome of 't i s y:;avs .by
crushing rock in ars of solid rtu: ri;e

Will be tken to avold rsnovaLs i.a rivers
1rhen fish are pawning and incubating.

Q. How will wildlife be afetehd by tite
PipeinE?

A. .edustry acientiaa h'tfe cr s tuding
ute iaionig i rOa; e iir as pa .v twa

"hOt1 the route and Yr Jo;rm;s. &.'i4.d
ule take their Andings into account to ainl.*
aies effects on wildlife. Ior eample, nwtung

grounds and calving areas will be avoided in
critical seasons.

Q. Will above-ground sectons of the pipe-
line become a barrier to normal caribou
migrations?

A. No, studies have shown that caribou
normally range 25 to 40 miles a day. If well-
worn caribou paths should appear after the
pipeline is built, these areas will he provided
with ramps er underpasses. Besides, Anaktu-
vux Pass, in the Brooks Range, is the main
caribou route and we are rot using that pass.

Q. In addition r.F pi: I . . wy
"1,"1 4 J.-o.ot- high Dietrich

-ass over the lower, 2,200-foot Anaktuvuk
F:.s : in h:.brooks Lange?

A. Because soils in Anaktuvuk Pass are
too high in moisture content. This is another
example of Alyeska trying to avoid unstable
soils. The decision will result in the expense
of an additional pumping station.

Q. How about hunting by pipeline crews?
A. No firearms will be permitted in the

camps. Alyeska plans to be only a minor and
temporary inconvenience to wildlife of the
area.

Q. Will construction crews leave a trail of
debris?

No. Alyeska will police contractors, and
n truc s will ni ulato that every scrap of

garbage and trash must Pe removed or they
won't be paid. And Alyeska does not intend
to be the cause of any air or water-pollution
input.

Q. What kind of a road is Alyeska plan-
ning in connection with the pipeline?

A. Before, pipeline construction can beginn
north of Yukon River, a road must be uilt
tc accomrrodate construction equipn. at.
This will be a gravel road, 28 feet wide, and
about 350 miles long. In the south, most of
the pipeline will follow the existing Richard-
son Eighwsy to VJhe".

Q. l'& part ef the northern road been
hu'. .lalody?
' A. Yes, the 57-mile section from Liven-
good, which is 31 siles north of Fairbanks,
to the Yukon River. Existing roads lead from
Livengood into 7airba;rs.

Q. How many lanes will the pipeline serv-
ice road have?

A. Three. It must have room for two-way
t:iasl,, saoi iea fqc: uipment that is
stopped and in place for pipeline work.

c. wi: 'Le pipeline road be useable the

A. Yes, within reason.
Q. How will the pipeline road differ from

ne lilamous Hickel Highway, the tempo-
rary "ice road" that turns into a bog when
winter ends?

A. There is no similarity. Alyeska Is plan-
ning a permanent road, built according to
3t pages of Interior Department stipulations.
To prevent the permafrost under the road
from thawing, the road must be built so
thrit it itsei r t as an insulator. Tests have
indicated theat a ,ravel road bed up to -five
feet deep will provide Ie needed insulation

4 N mac s ceuax tad alrstrips will
h:r b :.Fotg e. i.peli:o road?

A. Present plans cal'. for nine camps and
three airstrips. Pbe will be flown in for the
cnstruct'.o equipment until we get the
road going.

tit. 1 t.t will happen to the road after
th pip o is ceyete?

A. It will be turned over to the state to be
!nlegraed intO the state-highway system.
In the meuirse, Aiy-eka will maintain the
ro di ad contnl te r .fc that is permitted
to use it.

e;. What plans are thee for spanning the
%ioi. t imr ' tx co reta with the road?

A. Alyesita;ray build a bridge, thus
pirwniug the road's use oy casual tradlc
waiM andr our tec-t oi. We wv use a con-

-fetion-ty.e t.rry and winter ice bridge,
in season, to get across the Yukon.

Q. Are standby costs being paid to some

ooo lp P!qj, Om i
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contractors, who moved road-eonstruetion
equipment to the northern section of the
proposed pipeline road before work was
stalled?

A. Yes, but that information (cost details)
is confidential. Aiyeska chooses not to dis-
close to one contractor what another is re-
ceiving because each standby agreement was
negotiated reparately. Some contractors
drove better bargains than others.

Q. What is the value of idle equipment on
the road route now?

A. Perhaps $30 to 40 million, but this is a
guer'

Q."Regr.rding the oil pipeline itself, has
Alyeska learned much of value from various
experiments and tests that have been con-
ducted?

A. Yes. The information is proving very
useful. It has shown that some of the things
we feared haven't happened.

Q. There was a cold-pipeline test at Bar-
row. What did Alyeska learn from that?

A. For one thing. we found out that the
effects of frost-heaving .nd ice-jacking are
negligible, when compared with the strength
of the pipe. We also learned how to protect
the tundra from damage by installing a
thin layer of packed snow. We also found
it was possible to roll up tundra and replace
it, like sod, and found that we can protect
tundra with a layer of foam plastic topped
with gravel.

Q. What is the nature of the hot-pipeline
test now under way at the University of
Alaska?

A. We are pumping air heated to 145
degrees through 1,000 feet of pipe buried in
permafrost there to study the effects on the
ground and to se whether heat will stimu-
late plant growth. Tis test p-obably will
continue for several years, but we have
received useful data e.lread;r. There has been
no significant ground warming so far.
However, it is too carly to tell conclusively
what might happen after several years.

Q. Is Alyeska receiving information from
a hot-pipeline test being conducted by an-
other combine at Inuvik, in Northwest

- 'Ierritories, Canada?
A. We do have an information-exchange

agreement with them.
' Q. You discussed permafrost problems

earlier, but could you go over it again in
connection with the Alyeska pipeline?

A. It is obvious that if a warm line is
buried in permafrost of high ice content,

- the heat of the pipe will thaw the perma-
- frost and melt the ice, this causing a loss

of support for the pipeline. That is why,
. after hundreds of tes brings, geologists

have selected a route that will take the pipe-
line through rocky, stable, dry permafrost
for most of its journey. In these areas, the
pipeline will not create an unstable condi-

- tion. Where the line crosses ice-rich perma-
frost it will be eleva

t ed to avoid thawing the
permafrost.

TEx PPELiNE-FSM PLANS TO TAIN,
HnsE ALASKA NA-rVE5

Ed Patton wants to make it clear that
Alyeska Pipeline Service Co. is "not just

- fanning the breeze" when it promises to
train and hire ss many Alaska natives as
possible for pipeline jobs.

"We mean it-we are putting it in
writing," the president of the ppeline com-
pany, told The Seattle Times in an exclu-
sive interview at the firm's Belevue head.
quarters.

"We are going to make a special effort
where the natives are concerned."

Alaska's natives include Eakimos, Indians
and Aleuts. They make up sbout 20 per cent
of the state's population.

Patton gav these answers when asked foe
specifies:

Q. What "special effort" does physia ha"
in mind for the nstives?

A. For one thing, Alycaka will he running
wldting schnolr in Alrr5.ka for Alaskans. I
hope we qualify a ic-t of native welders for
work In building the pipeline.

Q. When will these schools begin?
A. Probably a couple of months before the

first pipe spread goes into the field. It takes
three to five weeks to train a pipe welder.

Q. What other training programs are
planned?

A. We will probably run a qualification
school to check out (construction) equip-.
merit operators. to.

Q. There are fears that much of the labor
for conatiuction ,f tit p4ieline will be im-
ported from the "lower 48." Is this so?

A. We would like to hire 100 per cent Alas-
kans, if they are available and they can be
qualified. That would be great.

Q. How many employes will you have after
the construction period, that is, during the
operating period.

A. Not over 300-to. man the pumping
stations, the terminal at Valdez, for main-
teraoce, standby, and so on. In my opinion,
we will be totally dependent on Alaskans-
many natives--to operate the pipeline once
it's done.

Q. Please comment on allegations that the
pipeline project will disrupt the native cul-
tures.

A. Alaskan native culture has been
touched already by the modern world-not
always for the good and not always for the .
bad. Our hoe is that education, training and
job opportunity provided by Ayeaka-
coupled with bennts from anticipated land-
claims settlements, oil royalties and sever-
ance taxes-shoulr improve present condi-
tions for many of them.

Q. What position has Alyeska taken on
the native land claims?

A. We take no position on the terms of
th settlement. However, aboriginal claims
of Alaskan natives, now pending before Con-
gress, must he settled before (pipeline) con-
struction can begin.

Q. Turning to the tanker terminal at
Valdez, the southern end of the proposed
pipeline, how many docks will there be there
for supertankers?

A. In the initial stage, there will be two
for vessels of from 16,000 to 250,000 dead-
weigh t tons and one for vessels of from 16,000
to 120,000 deadweight tons. Later, there will
be at least one more, perhaps two more, ad-
dittona_ docks, or a total of five eventually.

Q. How will oil be received from the pipe-
line at the terminal?

A. In the initial stage (for throughput of
-600,000 barrels a day), there will be up to 15
crude-oil-storage tanks at Valdez, each with a

' capacity of 510,000 barrels. Later (the ulti-
mate capacity of the pipeline will be 2 mil-
lion barrels a day), of course, there will be
additional storage t.nks.

Q. What about treatment of tanker bal-.
last at Valdez?

A. Alyeska will have a very sophisticated.
ballast water-treatment system. We will not
loed a tanker at Valdez unless the master of
the vessel certifies in writing that he has not
dumped any ballast at sea on the way to
Alaska.

, Q. What safety precautions does Alyeska
plan at the Valdez terminal?

A. For one thing, no cargo hoses will be
used for loading oil into tankers. A hose can
break. We will use steel arms Instead.

Q. What if an oil spill should occur in the
Valde harbor?

A. We will have automatic cutoff valves-
and there will be a boating boom to drop
quickly around a tanker if this should hap-
pen, We also will have suction skimmes to.
pick up the oil that might be spilled.

Q. What measures will Alyeuka take to pre-
wrnt tanker accidents In Frine William ,
Bound?

A. There will be the latest naviass aide

and a mTEIlrrn comi len 1.1ns ynl rom
throughout the area. In addition, there will
be in-and-out lanes established for tankera.
There will be one-way traffic in Valdez Arm
itself. When a tanker is going ou., for In-
stance, an incoming tanker would have to
wait, and vice versa.

Q. Is Alycska aware of the great value of
marine resources in Prince William Sound?

A. Yes. We are awarding a contract for
a long-term survey of marine life in Valdez
harbor by marine experts so AIyeska will have
basic information before any work is done
there.

Q, Has the Valdez terminal been started?
A. No, and it won't be until we have a

clear go-ahead on the pipeline.
Q. Why was Valdez chosen over other ports

as the terminal site?
A. Valdez is the northernmost ice-free port

in Southern Alaska-it's a good, sheltered.
deep-water harbor. It is also the shortest
route for the pipeline.

Q. Speaking of tankers, Humble Oil & Re-
fining Co. has suspended its studies in the
Northwest Passage after two seasons of work
with the icebreaking tanker Manhattan. Does
it appear to you that the Northwest Passage
is dead now as a tanker route for moving
North Slope oil to market?

A. Yes, for the short term-but the idea
of icebreaking tankers is not dead, and I
would expect that some day use will be made
of them. The Arctic Islands of Canada, where.
they think they have oil, is where I believe
they will have their day.

Q. What is the outlook for utilization of
North Slops natural gas that will be pro-
duced with the crude oil?

A. It's going to be reinjected (Into the
wells] until there is a way to get it to market.
It won't be flared or vented. A little will be
used to fuel our northernmost pumping
stations.

Q. What Is the outlook for a natural-gas
pipeline?

A. I think there is certain to be one
through Canada from Alaska some day.
Study groups are looking at this possibility
now.

Q. Why not have the gas pipeline in Alaska
instead?

A. It is not economical to tanker gas. And
the most direct route to market is through
Canada.

Q. The recent environmental-impact re-
port on the Aleyska pipeline by the Interior
Depart ant said the pipeline is essential to
the a. Arity of the United States. Why do
we need North Slope oil?

A. The Unted States requires about 15
million barrels of oil a day. It now produces
some 10 million barrels a day and this domes-
tic production, excluding the North Slope-
is expected to peak ad then decline during
this decade. We import crude oil from over-
seas sources, primarily the troubled Middle
East. We have the choice of increasing our
dependency on other nations-or developing
our own domestic reserves. An asured source
of energy will help maintain this nation's
security.

Q. Alyeska recently began a series of na-
tion-wide advertisements to sell the pipeline
project to the public. Some of your critics
have described the advertisements as mis-
leading. What is your comment?

A. We didn't put anything in the ads that
isn't the truth.

F
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Report from Alaska
By Robert B. Weeden

Hauling

and Pulling
in the Arctic

N Alaska we cherish our roads. No matter how
dusty, rutted, frostheaved, flood-prone, ava-

lanche-threatened, seasonal, twisting, narrow, or
snow-choked, every foot of the 3000 miles of high-
way in Alaska is a glowing ember to warm our
hearts.

You sec, roads mean that someone cares. Pre-
statehood Alaskans, living in times of mass paranoia
about Outside exploitation and governmental neglect,
clung to every new highway project as confirmation
that Uncle Sam acknowledged paternity. Even
now there is something solid and earthy and forever
about a road, giving it special meaning-as a symbol
of our civility. Other wonders of technology have
a flashy spuriousness-like television, which comes
casually and a week late, as though we just happen
to be on somebody's mailing list.

The modern locus of this feeling is the interior-
Alaska city of Fairbanks. Transportation happen-
ings have been big events in Fairbanks history, start-
ing with Captain Barnett's first landing on the bank
of the Chena, through Harding's Alaska Railroad
in 1923 and the Alcan Highway in 1944, to Pan-
American's first stopover polar flight to Tokyo in
1970. Today Fairbanks is the only one of the state's
five biggest towns that owes an important share of
its economic livelihood to highway transportation.

Source: The Living Wilderness, Vol. 34, No. 110, Summer 1970, pp. 8-16.
Reproduced with permission of the Wilderness Society, by the
Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service, March 9, 1971.
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A road north of the Yukon River has for years
been theI loly (rail of the Golden I leart, especially
of its newspaper editors. Candidate Walter J.
I lickel wron EFairbanks in 1966 with his vision of a
North Slope extension of the Alaska Railroad, and
as governor he consolidated regional support for this
with support for the winter haul road-the nickell
Highway, as new tourist maps show it. (When you
are dreaming, a man who wants to remain your
friend makes sure you stay asleep. Fairbanks has
never awakened to what the Hickel Highway is: a
now defunct and muddy cat track costing well over
a million dollars for 20 weeks of private trucking
operations.)

On April 28, when Governor Keith Miller and
150 other Alaskans were lobbying in Washington,
I). C., for an immediate start on an oil pipeline haul
road from the Yuko'n River to Prudhoe Bay on the
North Slope, the governor announced his intent to
ask for state funds for the road's construction. His
plan was simple. Trans Alaska Pipeline System
wanted to build the road but couldn't because in a
Washington, I). C., court The Wilderness Society,
Friends of thie larth, and the environmental
Defense Fund had sued to block the project as a
threat to the public lands, and Judge George I.
I lart, Jr., had enjoined Interior Secretary I lickel
from issuing a road permit. If, however, the state
built the road beginning immediately, with TAPS
agreeing to pay us back later, we would at one
stroke solve an impending unemployment problem
in Alaska, help TAPS, insure that the flow of oil
from Prudhoe was not delayed by tardy road con-
struction, and assure Alaska of a permanent road to
the Arctic, paid for by the oil industry.

Neat. I lowever, like all simple things involving
millions of dollars, Governor Miller's plan quickly
took some complicated turns.

The first question was whether the state could
legally build a road across federal lands subject to
the land freeze of 1968 (Public I and Order 4582).
Standing on an 1,866 law dealing with rights of way
across public domain, Governor Miller asserted that
he did have authority. Subsequently the Justice De-
partment, in response to an inquiry from Chairman
Russell E. Train of the Council on Environmental
Quality, said the state may possess authority to take
a road right-of-way but not the right to take gravel
from the federal domain for use in the actual con-
struction. (Secretary I lickel also was barred by
Judge Hart from making gravel available for the
road project.) But the attorneys who won the road

-- injunction contend the state lacks authority with
regard to either the gravel or the road.

Another legal entanglement involves native vil-
lages whose citizens claim public lands over which
the road would be built. The federal land freeze

was instituted expressly to protect natives until their
claims could be settled in Congress or the courts.
Thus it seemed the state might he conipelle-d to
honor the natives' objection. (11e native suit against
the governor already has been tiled in Anchorage,
though an out-of-court settlement is possible because
natives do not really want to prevent or unneces-
sarily delay the building of a road.

A third problem is that there are three parties
that must agree: the governor, the Alaska legisla-
ture, and TAPS. The governor and TAPS ap-
parently did agree early in May that TAPS would
reimburse the state for the cost of the North Slope
Road-conservatively estimated at $120 million-
if a "legally defensible and economically feasible"
pipeline permit had been granted by Interior by
June 1, 1971, and if the pipeline route actually
followed the new road. But the legislature made it
clear that it would have nothing to do with any
agreement unless reimbursement by TAPS was
certain.

Just before adjourning in the early hours of June
7 the legislature passed a road bill requiring TA1'S
to pay the full cost within five years plus 7 per
cent interest whether or not the pipeline is built or
the road can be used in its construction. Five (lays
later TA1PS officials announced that the consortium's
eight sponsoring oil companies could not accept this
plan. The governor then called a special legislative
session to consider further action. But on July 3
he canceled the call, announcing that recent meetings
with oil company officials had convinced him that
an acceptable plan for road construction this year
could not be agreed upon.

It has been a spring of confusion, anguish, ad
frustration in Alaska, stemming from other things
besides the North Road proposal. The chief causes
are TA IPS, a local economy expected to boom but
threatening to bust, the nagging question of what to
do with the $9t million paid to the state by oil
companies for North Slope leases, and politics.

A year ago TAPS applied to Secretary II nickel
for a pipeline permit with an air of confidence
bordering on insolence, askig for a reply within a
month so its busy construction schedule would he
met. Now T -\I'S' engineers and Interior geolo-
gists are deadlocked over whether a pipe carrying
hot oil can be safely buried in ice-rich frozen soil.
There are rumors of ineptitude and internal dis-
agreement among the eight members of the con-
sortium. There is hushed but persistent talk of a
pipeline through Canada instead of to Valdez. The
Alaskan public feels beset with doubts. Even Secre-
tary Hickel's repeated vows that the pipeline permit
will be issued (. . . if . . .) have not restored the
confidence of the project's proponents.

L
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Fairbanks feels it most because the oil boom so

visible in Kenai (where it is waning) and Anchorage
(where it is growing) has largely by-passed this
town of 20,000 souls. Iast year and early this year,
businessmen and contractors betting on early con-
struction of the North Slope Road and the pipeline
laid in big inventories, tied up vast quantities of
heavy equipment, ann expanded warehouse and serv-
ice facilities. Then came the mounting tension over
the Interior-TAPS stalemate on the permafrost
issue, followed by frenzied commitment to the
governor's project.

But the governor's ideas, tailor-made for Fair-
banks' punctured economic balloon, ran into serious
trouble with fiscal conservatism and regional dis-
interest in the legislature. After months of talk
about "salting away" a substantial part of the $900
million, the legislators themselves had spent money
as if it were going out of style. The governor, who
earlier had proposed a $242 million budget for
fiscal year 1971, compared with a $150 million FY
'70 budget, looked like a piker when the dust cleared
above a $314 million legislative budget authoriza-
tion. The idea of spending another $120 million on
an arctic road hit like a ton of crushed rock. Hlow
many years to spend the entire billion? people
asked. Some, canny enough to see the impact of this
money on the contracting industry, asked worriedly,
What will we do for an encore?

On top of it all, 1970 is the year of the Big Talk
in Alaska. Our governor, secretary of state, two
of three congressmen, and 50 of 60 legislators are
up for re-election. Many see this as a year when we
answer the question that is most worrisome of all
Will big industry control Alaskan politics from here
on out? Theprertones of this concern pervaded all
of the debate over the Road.

In the' heat of controversy the arguments po-
larized: you were for the Road or against it. In
reality there arc few if any in Alaska who argue
against any highway north of the Yukon. The
fundamental cleavage is on timing. Now, or later?

The "Now !" people say we have waited and
worked for years to "open up the North" and the
time is ripe to do it at no long-run cost to the state.
We could benefit from the $50 million investment
already made by TA PS, in the 53-mile segment now
connecting the old road network at Livengood to
the south bank of the Yukon River, in survey work
north to Prudhoc 4.ay, and in campsites and earth-
moving equipment poised along the intended route.
The project would save a group of businessmen

- - from financial disaster and would case an acute and
worsening unemployment problem, it is said.

Those saying "Later!" believe the North Road
. . would be a dIrain on the state treasury for five years,

delaying work on higher priority items such as
schools, sewage treatment plants, and municipal

water systems. 'urthermore, they argue that the
route of the state's first arctic road should e deter-

mined by such factors as optimum service to existing
settlements, lowest engneerng cost including later
maintenance costs, best access to the semi-mythical
commercial mineral deposits thought to be in the
central Brooks Range (the state is conducting an
extensive aeromagnetic survey this summer to locate
them), and maximum access to and protection of
renewable resources and scenic values. Building to
the convenience of the TAPS pipeline, they say, is
too narrow a view. There is also doubt that the gov-
ernor's proposal is legal, and apprehension that the
state could get badly stung if, for example, TAPS
dissolved.

To the conservationist it has looked like the fa-
miliar mixup of carts and horses. Whatever the
other considerations, from the conservation stand-
point it is difficult to see how the road project at this
point in time can be regarded as other than prema-
ture. The pipeline-its immediate justification-
has yet to win a go-ahead. When and if it does, its
location might be significantly altered, in which case
needless damage would have been done and money
wasted by building a road in the wrong place. Even
if there were no uncertainties on this score, there is
abundant uncertainty on others. For instance, on
May 25 two culverts washed out on the portion of
the proposed haul road recently built as far north

as the Yukon. After the driest winter and lightest
snowpack in modern times, the culverts were wiped
out by a local rainstorm totaling about 1 I inches.
We don't command or heed the simple fundamentals
of copingwith the Alaskan environment.

The still broader reality, however, is that proper
preparations for opening up the vast, vulnerable,
still essentially roladless northern half of Alaska
have only barely begun. The Department of Trans-
portation recently announced the start of a $3 mil-
lion transportation corridor study, hopefully to de-
termine a logical location for a combined road and
rail link between the North Slope and Fairbanks.
The Interior Department is at work on a northern
Alaska master plan, involving potential national
parks, wildlife protection, resource utilization, and
the whole gamut of Jand-use possibilities and urgen-
cies. The Bureau of Land Management is deep in
the preliminaries of land classification in the stra-
tegic Brooks Range.

Such efforts can help lay a foundation for wise,
conserving use of northern Alaska's wealth, for
not only its economic rewards but the limitless
physical and spiritual uplift which it can offer to
the burgeoning populace of all 50 states, for whom
the American dream of an unspoiled, uncrowded
outdoors is becoming all too hard to flesh out.

11110"WIPPM! lom, , !T"p- P.Lq R!l "! "
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At present there is no such foundation. i\lany
of the basics about Alaska besides proper culvert

design are still unknowns, including how to prevent
its permanent mutilation and degradation by the

sudden presence and proliferation of human beings
and their machinery. There is as vet no northern

Alaska land use plan. There is as yet no transporti-

tion plan. There are as yet few controls to prevent

destructive settlement and mineral exploration. the
day a North Slope road is opened, under the present
conditions, would be the day of the start of the

wrecking of countless square miles of unspoiled

Alaskan landscape.
Thoughtful Alaskan conservationists have hoped

for a delay in the mechanized onslaught long enough

for governments to chart intelligent directions and

insure due precautions. After millennia, the few

additional years this could take is a span that few

can honestly begrudge.
Whether such a minimal time for prudent

planning will be provided is truly the commanding

issue.

1)R. W .IlIildNuri ng the past y'ear rep resentrd The Wilder-

ness Society, the Sierra Club, ;ndl the Alaska Cunservation
Society in Alaska. On .1uly I he joined the University ot Alaska

to work on a resource policies study financed by a Ford F'ounda-
tion grant, and to accept a permanent teaching and research
post in this general lichul.
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CRS-43 Sections of 48-inchl pipe being unloaded( nwar Valdeoz.
The pipe, shipped from .Japan, is to he used in construction 

of the 800-mile Trans-Alaska Pipeline System to carry
oil from the North Slope. The project has been halted by the

objections of conservationists and Indian land claims.

Wide WrliIhdn

By Ron Moxness

HE YEARS WHEN the mountains, valleys, rivers,
and creeks of Alaska yielded fortunes in gold
have faded; now the production of sand and

gravel is valued more than the annual production
of the yellow metal for which men once struggled
and died. But Alaskans have memories and today
they impatiently await another economic boom-this
one a river of oil which would flow through an 800-
mile-long pipeline, stretching like some huge steel
serpent from Prudhoe Bay in the north to Valdez
on the Pacific, the northernmost ice-free port in the
western hemisphere.

The technical problems involved in the oil pipe-
line project are as immense as the ranges of forbid-
ding mountains that awed the goldseekers on the
trail of '98. Alaska's first problem, well known to
those who have looked north recently, is how to lay
a steel pipeline 48 inches in diameter whose stream
of hot oil - 176 degrees F. - will not melt its route
through the Alaskan terrain, 85 percent of which is
permafrost, or permanently frozen ground.

The second problem is the demand made by the
conservationists, many of whose viewpoints are
shared by the technical experts of the U.S. govern-
ment, that the pipeline pose no threat to the ecology
of what has been described as America's last great,
untouched wilderness area. The description is par-
ticularly apt as it applies to the Brooks Mountain
Range, whose towering peaks, some over 9,000 feet
high, looknor1h to the Beaufort Sea and the still
imprisoned oil of Prudhoe Bay.

Today, despite the eagerness of oil companies who
have already invested $900,000,000 in North Slope
oil and gas leases and of Alaska's resource-minded
boosters who are anxious to get on with the project
at a time of heavy unemployment, all of the factors
-technical, environmental, social,.and legal - are

being carefully weighed by a Federal Ta.k Force on
Alaska Oil Development established early in 1969 by
the Nixon Administration.

The task force is a government-wide body includ-
ing all of the 1)cpartmeiit of the Interior's major.
bureaus - from the United States Geological Sur-
vey, the principal tech inical and engineering study
unit, to the Bureau of Indian Affairs, whose resj iou-
sil)ility it is to safeguard the rights and livelihood of
Alaska's natives - an Eskimo-Albut population of
more than 28,000 and an additional 14,000 Indians.
These are hart of Alaska's total population of only
282,000 persons who live on 586,400 square miles
of territory.

The federal task force was established by Secre-
tary of the Interior Walter J. IIickel on April 18,
1969. The original membership of eight Interior
department bureau and office heads was expanded
at the request of President Nixon to include the sec-
retaries of Commerce, Defense, health, Education
and Welfare, Transportation, and Ilousing and Ur--
ban Affairs. The State of Alaska and a conserva-
tion/industry ad hoc committee are also represented.
The Office of Science and 'echnology, the National
Science Foundation, and the Bureau of the Budget
participate as liaison members.

Dr. William 1). McElroy, Director of the National
Science Foundation, announced May 22 that a new
coordinated research project into the potential eco-
logical effects of the pipeline will get underway this
summer.

The survey will be directed and coordinated by

RoN MoxNEss is a free-lance writer and a foreign
service officer with the United States Information
Agency.

Source: Environment, Vol. 12, No. 7, September 1970. pp.1 2-18, 21-23, & 36.
Reproduced with permission by the Library of Congress, Congressional
Research Service, March 9, 1971.
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Burial of an oil pipeline could be a very risky business indeed, to be

avoided generally in the permafrost unless new and imaginative

engineering designs are developed.

Dr. Jerome Brown of the U.S. Army Cold Regions
lResearAChl and Engineeriiig Laboratory and by Dr.
George C. XWest Professor of Zoophysiology, nsti-n
tule of Arctic Biology, Univursity of Alaska. The
$300,000 project involves seven participating insti-
tutions and has two major objectives. First, the sci-
entists want to find out how environmental dis-
turbances by man affect the life systems of both
plants and animals. Secondly, project directors plan
to bring together the existing, scattered information
on Arctic ecology. They also want to determine how
the results of Arctic research can best be used to
predict the conseqIuences of resource development in
the region. The U.S. Coast Guard is also planning a
number of summer research programs dealing with
the problem of oil pollution in ice, and the Univer-
sity of Alaska, in coo eration with industry, is
studying oil pipe behavior under permafrost condi-
tions. Studies oi grass and tree plantings adaptable
to the land through which the pipeline will run are
also being conducted.

All of this study anticipates the exploitation of
some of the largest reserves of oil ever discovered.
According to Dr. Charles C. Bates, Science Advisor
to the Commandant of the U.S. Coast Guard, "In the
Colville Basin of Alaska's North Slope, [running]
some 50 miles parallel to the coast, the Prudhoe Bay
structure has been estimated to contain five to ten
billion barrels of oil. When one realizes that Saudi
Arabia and Kuwait each took until last year to pro-
duce their ten billionth barrel and that Iran achieved
this magic figure only this year, it is easy to see
that the North Slope may become the land of big oil
in the 1970s to the 1990s. . .. "

Task Force Questions TAPS

It is little wonder then that a consortium of oil com-

panies -- of which the major names are Atlantic
Richfield, Humble Oil, and British Petroleum - is

pressing hard to move ahead with their Trans-
Alaska Pipeline System (TArs) as early as possible
to carry this oil to market. Much of the pipe has al-
ready been stockpiled at Valdez, where construction
was to begin this summer.

As of this writing, however, no federal authoriza-
tion to go ahead with the pipeline project is forth-
coming, and it is doubtful, at the present pace of
negotiations, that a permit will be issued for some

14

months in the future. In the words of John Horton,
Executive SecrEtary of the federal task force, the
consortium of nine companies nr;king up the TA'S

group Ai: not " Ir>eCIited a plan "'which demon-
strates that its fundamental criteria are adequate
to assure integrity -of the line when buried."

The current impasse in discussions between TAPS

and the federal body involves both technological and
environmental differences of opinion. In the view
of TAPS, the pipeline would be buried for almost the
entirety of its route from north to south. It would
be served by a $120,000,000 highway in the northern
region of Amasha. The highway, to be paid for by
the TAPS group, would serve as a secondary highway
for the state. Both pipeline and highway are cur-
rently blocked by suits initiated by leading conserva-
tion and wildlIe organi:'nations and by debate over
financing of the road in its construction stage. TAPS
is not interested in tc road unless it receives a go-
ahead for the pipeline project, now projected to cost
aboul $1,500,000,1000.

The task force, on the basis of its own studies of
the hazards of building in the permafrost and of

questions relating to wildlife and the needs of the
indigenous population, asked 79 questions for which
the TAPS organization has not yet provided satisfac-
tory answers. The questions, Mr. Horton asserted,
"were about the toughest ever laid down before an
industry group." The task force, in weighing the
TAPS response, raised "serious questions" as to the
consortium's "state of technological readiness" to
proceed with the. project. The task force so advised
President Nixon.

The two groups are chiefly at loggerheads over

placement of the line. TA'S wants to use engineering
practices utilized el where in the world as part of
the oil industry's far-flung operations and simply
bury the steel line for all but about 80 miles of its
route, which would cross Z.3 rivers and 152 streams,
and many mountains, mountain basins, and river
fliats.

The task force believes that at least half of the.
line should be built above ground on steel, timber, or
concrete legs to permit free migration of caribou
herds which are vital to the livelihood of native
Alaskans. An elevated pipeline like that used by
Soviet engineers in the U.S.S.R. would also keep the
hot pipeline from any contact with the delicately
balanced tundra and permafrost. The oil in the pipe.-

ENVIRONMENT VoL. 12, No. 7
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- - '~Caribou near an oil well on Alaska's
North Slope. The proposed

- - ';Trans-Alaskan Pipeline to carry oil
-- : from such wells to a port in southern

Alaska may interfere with migrations
of caribou, on which many
Eskirnos depend.

line is heated to keel) it fluid enough to pump easily
by special heating units installed in the pumping
stations along the route of the pipeline.

Federal technicians are also uneasy about the as-
surance of TAPS that its pipeline plans allow for a
sag or differential'of only three inches in a 50-foot
section of pipe. The minimum estimate of the'task
force is that the potential differential to allow for
soil settlement not to mention the possibility of
larger stresses - should .)0 three feet in a 50-foot
pipe section.

The Menlo Park working group of the U.S. Geo-
logical Survey in California, in its interim comments
on engineering proposals provided by the TAPS or-
ganization earlier this year, found a number of ap-
parent inconsistencies in the TAPS presentation and
commented, "it is difficult to determine which state-
ments represent TAPS' policies and intentions and
which do not." The working group agreed that the
TAPS information, set down in a number Pf reports,
represented a forward step "in our mutual consid-
eration of the many problems involved in the pro-
posed pipeline project." But as of late July, Dr.
Henry Coulter - one of the Geological Survey's
principal technical advisors to the federal task force
-- points out, no reply to their interim comments had
yet been received. Task force spokesmen indicated
that a reply is not expected before October.

One of the major areas of concern is the problem
of earthquakes. The pipeline will pass through sev-
eral regions of earthquake faults (see map on page
17). Coulter indicated the task force's intention to
require strict criteria for the pipeline design. "If you
plan for a seven rather than a five range of [earth-
quake] intensity you are probably better off," he
observed. "If you plan for five and are confronted
with the possibility of seven it would be highly ex-
pensive to change designs."

Coulter said TAPS, in its preliminary reports, had
proposed cutoff safety provisions for the pipe in
fault areas to limit the amount of oil which would
be lost in case of a break.

TAPS has not yet disclosed the number of cutoffs it
plans to build into the line to cope with earthquakes
or breaks or stoppages caused by other factors such

as ground displacement in thawing or sinking per-
mafrost. But Coulter points out that a large cutoff
valve designed to really halt the flow of oil would be
32 feet high, and men would have to be stationed at
various points along the route to cope with emer-
gencies. The backup pressure, in the event of a
sealed off break, would be tremendous. This is one
of the points in dispute, because the TAPS people
have not yet determined specific details of design.
As Coulter says, "our intent is to prevent spills, not
to provide systems for cleanup."

Coulter views bedrock construction in rocky areas
as more or less conventional, but the rest of the line
is where the need for "imaginative" design concepts
lie. He feels that some lengthy areas of the line may
need only a few cutoffs and that other stretches, in
potentially dangerous fault areas, may need much
more frequent installations, perhaps at half-mile
intervals.

Oil spills, in the event of an earthquake, would
obviously be very destructive, since one mile of pipe
will contain 500,000 gallons of hot oil. But a spill
caused by a break in o'ne section of line conceivably
could be strictly local& in effect. The Alaskan terrain
is hilly and an oil spill would run downhill and come
to a stop in a reasonably short distance. "In effect,
the damage could be limited to a finite distance,
limited by topography," Coulter said.

Should a river basin be involved, much more ex-
tensive damage could result. In Canada recently, oil
from a spill in a pipeline at Fort McMurray traveled
150 miles downstream in the Athabasca River. Great
Canadian Oil Sands Ltd., at whose plant the break
occurred, said the break and the loss of pressure
were reflected on monitors at its Fort McMurray
plant and immediate steps were taken to stop the
flow.

The spill caused a shutdown of the commercial
fishing season on Lake Athabasca'just at a time
when fish prices were rising because of mercury
pollution in other areas of Canada, the Canadian
Press news agency reported. The spill did not, ap-
parently, cause muchdamage to wildlife breeding
grounds because of the fast current flow of the
Athabasca,
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The Permafrost Problem

Peimiiarhost is defi lle(l exclisiv eyV 1o the basis of
- techmjperature, as its name si iggests. It is rock or soil

material, with or without interior moisture or or-
ganic matter, that has remain1)el below: 32 degrees F.
continuously for two or more years.

Permafrost may be ice-free where no water is
present, the Geological Survey notes. The perma-
frost table consists of the upper surface of the per-
mafrost layer and the active layer, the zone that
freezes in the winter and thaws in the.summer.

The Geological Survey's "Permafrost and Related
Engineering Problems of Alaska" makes it clear
that American engineers who first tried to build
structures - from houses to bridges and pipelines
- in Alaska encountered the same problems as the
Russians. The stresses and strains induced by the
freezing, thawing, and heaving of permafrost soils
subjected to unexpected temperature changes turned
railroads into roller coasters and bridges into jig-
saw puzzles.

"The permafrost region of Alaska, which includes
85 percent of the state, is characterized by a variety
of permafrost-related geomorphic features including
patterne(l ground11(, pi ngos, thaw lakes, leaded drain-
age, thaw or thernokarst pits, and muck deposits,"
states the report.

"Known permafrost thickness ranges from about
1,300 feet near Barrow in northern Alaska to less
than a foot at the southern margin of the perma-
frost region....

"The extensive permafrost region of Alaska poses
special engineering problems on the design, con-
struction and maintenance of all kinds of struc-
tures," the rep rtnotes. "Lack of knowledge about

permafrost has resulted iii tremednotis maintenance
costs and even in relocation or abandonmnient of high-
ways, railroads, and other strictuiries.I because of the
unique geologic-eui iroiniental condit ions that exist
in permafrost areas, special engineering )roccd tires
should be used, not only to minimize disruption of
the natural environment, but also to provide the
most economical and son nd methods for developiJig
the natural resources of the permafrost region of
Alaska."

The report warns that in the Alaskan experience
with construction of airfields, highways, and rail-
roads, "improper procedures can far exceed the ex-
pense of the initial investment. In some cases struc-
tures are damaged to the extent that they become
unusable after just a few months or years. The fi-
nancial losses caused by such problems as irmpass-
able roads, unusable airstrips or damaged machinery
in buildings which have settled [unevenly] can be
extremely high."

Dr. Arthur H. Lachenbruch of the U.S. Geological
Survey's Menlo Park research staff, in a report en-
titled "Some Estimates of the Thermal E ffects of a
Ieated Pipeline in Permafrost," notes that the pro-
posed Prudhoe Bay-Valdez pi pel ine wonl( maintain
oil temperatures in the neighborhood of 158 to 176
degrees F. when fill production is achieved.

"Such an installation would thaw the sixrro diilli ng
permafrost," Lachenbruch asserts. "Where the ice
content of permafrost is not high, and other condi-
tions are favorable, thawing by the buried pipe
might cause no special problems. Under adverse con-
ditions, however, this thawing could .have significant
effects on the environment and possibly upon the
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Section of 2,000-mile Soviet gas
pipeline being laid. The pipe will bring
natural gas from Central Asia to
Leningrad, Moscow and the industrial
regions of the Volga. Although the
Trans-Alaskan Pipeline consortium
wants to build their heated oil line
underground, U.S. officials would like

- - them to follow the Soviet experience
and build above ground in areas
of permafrost.
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(continued f rom. page 18)

security of the pipeline. It is important that any
potential problem be identified prior to its occur-
rence so that it can be accommodated by proper
pipeline design."

Lachenbruch notes that the actual degree of per-
mafrost conditions along the pipeline remains to be
determined by actual measurements. Such measure-
ments, he said, are essential to predictions of the
interaction between pipeline and environment. He
estimates that a pipeline 48 inches in diameter
buried six feet deep in permafrost and heated to 176
degrees F. would thaw a cylindrical region around
the pipeline 20 to 30 feet in diameter in a few years
in typical permafrost soil.

"At the end of the second decade of operation,
typical thawing depths would be 40 to 50 feet near
the southern limits of permafrost and 35 to 40 feet
in northern Alaska where permafrost is colder... .
The principal effect of insulating the pipe would be
to increase oil temperatures rather than to decrease
thawing," he reports.

Lachenbruch asserts that if permafrost sediments
have excess ice and a very low permeability when
thawed, melting below the pipe could generate free
water faster than it could filter to the surface. As a-
result, the thawed material around the pipeline
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Ice wedges often form in poly;gonml patterns. In this aerial
photograph of an area near l*airbanks, ice we-dges have
melted, and the resulting ground settlement left nennts-
called thermokarst monids-in the intervening ;areas.
Melting began after the area was cleared for farming.

could persist as a semiliquid slurry or slush. Where
permeabilities are very low and excess ice contents
are moderate, tl'awing rates would be sufficient to
maintain 'this state for decades.

Lachenbruch explains that under certain condi-
tions the semiliquid slurry "would tend to flow like
a viscous river and seek a level. As an extreme ex-
ample, if these slurries occurred over distances of
several miles on almost imperceptible slopes, the up-
hill end of the pipe could, in a few years, be lying at
the bottom of a slumping trench tens of feet deep,
while at the downhill end, millions of cubic feet of
mud could be extruded over the surface."

Where the pipe settled to the bottom of the trench,
Lachenbruch notes, "it would accelerate thawing
and flow, and the process could be self-perpetuating.
The pipeline could be jeopardized by loss of support
in the trench and by displacements in the mud flow,
and the disruption of the landscape could be sub-
stantial."

Lachenbruch warns, too, that uneven settlement
of a pipe can result from a variety of processes, the
most conspicuous of which is probably the thawing
of ice wedges. These massive vertical veins of ice,
he notes, form polygonal networks, commonly invisi-
ble from the surface and difficult to delineate with
borings. Ice wedges, he says, "are widely distributed
in Northern Alaska. A statistical calculation sug-
gests that in typical ice-wedge terrain, conditions
which might exceed the design stress of the pipeline
could occur on the average of once every mile. Most
of these conditions could be anticipated by observa-
tions made during trenching."

Ice wedges are only one of a number of strange
geological phenomena found in permafrost. Surface
features include pingos (small ice-filled conical
hills); stone nets (netlike concentrations of coarse
rock); thaw lakes and pits, and "beaded" drainage
patterns. Disturbing frozen ground, even by making
small changes such as removing vegetation or put-
ting up a building, will commonly upset the freeze-
thaw balance. When certain kinds of permafrost
soil thaw, what was once solid land becomes a veri-
table quagmire incapable of supporting any struc-
ture whatsoever.

As a result of these and other findings, to conser-
vationists the prospect of a buried pipeline conjures
pictures of an impassable "canal " of unstable land,
and of slides which could bring about ruptured sec-
tions of pipe and produce ruinous oil spills which
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One Iternative to the Trans-Alaskan
Pipeli n System: tankers which could
carry oil from Alaska's north slope
thruiigh .ie A retic to the Atlantic
Ocean. The S.S. Manhattan, a specially
fitted tanker, recently completed a
voyage through this Northwest
Passage witif'only minor damage.

would cover vast arcas of the Alaskan landscape.
They reject arguments that the oil flow could be
"easily turned off" in the event .of a break, noting
that one mile of the pipe carries three times the
amount of oil that damaged the Santa Barbara
coastline.

The Soviet Experience

The task force has gone to an unusual source - the
U.S. petroleum industry's own survey of Soviet oil
and gas pipeline construction procedures-for fur-
ther evidence that burial of an oil pipeline could be
a very risky business indeed, to be avoided generally
in the permafrost unless new and imaginative en-
gineering designs are developed.

In commenting on the Soviet experience, D. C.
Alverson, a geologist for the U.S. Geological Survey,
observed:

"The Soviets have engaged in research on the
feasibility of laying pipelines in permafrost areas
since shortly after World War II. Earliest studies
were based on problems encountered in building
roads, airfields and various kinds of structures on a
permafrost foundation, as well as laying water, gas
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distribution, heat and electric lines in cities such as
Norilsk and other settlements. Experience at Ukhta
in the Komi (district), in the north part of Euro-
pean U.S.S.R. just outside the permafrost boundary,
convinced the Soviets that it was most desirable to
avoid disturbing the thermal regimen of the perma-
frost, and where possible to construct pipelines
above ground. It is less desirable, but possible, to lay
pipe directly on the ground surface, with the least
possible disturbance of the soil layer. Least desirable
is excavation of a trench and burial; this should be
confined to the active layer [of the permafrost).
Examples of the results of failure to properly ac-
commodate to the thermal regimen of permafrost in
various kinds of construction abound in the Soviet
literature."

Alverson notes that the Soviet experience in lay-
ing pipelines in permafrost areas has been limited
to one oil line, from Krasnoyarsk to Irkutsk, where
permafrost is usually less than 49 feet thick, and gas
lines from Tazovskoye to Norilsk in the northern
part of the West Siberian lowland; from Taas-
Tumus to Yakutsk and Pokrovsk, in Yakutia, where
the permafrost is commonly more than 650 feet
thick.
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One article referred to by Alverson notes that in-
stallation of gas pipelines involved "exceptionally
complex and responsible engineering installations."
The underground and semi-buried installation tech-
nique may be used on a limited number of sections,
where soils when thawing do not lose their weight-
carrying capacity. "In the permafrost," the Soviet
article states, "it is necessary to use widely the
above-the-ground (on supports) installation, and in
isolated sections, on-the-ground and under cover
with a thermally insulated layer under the pipeline."

In a March 1969 report, I. E. Dukhin, a Soviet
engineer, notes that "the construction of transmis-
sion lines in the northern part of Western Siberia in
regions of permafrost is a very complex engineering
task.

"In spite of the complex installation of various
supports and the difficult conditions of the con-
struction itself, the possibility of excluding the heat
effects of the pipeline on frozen ground and, there-
fore, the conservation of the best conditions guaran-
teeing its stability, makes it possible to consider
above-the-ground laying as the most expedient lay-
ing method over almost the whole permafrost
area....

Dukhin, in an observation echoed by ecologists

pointing to similar dangers in Alaska, notes that
"the main factor determining the stability of the
temperature condition of grounds and their load-
hearing capacity, is a sufficiently thick [eight to ten
inches] moss blanket which stabilizes the inflow of
heat into the ground.

"With the passage of a vehicle," he reports, "the
moss blanket collapses or will be destroyed and the
surface becomes uncovered; more heat flows into the
ground and, therefore, the depth and intensity of
the seasonal melting increases, The ground below
the tracks of the vehicle melts more rapidly. As a
result of the melting of the ice in ice-impregnated
grounds, a significant sag arises in the area of the
pipeline route which becomes a natural drain on the
whole environmental surface . . . The presence of a
small amount of water in the route gives rise to the'
so-called hot-bed effect, which even more intensifies
the melting.

"The depths of melting below the track can
amount up to several [yards] during the season, and
the sag in the track area (depending on the charac-
ter of the ice) to [one foot to one yard]. The pres-
ence of vein ice may lead to [ground] collapse," he
notes. "The extension of the disintegration to the
adjacent territory and the bringing of the selected
route into unfitness is extremely dangerous. The
clearly expressed thixotrophy [property of becoming
fluid when shaken, stirred, or otherwise disturbed]
of soils which lost their load-bearing capacity under
the effect of even insignificant dynamic loads, will
be the source of numerous transportation delays ...
the laying of a gas pipeline in a zone of developing
thermokarst formations is dangerous insofar as a
guarantee of its stability is not realizable."

Dukhin, again speaking of a "cold" gasline, for
which potential environmental damage is relatively
minor notes that:

"A disturbance of the heat conditions of perma-
frost can be avoided through laying the pipeline
above the ground. A gas pipeline laid above the
maximum level of the snow cover has practically no
heat effect on the frozen grounds of the base and
guarantees maximum stability of the construction.
The working of frozen ground, installing thermal
insulation and other operations are not necessary
for above the ground laying. However, increased
heat losses during the winter period, the risk of pre-
cipitation out of the condensate, the negative effect
of low temperatures on the longevity and the reli-
ability of the insulation, and so forth, have to be
considered."

. Coulter points out that temperatures in Siberia
and Alaska differ only by a few degrees. Geographi-
cal conditions in both regions - from mountains to
river basins -- offer comparable terrain, tundra and
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The Long Pipe

muskeg (wet, spongy ground) conditions. Both are
permafrost areas. lie notes that soil sagging caused
by thermokarst phenomena, according to the Soviet
engineer M. 0. Pereltsvaig, "apparently originates
dangerous stresses in an underground large diame-
ter gas pipeline, too, as it starts floating in the soil

pul and turns up at the top of the active layer.
There, soil bulging and crack formation by frost are
most intensive."

Coulter notes that the thawing process, so often
commented on by tshe Soviet engineers, takes place
even though the pipe is about the same temperature
as the ground. The TAPS pipeline, with its oil flow at
176 degrees F., would be far more hazardous to the
environment.

Other Routes

The Prudhoe lay-Valdez route, despite all its prob-
lems, still has many sponsors. Washington State
Senator Henry M. Jackson, head of the Senate In-
terior Committee, as much as promised the route
could be used when in April he advised a group of
Alaskans "not to he in too much of a hurry" to get
the line built. He said he had enough faith in Ameri-
can technological prowess to assure him that there
would eventually be a pipeline that posed no threat
of environmental disaster. Dr. William T. Pecora,
Director of the U.S. Geological Survey, also believes
the lire will be built - although he believes about
half the line should be built above ground. The TArs
consortium continues to press for the line to be
buried throughout its length.

Some Canadian observers who would like to see
the Alaskan oil move down through Canada to the
United States doubt if the TAPS project will be built.
They see too many problems for the route - the
permafrost, the opposition of conservationists, and
the cost of construction. They believe that the recent
voyages of the S.S. Manhattan, exploring the possi-
bility of moving oil by tanker through the North-
west Passage, reinforce chances for the use of Ca-
nadian harbors to ship the oil to the east coast.

A Canadian oil consortium, represented by the
Bechtel Corporation, believes that the North Slope
oil could be brought to the Mackenzie River Delta by
a relatively short pipeline from Prudhoe Bay. From
the mouth of the Mackenzie it would move, they rea-
son, through an all-Canadian, 1,600-mile-long pipe-
line down the valley of the Mackenzie to Edmonton,

36 ENVIRONMENT VoL. 12, No. 7

Alberta, and from there to U.S. markets. most of
this route, too, is' over permafrost.

The task force in Washington, however, leans
hard in the direction of the all-Alaskan pipeline.
despite the problems. They note that a Prudhoe Bay-
iMackenzie liver connecting line would parallel the
northern boundary of the huge Alaskan wildlife
range, which conservationists want to see protected
in perpetuity. Secondly, the oil needs of the U.S.
west coast would be more efficiently met by direct
oil supply via the TAPS system and tankers from
Valdez. Finally, the daily estimated production of
two million barrels of oil can only be handled effi-
ciently and economically by a pipeline. To transport
the oil exclusively by sea would require dozens of
supertankers (which have yet to prove they can
safely and economically navigate the Northwest Pas-

sage), special equipment, and special diplomatic ar-
rangements between Canada and the United States
for the servicing of a tanker service.

In terms of ease of developing the vast oil reserves
of the North Slope, the TAPS project has the edge.
Which may be enough. An enthusiast once suggested
during Alaska's application for statehood that Alas-
ka be maintained forever as an undeveloped. wilder-
ness area.

"We looked at him," recalled an Alaskan who had
been weaned on the search for gold, "as if he were
some kind of nut." C
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news release

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

For Release _February 11, 1971

TECHNICAL DATA ON ALASKA PIPELINE PLANS

AVAILABLE FOR INSPECTION AT INTERIOR

A voluminous sampling of. design data and blueprints for the proposed

Trans-Alaska Pipeline will be available for public inspection beginning noon

Thursday, Feb. ll,in the Interior Department Library on the first floor of

the Interior building at 18th and C Sts., N.W., Washington, 
D. C., Department

officials announced today.

The material has been furnished by the Alyeska Pipeline Service Co., which

seeks Interior's approval of a _right-of-way for a 789-mile pipeline, 4 feet in

diameter, to carry crude oil at high temperatures from near the shores of the

Arctic Ocean to the port of Valdez on Alaska's south coast.

Public hearings on the proposal are scheduled for February 16 and 17 in

Washington, D.C., and February 24 and 25 in Anchorage, Alaska, Interior has

announced. The Department will prepare the final Environmental Impact State-

ment after examining the evidence of the public hearings and the evaluation of
other Federal agencies.

- Department officials said the engineering and design material is being

made available for inspection to assist the public in evaluating the pipeline

company's proposal. They emphasized that the plans and data are still subject

to intensive review by Interior's technical experts and policymakers and that

offering them for public inspection does not signify acceptance or approval by

the Department.

The data being made available for inspection includes proposed measures

for erosion control in various types of terrain; access roads; typical modes of
buried and elevated pipeline construction; selected highway and river crossings;

main line valve installations; pumping stations; anchoring devices; and other
details.

Eighty-eight large engineering drawings are included, plus dozens of smaller

blueprints, charts, statistical tables, and diagrams contained in several detailed

reports which also are open for inspection.

The reports are titled "Preliminary Geotechnical Investigation, Pump Station

No. 6," which has 30 pages of narrative, plus voluminous technical data;

"Engineering Design Report, Ballast Water Testing Facilities, Port Valdez Terminal,"

a 100-page document including blueprints, diagrams, and charts; and a 70-page

"Foundation Investigation, Pump Station No. 1," which contains logs of core
drillings and numerous recommendations.

. x x .x
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news release

For Release on Delivery 9:00 A.M. February 16, 1971

REMARKS BY SECRETARY OF THE INTERIOLROGERS C. B. MORTON

AT TRANS ALASKA PIPELINE HEARINGS

WASHINGTON, D.C. FEBRUARY 16, 1971

The public hearings being conducted here today and tomorrow, and those in

Alaska next week, address the application by a group of oil companies for a

pipeline right-of-way across federal lands from the North Slope of Alaska to

Valdez on the southern coast. The hearings are called to elicit from state and

local agencies, and from the public, further information to enable the Department

to more thoroughly assess the environmental impact of the project as required

by the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969.

Let me make several important points at the outset. The environmental

statement which was released for public review .on January 13, is a.preliminary

report prepared by staff representatives of the Department of the Interior. It

is an interim document and it has not been endorsed by the Department. In no

sense was it prepared as the final position of Interior. The statement is

thought to be unique for this very reason: that, though not required by law

or regulation, it was made public in preliminary form, before federal and

state review, to allow ample time for inspection before these hearings. It is

unique in the sense that we are asking the public to join in our examination

process well before the final document is approved by the Department. The

decision on the application has not been made, nor will it be made until the

final environmental statement and other necessary documentation have been

thoroughly reviewed, and until indepth policy discussions under my personal

direction have taken place.

The January 13th draft environmental statement is properly viewed as the
culmination of over 18 months of investigation byvarious bureaus, offices,

and task forces in the Department of the Interior. This investigation has seen

several landmarks familiar, to most of you who have followed the evolution of
the project. These include:

.... The establishment of the Federal Task Force by President Nixon in

May of 1969 which brought together other Federal Departments and offices to
consider the application

.... The complex tion of the environmental stipulations later that year which
set forth exacting requirements for the protection of the environment and the

rights of Alaskan Natives
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.... The formulation of the enforcement team under the authorized officer

to whom is given

1. The absolute prerogative to inspect all phases of the project, and to
suspend or terminate such activities when the provisions of the permit are not
met.

2. The prerogative to require modification of alignment and installation
to protect both the integrity of the pipeline and the environment along the route.

3. The prerogative to require rehabilitation of any property, resource, or
land harmed during any part of pipeline activity.

4. The prerogative to require that the permittee file and maintain an
acceptable performance bond, or pledge of securities, in the amount of $5 million
to insure the financing of any necessary rehabilitation.

5. The power under the authority of the Secretary of the Interior to revise
or amend the stipulations as necessary to adjust to unforeseen conditions.

The investigation by the Federal Government has also included the
establishment of the Technical Advisory Board within the Department of the Interior
in early 1970 which has given rigorous examination to technical and geological
aspects of the proposed system, and from which was prepared the set of technical
stipulations. Foremost among the achievements 'of this group has been the
determination of conditions under which a pipeline can be safely buried and
of the stringent conditions for construction in seismic areas.

The most recent landmark in our investigation has been the close intra-
agency cooperation which has lead to the publication of the preliminary environ-
mental statement, and the scheduling of the hearings this week and next prior to
our preparation of the final document. During the present period in which the
document is undergoing review by other Federal agencies and by public, the staff
drafting committee in Interior is continuing its own examination and revision.
I have given my personal direction that every effort be expended to present in
the final document an objective, carefully weighed and balanced discussion of
the environmental impact of the proposed project. In particular, I have directed
the drafting group to elaborate upon their treatment of the envircnmental impact
of tanker transport from the Gulf of Alaska to the Puget Sound area; to more
carefully delineate the long term impact of construction upon the culture of
Alaskan Natives; and to expand upon their examination of alternatives to the

proposed action.

Let me emphasize, however, that change, editing, verification and reorganization
are an integral part of the review process. No review could be valid without the
opportunity for change, and indeed the absence of this opportunity would
substantially negate the value of these public hearings.

In assessing the broader problem of petroleum development in the North, let
me say that I share equally the concerns of those who speak for energy and the
concerns of those who speak for the environment. This is the heart of the
controversy. Neither the Department of the Interior, nor, of course, the Nation
can afford the posture, or the luxury, of polarization. The mandate upon this
Department demands that we stand with equal commitment .to resource development
and environmental protection. The meticulous examination given the project during
the last two years and the development of the environmental stipulations are strong
testimony to this commitment.
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My own philosophy parallels the Department's long time charge. I am

prepared to impose the most stringent safeguards for the protection of the

environment; I am prepared to examine with the most objective detachment all

transportation systems for the delivery of Alaska oil; yet I know of no

transportation system that can be accommodated without some environmental

impact; and, committed as we are in an era of ecological imperative, I cannot

endorse the philosophy that we must impose a moratorium on resource development

forever in the Arctic. Indeed, I am unable to perceive how permanently blocking

all modes of transportation can do anything but complicate the problem.

I can assure you that meeting the basic energy requirements of the nation

for the foreseeable future is fraught with problems of great magnitude. If

we are to continue with a free and viable economy, the industries which supply
the nation's energy must remain healthy and competent to meet the ever -increasing

demands placed upon them. Lack of recognition of this principle can only endanger
the energy base of the nation as a whole.

There seems to be the common feeling today that the transportation of oil

is done only for the sake of those who are in the business and is not connected

with the demands of a society whose welfare depends most substantially upon its

energy base. Nonetheless the overall decisions must be based on the long term

needs of the nation as a whole, and not simply upon the interests of any
industrial group.

So let us recognize, all of us, the social necessities and values as well as

the social costs of energy development. Let us, in government and in the news
media, set high standards for ourselves in the proper reflection of this problem.
In a project of the magnitude of the Trans Alaska Pipeline, as well as any

transportation system for Arctic oil, it is imperative.that judgment, discretion,
and understanding be exercised at every turn.

When President Nixon established the Federal Task Force in 1969 he charged
it with finding the way that oil resources of Northern Alaska could be "explored
and developed, without destruction and minimum disturbance." I reaffirm that

responsibility today. We must redouble our efforts toward insuring the maximum
compatibility between development and environmental protection. Only in recognizing

the magnitude of the challenge, and in the careful awareness of the sensitive-
balance of our northern ecosystems, can we insure a new and permanent environmental

ethic for the Arctic.

With this in mind, I welcome all of you here today. It is a particular
privilege to have Governor Egan and members of his far travelled cabinet, members

of the Alaska delegation, and other Alaskans with us. We look forward to your
thoughts and recommendations, and to the consideration and evaluation that we

- will give them in reaching our final decision.

x x x
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- Extensions of Remarks February 18, 1971

Whether the opening and development of

THE PROPOSED ALASKAN PIPELINE: the North Slope and all it implies as to en-
THE IVER ALSDAA KNPIELTS :vironment should be done now, and, if it
NATIVE ALASKAN T T should, how it ought to be done, considering

-Reporth}n' everni Interior Department ' the state of the arts of settlement and de-

epais dientin nt from the Department's velopment in the Arctic. the disruptive im-

draft.I irpict smtement) pact of large scale technologic intrusions
upon the existing primitive human ecology

DIArr MEMORANDUM involvng perhaps several thousand Eskimos,

To: Jack O. Ilorton, Assistant to the Sec- the inevitable chronic damages and possible
retasry. catastrophic damages to land and marine re-

From: Harold T. Jorgenson, Bureau of Land sources, and the increasing premium being
Minannement. placed on simply preserving the wilderness,

Subject: Invironmental Impact Statement wildlife, and environment in modern America

for Trans-Alaska Pipelines. are the major concerns involved in rendering

In the following I am proposing a consider- a judgment about approving or disapproving

aMle limber of modifications of the environ the Trans-Alal i 'pellnQ application for a
mental impact statement which must -be light-of-Way gpeiustixt.
filed in connection with the Aleyeska Pipe- In positing the justifications for exploiting
line Service Company application for per- the oil and gas resources of the Prudhoe Bay
mission to use a right-of-way 54 feet wide fields there are none which emerge as abso-
and 773 miles long, which traverses federal lately compelling reasons as contended in the
public domain lands for some 600 miles, for statement.
construction and operation of a 48 inch pipe- It should be noted early in the statement
line and various supporting facilities. thatdit may be folly to approve the right-of-

After some general comment I shall pre- way application without first developing a
sent my proposals in the general sequence master plan for Northern Alaska which would
of the draft statement. provide a basis for the major land use poll

.r NRAL COMMENTS Ies and decisions needed to guide develop-
Ii henvirAomentsment there, especially in the more fragile

I find the environmental statement on ecology of the North Slope. Such a plan is ex-
the whole inadequate. The major shortcom- pected to be fully developed in the next two
ings are: (1) it fails to set forth the over- years
riding environmental consequences which The statement might well note that the
would ensue from development of the Trans- orderless development that has been asso-
Alaska Pipeline, and (2) it carries a strain 'elated with the exploration and exploitation
of advocacy of the pipeline development of oil and gas on the North Slope cannot be
which is unwarranted by evidence of its nec- countenanced any longer. There are indica-
essity and consequences. Thus it does not tions that Alaskans will not endure further
conform to the evaluative purposes and ob- wayward developments. The winter road
jective standards that are prescribed for a - pushed through In 1968/1969 from the
10T settementg northern extremity of the existing road sys-

opThe overriding environmentalmajor part of the isthe tern into the North Slope is now commonly

Slope, vast region which embraces 56.5 mil-North regarded as a monument to ill conceived ac-
lion avasw re lndth inball of New tion and a potential source of serious ecologicEion acres (more land than in all of New trouble. The state legislature in view of this

diana and orIllinois scomuchnedas tInbothnnned lesson withstood an intensive lobbying cam-

- high-speed development which is certain to tpaigoby ofapipelinerestaccessto approve the con-
. have a profound and uncertain effect on the funds as a means of circumventing the De-

future processes of human occupance and partment of the Interior rights-of-way re-
p econsiac growth in what is now a generally quirements. The tragic increase in oil pol-
pristifh and fragile environment, and one --.lution caused by tankers clearing out their
in which there is still little modern de- fuel tanks and bilges and by accidental spills
velopment experience, in loading and unloading petroleum cargos

There are no indications even as best they in territorial waters have stiffened public
may be perceived at this stage of what the conservation attitudes.
installation of the pipeline will set in motion The 1970 Alaska political campaigns were
in development of the North Slope In such The 1 y Alaska poiia campai y wer
concrete terms, as number and size of oil dominated by concerns about the quality of
fields, number of oil and gas wells, miles of the environment. From this it is obvious that
tertiary and lesser grade service roads, ex- Alaskans have turned to considering Alaska
tent of feeder pipeline networks, num- as aplace to live as well as a place to make
ber and size of new communities, number a living. The objectives which Alaskans have
and size of airfields, number and size of con- seemingly set for future development of their

struction camps, etc. Without such indica- state arc "the creation of a political and

tions of the chain of things let loose the social environment and protection and en-
environmental impact cannot be really as- hancement of a physical environment afford-

sesrd. . log the maximum opportunity for living full

The impact of the pipeline is less than half and rich lives."' This all suggests that is-

the story. The pipeline is like the trunk of suanceoftthe pipelinegpermit should be de-
a tree-it's what takes place at the ends, -at layed until there is greater certainty that
the roots (oilfield developments) and at the no irreparable environmental consequences
branches (marine transport) that make all will follow from its construction.

the difference in the world. Without full con- SUMMARY

sideration of these the statement is incom- The summary notes that "the environ-
plete. mental impact of the proposed action would

In nature nothing stands apart and ecolo- extend to almost every facet of the existing
gtts have taught us to see it in all its com- Alaskan environment." As to the effect of
plex wholeness. To the extent possible the the action on human resources it notes the
process of development must he viewed in a improved economic situation would attract a
similar manner. Otherwise there is a dis- few more residents, involve all of the people
continuity. To deal with only the impact of a in a more vigorous economy, and possibly en-
bit here and a piece there, and each in sev- able improved state public services of bene-
erality. Is to two-bit the environment to fit to the Natives. A glaring omission is the
death by the development process. Integrity direct effect it would have on the way-of-life
demands a look at the whole consequence of of the Eskimos on the North Slope and the
the pipeline development. The Departmental interior Indians residing in or near the pipe-
Manual prescribes that both the primary and line corridor. A former Secretary of the In-
secondary consequences for the environment terior-has said "Human values must be given
be included in the Impact statement. paramount attention, and all development

problems must be considered in terms of
their effects on people." Yet no mention is
made of the direct effects upon them. The
profound effects upon native land-ba'.ed cul-
tures in tho broad regions traversed by the
pipeline mur be evaluated-the destructive
as well as the beneficial. Certainly they
should be taken seriously and considered as
alternatives to that which might he intro-
duced in connection with the oil industry's
rapid technological developments.

In terms of land use, the summary indi-
cates the major impacts include changes in
land values and wilderness character along
the pipeline and the initial dedication of
som e8,000 acres to the right-of-way and
roads, itateria1 sites, and other pipeline sys-

tem eompointw Trud eiittigh, but gtin
these are not the major impacts. Not men-
tioned is the much more extensive subjuga-
tion of an ecologically fragile tundra biome
to certainly one and probably to two or more
major oil field developments. This means
the installation over hundreds of thousands
of acres in each of a complex containing all
the appurtenances necessary to efficient oil
field exploitation-exploration trails, seismic
grids, access roads, construction camps, com-
munication facilities, pumping stations, feed-
er pipelines, airstrips, etc.

In considering the impact on wilderness
and semi-wilderness attributes it would be
desirable to attempt in the summary to
quantify the losses or impairment in hun-
dreds of thousands of acres of each. Likewise
it would be desirable to try to quantify the
acreages subject to sufficient disturbance to
drive out certain species of wildlife. Since
the responses of different species of wildlife
and fish to habitat disturbance depend on
many factors, some of which are not well
understood, it must suffice in some ca- to
indicate as best one can the probable eicts
on wildlife.

The summary should generally indicate by
ranges of estimates in acreage how exten-
sively the vegetation resources will be affected

,by oil field exploration and development ac-
tivities and the trunk pipeline and road con-
struction and then related to the overall
degradation of permafrost conditions.

In the reference to air pollution which
hardly seems worthy of mention in the sum-
mary compared with other matters not men-
tioned, note should be made of the particu-
lates from oil and gas combustion for heating
and electrification of service installations,
pumping stations, and community centers
and operation of the prime movers of the'
mainline pumps.

The summary notes that "some 80 million
cubic yards of granular construction mate-
rial would he required, which would seriously
deplete, but not exhaust the available re-
sources." There is no indication of how seri-
ous the depletion may be since no estimate
is given of the total. But this is important
as no doubt the 80 million cubic yard require-
ment is only for the pipeline project. Prob-
ably much greater magnitudes will be re-
quired for'various oil field roadway, pipeline,
and communications networks, and other
appurtenances.

It is indicated that "some degree of perma-
frost degradation would result from the in-
creased access, construction, and operational
activities" and that "this degradation would
lead to serious engineering problems in omc
unconsolidated superficial deposits, involv-
ing slope stability and drainage intecL cr"-
This is pretty cool rhetoric for dealing with
a pretty hot issue. It is so altogether disarm-
ing that it disservices the purpose of an en-
vironmental statement. Certainly it is in-
cumbent in the summary to point out the
extent of permafrost degradation that is
likely to occur in terms such as probable
acreage which will be affected by differential
settlement and thermokarst development.
both in relation to the pipeline and rood ".
corridor and the whole train of oil field

Source: Congressional Record-Extension of Remarks, February 18, 1971, pp. E898-E902.
Reproduced by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service,
March 9, 1971.
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devel'ti t : wh-ih it will spur, and th
impl ca' ic of t his in terms of ecologi
inJu:v and pipeline disruption and oil spill
ago dnmago.

The degree of drilraiation will of course
vary with the moist nre content o the stir
final materials of the depositional slopes
extent of disturbances of the tundra vegeta
lion from seismic operations, drilling of tes
wells and production wle, development o
operatin; eamnos and service communities
construction of roadr and bridges and th
building and operation of pipelines; exposur
of the slopes; and the nature of the con
struction and operation of the oil develop
meant systems.

The summary notes that in permafros
areas the hot-oil pipeline could be buried
safely only in bedrock and well draine
gravel terraces. There is no mention of hos
much of the pipeline would traverse perma
frost areas and hence of necessity must be
constructed upon an insular pad or on piling
or how much can be bured in bedrock, well.
drained gravel terraces, or permafrost free
beds of deep streams. Such indications are
essential to convey some appreciation o
the degree of vulnerability of the pipeline
and the extent of interference of the sur-
face pipeline to the normal mcvements of
animals.

No mention is made in the summary of thevital information that vJves at presently
unspecified intervals in the proposed pipe-
line system would provide a means to shut
down the flow of oil in the event of a leak
or rupture, nor of the fact that while the oil
flow at pump stations could be saut down
within minutes in response to radio signals,
the shut-down tlmcs for unmanned valves
away from the stations which must beoperated manually by helicopter personnel
would vary from less than an hour under
ideal conditions to several days, depending
on valve locations and weather conditions.

The statement summary should note thatspills at certain times could decimate a local
population of fish or wildlife with a narrow
range of ecological requirements, such as
salmon, or the dusky Canada goose of the
Cooper River delta, and in doing so, elimi-

i . nate production of the species in the spillarea for many years or perhaps permanently.
" The dramatic consequences of disturb-

ances of the tundra surface--quagmires, dif-
ferential settlement, canal-like trench de-
velopments, soil slumps, drainage changes,
thermo-karst terrain, roadside ice wedge
melts, etc. ought to at least be acknowledged
In the summary. No mention is mad either
as to the susceptibility of the pipeline torupture damage or even severance in earth-
quake prone areas.

Further research undoubtedly would pro-
vide many answers to problems of arctic en-
gineering and environmental management.
For the Alaska oil indi'stry research delay is
so costly after its Initial and continuing
heavy investments thot it wants develop-

. meat by trial and error while research is
being conducted. The conservationists on the
other band urge no Interference with the
tundra biome until adequate research has
assured an environmentally secure develop-
ment. Industry claims Of a stable, controlled,
monitored, safe pipeline may be questioned,
especially in view of the ecologic disasters
the industry has incurred elsewhere. The
statement that "the environmental and
technical stipulations as well as applicable
laws and regulations of both the Federal
Government and the State of Alaska would
prevent or mitigate most of the potential
damage to the environment resulting from
construction and operation of the pipeline"
is a project serving palliative. There is noway of knowing what the potential damageswould have been without them and henceno way of knowing whether they would pre-

. vent or mitigate mot of them. The state-
ment Is akin to eradicating toads from

r

*

o

t imaginary gardens. In any event there has Do we really need it and that fast? The oilic aircady been enough unprevented damage industry contends we do as America now
- der the countenance of both State and uses more then 14 milion barrels of oil perFederal governments to make the record less day while we produce less than 10 million.

te than laudable. To the conclusion "there re- But the special private view of the oil indus-
- mains, however, a residue of unavoidable e- try is not synonymous with a public interest
; fects which must be acknowledged" there view. From that 'view the need is far less- needs to be added "arid some major environ- compelling.t mental and engineering unknowns as well." It is possible to make a rather convincingf The ticking off of the environmentall con- case that the United States needs to augment
, requences of the cenrl " ctin of the pipe- its domestic Crude supply. The current de-o line and related oil field developments on mand for crude is increasing more than 3e page 4 are in order only if the impacts are . percent a year and shows few signs of letting- quantified as suggested above, and some note up. The pace of crude oil*-discoveries, asideis also taken of the potential serious oil from the North Slope find, have been declin-

spills which undoubtedly will occur in Prince ing (as have exploration and drilling activ-t William Sound. The frequency and volumes ity) at about 3.5 percent a year. To put itd of spills cannot be predicted, but with the another way, domestic crude productiond tremendous volume handled just the chronic totaled 3.2 billion barrels In 1969 while ther spills would result in biologically--signlfi- additions to reserves totaled only 2.1 billion
- cant losses to the marine environment. The barrels.
e productive fisheries of the littoral and in- Similar arguments have raged for decades,

tertidal zones of the Sound would be par- bt always just when the state of crude- ticularly vulnerable, both to gradual de- supply looked bleakest some huge new oile terioration resulting from low level pollu- field was discovered, Now It is the Northe tion, and to the short and long-term effects Slope discoveries which can help save thef of major spills. Significant spills in Prince situation. But what about looking at someWiliam Sound could affect large numbers of other alternatives too.waterfowl, other water birds, and fur seals
that migrate across the Gulf of Alaska as The Bureau of Land Management has just

- well indigeneous seals, sea otters, and other leased 543,897 acres on the Outer Continental
marine mammals throughout the Sound. Shelf. Crude oil from the Outer Continental

It is not an overstatement to say oil pol- Shelf is contributing an increasing propor-
lution is already calamitous in some ocean tion of total U.S. production. In 1968 it was
areas and hence the Department of the In- over 8 percent, and In 1069 it was well over
tenor should be particularly concerned about 9 percent. Recent analyses indicate, as in the
increasing it through inadequate regulariza- following, that petroleum from the OCS maytion of the oil and gas developments. Some be expected to increase substantially.scientists are known to feel oil pollution may United States petroleum product demand
gradually upset the ocean's entire ecology is projected to increase to 16.2 million bar-
and pteciude its use as a major food source. rels daily in 1975 and to approximately 21.3A brief notation is made that "although million barrels daily in 1985. To supply thisthe potential for disaster would be always demand, and to maintain total imports in
present, its actuality is considered remote." the same' historical proportion as under the
The potential for disasters needs to be spelled usual current mandatory control program,out, and their chances rigorously appraised. there is need for domestic crude oil produc-This is the crux of the matter. The Depart- tion to increase to a level of 10.5 million bar-ment and the Environmental Quality Coun- rels daily in 1975 and approximately 13.5cil must satisfy themselves about this. All million barrels daily in 1985 (the balancepossible precautions may not be enough. The being made up of imports, natural gas liq-test is whether there Is sufficient reason to uids, and refinery gain). By 1975 the volumetake the risks.. of crude oil produced from the Outer Con-

The summary postulates "the unavoidable tinental Shelf is expected to be 1.6 million
adverse effects are considered an acceptable barrels d' f and by 1985 it is projected tocost to the environment in view of the bene- range frc . 2.35 to 2.55 million barrels daily.fits that would be obtained from the pipeline Thus, the domestic crude oil needs by 1975project." In view of the lack of quantification can be readily met while that for 19115 canof the adverse effects upon physical and hu- almost be met from the OCS. (Data from Fos-man resources, the uncritical appraisal of ter Associates, Inc. BLM contract study "The -the possibilities of eroiojic disaster, and the Demand for and Supply of Petroleum andgaps in knowledge in construction engineer- Natural Gas from the OCS of the United
lag and ecologic management under Arctic 'States).conditions this is not creditable. For that While proved OCS reserve.,are only 2.9matter the benefits are not too well defined billion barrels of oil and there Is no satls-either. In any event, this is a judgment that factory basis for determining undiscoveredmust be made by the Environmental Quality recoverable amounts, best estimates sug-Council, the Congress, and the Government gest a range of 220 to 640 billion barrels.of Alaska, and most of all by the people in In co ordering crude oil reserves for U.S.Alaska and the American public. It would as a whole, however, it Is calculated thatseem appropriate for the statement summary without inclusion of the North Slope theto suggest that full-scale public hearings reserve-production ratio will have declinedbe held to provide an opportunity for en- by 1985 to 8.2 years, indicating the need forvironmental scientists, industry representa- additional supplies from. increased importstives, private conservation organizations and and/or synthetic liquids.nvhcreas if thepublic agency of icials to lay all the available North Slope isIncluded the national reserve-facts before the people. Major national in- production ratio would be an adequate re-terests are involved in the development of source base of between 10-12 years (FosterNorthern Alaska. Associates, Inc.). A brief look at some ofIt is posited that "there is a compelling the additional prospects is thus in order.need for making the vast petroleum resources Some conservationists believe that newof the North Slope available to the United methods of secondary recovery of existingStates markets at the earliest date," To back oil reservoirs will be developed in the nearup this assertion it IS Indicated that (1) future. This is of major importance since atenergy requirements are increasing at an present often as much as 70 percent of it isannual rate of better than four percent pres- not recovered withpresent technology. An-eat whereas domestic supply sources show other view that is widely held is that the in-little capability of fulfilling this demand and ternal combustion engine, gasoline for which(2) timely construction of the pipeline would takes about half of the Nation's refineryenable provision of at least 600,000 barrels output, will within a few decades becomeof oil a lay by 1975 and up to 2,000,000 a day.- largely replaced mainly because of publicby 1980. insistence that air polluion be abated,
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A recent. stuy of the development potent

htnl of oil shne deposits indicates that tih
one located it western Colorado is so "in
credibly abundant that if even a small per
centage were turned into shale oil, the sup
ply would be sumetent to meet the nation
petroleum needs well beyond the year 2000-
indeed probably uent il all fossil fuels becom
obsolete" and that "though this deposit hn
never been commercially exploited to an
menninful extent, the evidence is over
wheiming that production of shale o
would be not only profitable but a good de
more proftable taln exploration for an
production of new domestic reserves of crud
oil (Chris Welles, The Elusive Bonanza, Dut
ton & Company 1970).

In shorter range there is the possibility o
relief of pressure to speed North Slope de
velopment through increasing oil impoquotns. The President recently loosened th
import quotas by 100,000 barrels a day in a
effort to roll hack recently increased gasolin
prices. Mnr"of it is to come from Canad
since the existing tanker shortage inhibit
lower price importations from the Middl
East. If this much can be brought in to bring
a downward pressure on gasoline prices, there
seem to be no good reason why this amount
and much more could not be brought it
shortly to improve the supply situation.

The import quota'system is set up osten
sibly to safeguard the national security. Th4
theory is that America must maintain>
large and flourishing oil industry in orde
to encourage exploration, and to make cer
tain that it has ample domestic supplies
under its command in case of war. Man
economists question this policy in the belie
it serves more to exhaust our petroleum resources prematurely than to give assurance
of a steady and ample supply. In any even
the system should not be allowed to operate
to the serious detriment of either consum-
ers or the environment if there are other
alt ernatives.

The import ant rniailderation from a stra-
tegic standpoint. is not. the matter of ample
domestic supplies but ample supplies un-
der a secure defense umbrella. This would
seem to include large western hemisphere
supplies in Canada and Venezuela. Certain-
ly ihe;e are no more vulnerble to an enemy
cut -off than supplies from the North Slope.It is hard to imagine anything more vulner-
able to bombing attacks, guerrilla blasting,
or internal sabotage than an oil pipeline
strung out over about 800 miles of wilder-
ness in Alaska. Thus it would seem the Pres-
ident should keep on expanding the oil im-port quotas until a reasonable relationship is
created not only between prices but also sup-
plies of domestic and foreign producers. And
if this were done it might become uneco-nomical to develop the North Slope oils for
the timebeing because of high extraction
And transportation costs.

The contention is growing among econo-mists. conservationists, and legislators thatthe pet roleum indtutry with assistance froman intricate complex of governmental reg-ulat ions hs nut. only been quite effective in
balancing supply to match demand, and
thereby maintaining unnaturally high crudeoil prices, but also in gaining access to and
control over the flowage of oil resources andother energy sources in such a way as to
make it the country's most favored and mo-
nopolistic industry. The way the TAPS
right-way application is handled will be
vi-':ed by many us this context.

The suggestion is made that with the do-
mestic production available from North
Slope reserves dollar payments for oil im-ports would be substantially reduced. This
may be true but there are other and bet-ter ways to deal with the balance of pay-
ments problem,

No mention is made in the summary of the
fact that a large pipeline designed'to trans.

- port hot oil has never been operated in the
lo Arctic. Development of the technology on a
- lesser scale than the TAPS Project would
- be a more acceptable experiment.

The summary concludes upon evaluating
's the impacts and needs for the pipeline that:
- 1. Early development of North Slope petro-
e lento reserves is essential to the strength,
is growth, and security of the United States,
y This is an overstatement the evidence doesn't
- support. The argument not only doesn't

il wash, but about as strong a strategic case
d can be made to the opposite effect. More-
d over, it is gratuitous and inappropriate to
e an environmental statement,
- 2. The proposed pipeline system would

provide the earliest and most practical oil
f delivery, and on balance with the fewest

environmental problems,
t There can be little doubt now it would
e provide for the earliest oil delivery. There is
n still doubt though whether it is the most
e practical since this argument has really not
a been fully developed. Whether on balance
s it would create the least environmental prob-e lem of all alternate means and routes cannot
g be deduced because inadequate attention has
e been given to a scientific examination of
t alternate possibilities,
n 3. Construction and operation of the pro-

posed TAPS in accordance with the pipeline
- stipulations and all applicable laws and reg-
e ulations relating to environmental protec-
a tion would reduce foreseeable environmental
r costs to acceptable levels,
- Such an all knowing judgment cannot bes sustained. Partly it depends how the accept--
y able levels of environmental costs are meas-
f ured-does it include only those in the
- - pipeline corridor or all those incurred on the

North Slope which in any way relates to it
t and all the marine eologic damages as well.

Partly it depends on what are acceptablewen-
vironmental risks, and this is made all the
more uncertain because of many basic gaps
in knowledge. And it depends upon the eyesof the beholder-the Eskimos, the Alaskans,
the Nation-the industry, Fairbanks busi-
nessmen, conservationists.-each with their
own value systems. It has been written-
"If oil is a uniquely devastating ecological
enemy, Alaska is also a uniquely vulnerable
victim." This bids everyone to take special
heed.

A more sustainable judgment wouldd seem
to be deferred construction of the pipeline
until a master land use plan has been devel-
oped for Northern Alaska, a thorough going
analysis has been made of all national poli-
cies affecting the petroleum industry and
how North Slope oil development would then.I
fit into the national interest, all alternativesI
means and routes for delivery of the oil toI
consuming centers have been adequately ex-
amined, and there is ample assurance thatI
great ecological disasters will not occur.,

The summary as it stands seems too muchto assume that "what's good for the oil in-dustry is good for the country."
INTRODUCTION

In the discussion on proposed action it Isindicated that "of the approximately.-586,000 1
square miles of land in Alaska, the project
would utilize about one one-hundredth ofi,
one percent of the total," but that "its im-r
pact-would affect the environment over a
much larger area." As indicatedabove ina
considering the direct impacts of the proj- c
ect it is necessary to view them In riacer-
terms than just those in the pipeline and
roadway corridor, and the secondary impacts
in an altogether more quantitative manner.

The general justification statement 1., swhich builds on the compelling necessity,
reliableness, practicalness and comparative
economy of delivering North Slope oil to U.S. 
markets, is subject, as noted above, to many o'doubts. The contention that the trans-Alaska y
pipeline is least likely to adversely affect the a

Alaskan environment is not demonstrated
The alternatives routes as means of delivery
are hardly considered.

Exploratory activity for domestic natural
gas is noted as being "at a ten year low" and
without "visible indications of a recovery,"
There Is the likelihood that this may no

longer hold, however, since the large scale
recent OCS oil and gas leasc sale.The recent Foster Associates study notes
that all indications point to sufficient domes-

tic supplies of natural gas to meet 95 percent
of anticipated reqsirementsr to 175. Toachieve this result, however, it will he neces.
sary to provide additional economic incen-
tives to provide for a higher discovery level

of new services. During the decade 1975-
1985, it will be necessary to further supple-
ment domestic gas supplies in order to main-
tain a national reserve-production ratio rf
12 years which is considered to be the min-
mum national inventory level. .

The role of coal in the supply of energy is

cast in a non-dynamic light. This doesn't

accord with the strip-mining boom in Vir-

ginia, West Virginia, Kentucky, and Tennes-

see. In the Southwest there are plans to
strip coal from Black Mesa for new power
plants. New power stations near sources of
coal supplies may bring the stripping boom
to states like North Dakota, Montana, and
Wyoming, which have large reserves. Vast
coal acreages are being sold, leased, or op-
tioned to coal producers. The timing of de-
velopment of stack emission control coin-

cides very well with the probable peaking of
production of strip coal mining. The new
Secretary of the Interior is concerned about
improving the balance in energy develop-
ment from coal and petroleum sources.

The outlook on production of crude oil in
the "lower 48" is in need of alteration in view
of the Foster Associates findings noted above
and the large OCS lease sale and its prospec-

tive effects on production and proved reserve
additions.

The "synthetic" fuels picture seems in need
of change in view of statements on the oil
shale and coal mining development prospects
given above. Moreover, national policies with
respect to their development can materially
change the supply time frame.

With respect to future crude oil supplies
it is noted that the Cabinet Task Force on
Oil Import Control agreed that Western
Hemisphere sources of petroleum may be
deemed reliable and that the principal anal-
ysis of their report projected 1980 produc-
tion in Canada and Venezuela sufficient to
provide enough oil to the U.S. to enable us
to limit our dependence on Eastern Hemis-
pheric oil to 10% of our consumption. Per-
haps, as some of the Task Force apparently
felt this is optimistic as it assumes develop-
ment of new Canadian petroleum provinces,
a change in Venezuela tax and royalty pol-icies, and delivery of North Slope oil begin-
ning by 1975 and in significant volume by1985. As to new Canadian production, how-
ever, the outlook is optimistic (reserve/pro-
ducton ratio is keeping up and panartic
has made major gas discovery), and as to
Venezuela oil supplies it is possible and per-
haps worthwhile to encourage their develop-ment rather than incur great environmental
risks in rushing North Slope oil develop-
nent. Furthermore, the North Slope de-
iveries could be compensated for by in-reased OCS production or by other means
onsidered above.

The table which presents U.S. petroleum
demand and supply balanes as they mightdevelop through 1985 is based on various
ssumptions which appear to be quertion-
ble. There is little question that current
emand for crude is increasing at more than
percent, that it shows little immediate signf letting up. There is question -though ofwhether it should, There could hardly beanything more beneficial to the health of

----
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environment or the order of cities than a
lerl~tip n in the proliiigate use of gasoline
wit h which to run private automobiles in the
United States. Public policy may well require
reduct ions in automobile transport. The
gros additions to crude production capacity
in the lower 48 may be well above the 1967-
1969 average rate considering the recent
heavy industry investment in OCS oil leas-
ing and by implication the oil dcclopment.
Also there is na growing probability that the
volume of imports will not be conditioned
only by the need to supplement U.S. pro-
duction but also by the need to maintain
a price level that is acceptable to consumers.
There is increasing political pressure to break
the hold the cartel-like oil industry has so
long enjoyed on the production pricing sys-
tem. These factors and other considerations
noted above could have important effects on
required supplies, domestic production less
the North Slope, and the amounts attained
from other sources. And substantially
changes the projected dependence on East-
ern Hemisphere sources.

As noted above the North Slope oil pro-
duction effects on U.S. dollar drain may not
be a simple linkage affair.

Thus the argument that "America's rapid-
ly expanding requirements for energy demon-
strates a compelling need for development of
the Alaskan North Slope oil" on a pell-mell
hurry up basis Is really not sustained. This
argument runs more like a project justifica-
tion piece than as well supported evidence.

The recital of projected revenue benefits
to the State of Alaska are interesting but
there is no evaluation of its immediate need
for them. It seems that the State can operate
its current services without dipping much if
any into the principal of the Prudhoe Bay
lease sale bonanza it realized in 1968. This
raises the question of whether considering
state financial conditions, it is justifiable for
revenue reasons to hazard the environmental
risk', involved in speedy North Slope oil
d ' -.''pmjen t.

'l projec cl lnr"eased employment in
oil nd gas insu-.tric and oil and gas related
supportive industries appear reasonable and
worth mentioning as an ancillary benefit.Mention should also be made of prospective
emnl:.nment losses, however, through disrup-
tion; of the traditional means of livelihood
to the indigenous population on the North
Slope. Equally important, Alaskans want
future economic development to depart from
past patterns of resource development at the
cost of environmental damage. Trade-offs of
employment and incomes for impairment of
resources and environment are no longer
regarded as necessary or justifiable.

It i noted that the projected road devel-
opment north of the Yukon might provide
access; to the towns of Bettles and Wiseman.
To be sure there is no illusion created here,
it is (d:;irable to call these settlements rather
than towns and better still to bracket their
present small populations to better suggest
the true significance of the access being
provided.

It is indicated that floating booms are to
be used to retain and prevent the spread
of oil spilled off ship or loading facilities
in Prince William Sound. They will be posi-
tioned and moved, as required, by tugs and
mooring boats. The oil so retained will then
be picket up by floating skimming facilities,
with finn. clean-up by use of materials ca-
pable of removing all oil traces: There needs
to he an evaluation of the effectiveness of
such oil spill recovery methods.

All scl;mtc areas through which the pipe-
line would pass are said to have been iden-
tified. The major fault zone crossings are
not quantified in any way, however, which
would indicate their hazardousness, as by
number, width, degree of instability. Most
active creep locations and rates must still
be more closely determined. esmonitor and
creep meter networks are to be installed
along the proposed pipeline routs

DESCsRIPTION OF EXISTING ENVIRONMENT
This section suffers from being overlong

and overwritten. It seems desirable to sub-
stantially condense parts of it as much of the
general Alaska detail is not needed in cn-
sidering the environmental impact of the
trans-Alaska pipeline project.

In the section on human resources it
would be more useful to the purposes of the
environmental impact statement to describe
the human ecology on the North Slope and
in the mainly Indian occupied areas South
of the Brooks Range instead of dwelling at
such length upon the general distribution,
educational level, and state of health of all
Alaskans. This would lay a better background
for subsequent evaluation of the environ-
mental impact upon native cultures and
peoples of the proposed action in section III.

Description'of the psysiography and geol-
ogy of the environment through which the
proposed pipeline would traverse is excel-
lently done but in excess of the most prac-
tical considerations of an environmental
impact statement. What is most desired is an
evaluation of the vulnerability of the pipe-line to disruptions from earthquakes,
thermo-korst development, differential set-
tlement, and solifluction. Quantifications of
these geologic hazards in the closest manner
possible by physiographic provinces along
the pipeline route would be more serviceable.
It is presumed a great deal of data to enable
such evaluation is available from Aleyeska
geologic and soil investigations.

The section on land use does not nde-
quately portray the subsistence land utiliza-
tion of the indigenous population-Eskimos
and Indians-on either the North Slope or in
the more wilderness sections south of the
Brooks Range. The subsistence land-use
dependencies of Eskimo and Indian cultures
need further consideration as a basis for
subsequent examinations of what will hap-
pen to them if the pipeline is constructed.

The description of fishing and wildlife
resource conditions along the pipeline route
and in the vicinal coastal portions of the
Beaufort Sea and Prince William Sound is
perhaps a bit long but excellent. Missing is a
description of the present importance of fish-
ing and wildlife resources to life support of
the coastal and inland Eskimos of the North
Slope and to various Indian groups in the
more wilderness portions of the pipeline
route south of the Brooks Range.

The decline of the commercial clam fisheryat the mouth of ~the Copper River needs a
better explanation. The razor clam had de-
clined essentially because of economic rea-
sons. The hardsheli clams have been affected
by a toxicity problem that traces back to cer- '
tale conditions of the plankton which may in
conditions of the plankton which may in
turn be the consequences of increased
eutrophication in the coastal waters.

The notation that the Arctic region cari-
bou herd to the west and Porcupine caribou
head to the east "intermingle in the summer
in the vicinity of the pipeline route, but
have traditional calving areas which may be
the focal point of the range of each herd"

,needs alteration, especially so it becomes ex-
plicit that many of the calving areas are in
the Sagavanirktok Drainage in the vicinity
of the proposed pipeline route or in the re-
lated oil field areas undergoing development.
It is mentioned that Atigun Pass and Anak-
tuvuk Pass are among those used by caribou
crossing the Brooks Range. Again it should
be made explicit here that Atigun Pass is also
the crossover of the pipeline.

EVALUATION OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT

In the sections dealing with communities
reference is made to a table which shows that
within a corridor extending 10 miles on eitherside of the pipelines system there are only
6 villages and the city of Fairbanks. It would
seem the settlements of Bettes, Wiseman,
Livengood, and Gakoma and perhaps others
should be included, Within a corridor etend-I

ing 50 miles on either side the native villages
of Alatwa and Allakaket.

Some mention should certainly.be made of
the impact upon the native communities of
the North Slope. Probably within the area of
influence of development of the Prudhoe Bay
oil resources are the primary settlements of
Barrow, Kaktovik, and Anaktuvuk and the
two lesser settlements of Nouiksut and At-
kasook along with the various seasonal places
along the coast (Alaktak. Anakruak, Kogrua-
garok, Esook, Beechey Point. Pt. Mcintyre,
Brower Village, Tigvarlak Island, Shinagru).
The Nuunamiuts of Anaktuvuk Pass have
become relatively sedentary people and as so
their mobile subsistence harvest practice has
become much more localized. Although the
caribou are still basic, there is more depend-
ence on localized hunts.

Under the section on culture the impacts
on native land-based cultures is denigrated
as follows: "The only identifiable negative
cultural influences that would be associated
with the implementation of the project would
be the loss of fish and wildlife resources now
utilized by the Natives on a subsistence basis
and the broader question of the possible loss i
of the remnant hunting and fishing cultures
that still characterize some Native groups."
It is indicated above that these cultures must
be taken seriously and the profound effects
of the oil-field developments upon them
carefully evaluated both positively and nega-
tively. In general, the yearly cycle of native
subsistence activities, especially on the North
Slope, has been maintained right up to the
present, and meat and fish whether of sea
mammals, of the various ungulate species
taken on land, or of fowl or fish, remains the
basis of human life support. The unchanged
importance of these resources to the indige-
neous people must be faced. That there will .
be impacts on fish and wildlife is acknowl-
edged but no effort is made to translate them
into effects upon the natives and their cul-
tures. It's as though it is forgotten that the
Eskimos and Indians are citizens too.

The section on Recreation notes that
"opening up the Arctic Wilderness near the
proposed route to development and wide
public use could damage as well as enhanc'
the recreation potential of the affecte
areas." The negative effects will extend over
more than just lands near the proposed,
route, they will spread over most if not all
of the oil field areas which probably will
encompass many hundreds of thousands of
acres.

The indication in the section in land use
patterns that the pipeline and haul road
route south of the Yukon, although paral-
leling the present main road system, would
be well beyond roadway sight should be in-
corporated in the preceding section on -rec-
reation.

The section dealing with the impact on
land use pattern doesn't even mention what
the effects of developing the pipelie haulroad, oil fields, and all other supporting or
associated facilities would be on native
land-based occupance. Such oversight is in-
excusable. While not all aborigines depend
upon resources of the land and waters for
livelihood support to the samec extent, sub-
sistence hunting and fishing and plant prod-
uict gathering remain a dominant and char-
acteristic way of life for most of the native
groups.

While'it is recognized thin' information
upon which to develop a comprehensive eva-
luation of probable impacts upon fish and
wildlife resources is incomplete and the po-tential inmpacts upon the various ecosystems
are not readily predictable, it would seen
possible to quantify by estimation at least
the amounts of land of various types vhich
will be subject to various degrees of altera-
tion by the pipeline and oil field. develop-
nuents and thus enable inferential judg-
meats on wildlife resource disturbance or
reduction.
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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -- Extensions of Remarks Februar i 197It 1% noted in the section on effect of oil
rllut ion of the iteaufort Sea and its coastal
marl:in that widespread occurrence of oil
loses over the North Slope fields would have
cumulative impacts upon fish and wildlife
of the coastal waters. Some indication of oil
spill experience to date would be useful, as
would the Kenat oil field loss experience, in
providing inferential estimates of oil pol-
lution in the developed oil fields and their
effect through snowmelt runoff on the
coastal waters.

I, the references to wildlife dicturivnce
along the pipeline route from alteration of
habitat by pump stations, the pipeline, etc.
the total development impact, including that
from the oil field developments and all other
attributes of technologic intrusion, needs
assessment.

Among the various pipeline route alterna-
tives, one is to change it so that most of it
transit Canada rather than Alaska. A Cana-
dian industry proposal to this effect has been
made. There are in essence as pointed out
three possible routes to the Canadian border:
namely, along the coast through t e Arctic
National Wildlife lange, song the high ";er-
rain south of the Range, or along the con-
tinental shelf off the coast to the north of
the hange. There are rather obvious reasons
for discarding the latter two routes so they
need not be considered further. If the route
through Canada were politically and eco-
nomically feasible, however, and these mat-
ters are not treated in the statement and the
possibilities of ecologic disaster or severe tin-
pairment were greatly reduced or avoidance
of detrimental impacts on wilderness, fish-
eries and wildlife, scenery, or other natural
attributes or upon the native peoples and
their cultures was worth It even at some
substantial injury to the integrity of the
Arctic National Wildlife-Range, and here
again these matters are not considered in
the statement, then it would seem desirable
to seriously consider this route. The coastal
pipeline route seemingly at least would en-
counter less earthquake or solifluction rup-
ture possibilities, and the impediment to
the caribou migrations would seemingly be
less. It is worthy of note although not of ap-
proval that the Kenal National Moose Range
has oil production right in the midst of it.

Brief consideration is given to the pros-
and-cons of a route in the Railroad Belt
south from Fairbanks. It appears that in-
adequate study has been made of this pos-
sibility. It is acknowledged as probably hav-
ing less permafrost problems, but on the
other hand some ground instability prob-
lov in the Nenana Gorge. Overall there are

S.rthquake danger comparisons, or of
inp.cific other environmental hazards. It is
indicated the railroad belt route would nec-
essitate placing the southern terminal of
the line at Whittier, Seward, or Anchorage,
rather than at Valdez, each of which loca-
tion is conldercd less favorable than Valdez.
Whether this Is actually so, and whether
these ports are the only options, seems to
have been inadequately examined. It is un-
derstood that the Aleyeska Pipeline Service
Company believes the Valdez route is more
suitable for its purposes. Apparently no one
has challenged whether the Valdez route is
the best route, or serves the public interest
as well as the railbelt route. Although many
complexities are involved, surely this mat-
ter deserves the most searching Inquiry.

II ~ -~ -~ ,~ -~ -
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news release

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

For ReleAse February 4, 1972

ALASKA PIPELINE IMPACT STATEMENT DELAYED,
INTERIOR REPORTS

Completion of the Department of the Interior's final environmental impact

statement on the application for an oil pipeline right-of-way across Alaska

has been delayed because of the implications of recent Federal Court decisions,

Interior officials said today.

The Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia in 'the Gulf of Mexico

December offshore oil and gas lease sale case said that the environmental

impact statement for that sale must discuss not only alternatives which the

decision-maker can adopt, but also alternatives within the jurisdiction of

other agencies, the President, and the Congress.

The environmental impact statement on TAPS, originally scheduled forcompletion in midwinter, had been undergoing revision to include considerationof a number of additional alternative energy sources and their environmentalimpacts. The decision of the Court of Appeals in the Gulf of Mexico case hasresulted in broadening the Alaska report.

Referring to the effects of these developments on the Trans-Alaska Pipelinefinal impact statement,Under Secretary of the Interior William T. Pecora,Federal Task Force Chairman, said today:

"Because of its responsibilities throughout the entire energy field, thisDepartment has been considering alternate energy sources for some time. In orderto focus this consideration in the specific context of the Trans-Alaska Pipelineand to meet the new guidelines laid down by the Court in the offshore case, wehave assembled a top-ranked team to expand the 'alternatives' section of theTAPS environmental impact statement. They include not only Interior personnelbut experts from a number of other Federal agencies.

"Their work will proceed without interruption until a more definitivediscussion of alternatives can be prepared and reviewed, and the entire impactstatement can be examined in the light of these alternatives.

"We anticipate the work will be completed by mid-March; but we are notforecasting a definite date for completion because the quality of the finalenvironmental impact statement we file with the Council on Environmental Qualtyis all-important for decision-making."
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Alyeska start may be delayed to 19731
Alyeska's Patton says court suits could block work until spring next
year-even with quick, favorable ruling by Interior. Pipeline chief details
"countdown" in talk before PLCA and rebuts charges by environmentalists.
E. L. PATTON, president of Alyeska
Pipeline Service Co., said last week
that court battles could delay the start
of construction of the Prudhoe Bay-
to-Valdez pipeline until the spring of
1973-even with a favorable ruling
soon by the Department of Interior.

Patton gave the Pipe Line Contrac-
tors Association a "countdown" time-
table on building of the line and also
sought to lay at rest some of the
charges made against the line by en-
vironmentalists.

Appearing on the same program
with Patton at Los Angeles' Century
Plaza Hotel was David Brower, pres-
ident of Friends of the Earth and a
vocal foe of the pipeline. Brower de-
voted most of his talk to the need for
reducing the use of natural resources
and thus conserve them for future
generations.

"We must start soon in curtailing
the attack on the earth," Brower said.
"We must cut down on the use of fos-
sil fuels. We need a cooling of this
drive for more energy."

While acknowledging that Alaskan
oil will be needed eventually, Brower
charged that most of it is designed
for Japan-not the U.S. Also he raised
the issue of tanker spills at Valdez.
He did not dwell at length on any of
his charges or seek to document them.

Rebuttal. Patton, who f o11 o w e d
Brower to the rostrum, called these
and other charges "balderdash" and
made the following points in rebuttal:

" Oil and gas are the nation's clean-
est energy forms available in vol-
ume-and the world needs enough of
both until they can be displaced by
solar and nuclear energy.

" W i t h o u t development of North
Slope and Santa Barbara Channel oil,
the West Coast of the U.S. will be
close to 65% dependent on foreign oil
by 1980.

" The charge that North Slope oil
will go to Japan "is plain foolishness."
Even if Middle East prices on crude
should rise to equal U.S. prices, no
one would pay the excess shipping
costs to move Alaskan oil to Tokyo in-
stead of California. North Slope oil
"is destined for the United States

* ,
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Alyeska's E. L. Patton
Labels ecologists' charges as "balderdash."

West Coast, the closest, most econom-
ic, and most pressing market."

" The charge that an armada of
tankers will pollute the Gulf of Alaska
is not sound. Patton said Valdez is the
best natural harbor he has ever seen
and will be the best equipped with the
latest navigational aids.

" The claim t h a t supertankers
would "crack up in Puget Sound"
while delivering North Slope oil is
"another myth." Puget Sound ports
are among the least crowded and have
the widest channels and deepest wa-
ters in the U.S. About one Valdez
tanker would enter it every 5 days.

More to the point, Patton said, con-
struction of the Alyeska pipeline won't
affect the amount of crude shipped
by tanker to West Coast ports. What
it would do is convert oil-tanker traf-.
fic to American flag ships, which have
a far better safety record than for-.
eign fleets, and it would give the
West Coast an oil of higher quality
than that of the Middle East.

" As for the charge that the pipe-
line will "desecrate Alaska," Patton
said it will alter the landscape of
about 50 of Alaska's 586,000 sq miles.
It will also add $300 million to the
state's economy.

Countdown. Patton's "countdown"
on the start of construction of Alyeska
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begins, he said, with the assumption
that Interior Secretary Morton will is-
sue an environmental impact state-
ment shortly.

After that, the president's Council
on Environmental Quality will have 30
days to review the statement and
make any recommendation to Presi-
dent Nixon.

In March, Patton expects the Wil-
derness Society, which brought suit in
federal district court to halt the pipe-
line, to ask more time to prepare for
a court hearing. He said he hopes the
judge will recognize that the society
has had 2 years to get ready for the
case and that Alyeska has supplied
it information bearing on the case.

The district judge, he said, hope-
fully will be ready to give a decision
by the end of April. But, if it is favor-
able to Alyeska, the Wilderness So-
ciety can be expected to appeal all
the way to the U.S. Supreme Court.
This will consume the remainder of
1972.

"That, 'of course, means that it
would be the spring of 1973 at the ear-
liest before we could get into construc-
tion in a large way," he said.

During the question-and-answer ses-
sion which followed the Brower and
Patton addresses, Brower was asked
why he didn't concentrate on birth-
control activities "and let the indus-
try take care of the existing people."

Brower replied that Friends of the
Earth is active in the birth-control
field, "but if you cut the population in
half and you double the appetite of
people for energy, you haven't gained
anything. The resources simply aren't
there."

One questioner charged Brower with
using up natural resources in his many
travels around the world by plane.
Brower admitted to seven trips to Eu-
rope - "I'm a 2-million miler" - but
said that "if you people would stop
laying pipe so fast, I c o u I d stay
home."

Patton was asked how solar energy
fits into the future as a substitute for
oil and gas. He replied that tremen-
dous capital investment will be needed
to make solar energy possible and
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that vast territories-as large as the
State of New Mexico-must be con-
verted to the project.

Also, he pointed out, no one has
produced a satisfactory electric car
for which solar energy would gen-

erate the electricity.
The day will come, Patton indi-

cated, when the sun may be our chief
source of energy. But during the tran-
sition period, oil and nuclear energy
must be available.

Editor's Note. With the publication of the environmental
impact statement the Trans-Alaska Pipeline controversy
t'ill move into a new phase.

/n line with the Chh's vital interest in the pipeline,
members of the stall have prepared this special report on
the project's potential impact on the A laskan environ-
ment. As this report is based on material prepared in Oc-
tober of last year, it can be assumed that some of the ob-
jections raised here will be answered or countered in the
impact statement. However, unless hitherto undisclosed
material is released or major technological breakthroughs
have been M ade in the past three months, the arguments
put forth in this report remain valid and the sections of
the impact statement dealing with these areas of concern
may obfuscate the issue and should be examined with the
greatest of care.

In 1969, following the discovery of oil in the preceding
year on Alaska's north shore, the Alyeska Pipeline Serv-
ice Company first sought the approval of the Department
of Interior for a Trans-Alaska Pipeline. The 800-mile
pipeline would run from Prudhoe Bay on the Arctic
Ocean, across theBrooks and Alaska Ranges, to the ice-
free port of Valdez.

Three years later, despite thousands of hours of study
and millions of words in reports and the press, many of
the basic questions on the impact of the pipeline on the
environment have not been answered.

In early 1970, following the Alyeska request for a per-
mit to build a supply road to facilitate construction of
the pipeline, the Department of Interior issued what it
claimed was an environmental impact statement for the
road. This study bore little resemblance to a proper E.I.S.
and led to a civil suit against the Department by the
Wilderness Society, the Environmental Defense Fund
and the Friends of thehEarth. In April the coursordered
the Department to treat the road and the pipeline as a
single project and an injunction was issued to block work
on the road until an adequate impact statement was filed.

Accordingly a preliminary environmental impact state-
ment for the entire project was issued by the Department
in February, 1971. Though of greater scope than the
earlier effort, the study failed to resolve many of the basic
questions about the effect of the pipeline.

In compliance with a request of the Department, Al-
yeska filed, in July and August of last year, a twenty-
nine volume Project Description. A Technical Review
of thevProject Description was prepared by a sixty-man
task force for the Department. This review, which was

4

Source: Sierra Club Bulletin, January 1972, pp. 4-9. Reproduced with permission
by the Library of Congress, Congressional Research Service.
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put on "open file" on October 20. did not come to general
public notice until December 15 when the Sierra Club

brought it to the attention of the press.

The Technical Review reveals both the magnitude of

the potential harm and the extent of our ignorance of the

possible damage that the pipeline may cause. The prob-

lems arising from the construction, maintenance and

monitoring of the pipeline still require intensive study be-
fore a proper evaluation of the effect of the system on

the environment can be made.

As a result of deficiencies disclosed in the Technical
Review, doubt has increased, rather than decreased,

about Alyeska's present ability to construct and maintain

an oil pipeline system across Alaska in a manner that
would not cause major and irreparable damage to the
Alaskan landscape.

The purpose of this report is to point out the deficien-
cies and to underscore the need for further, more com-
prehensive studies. All quotations, in italics, are from the

U
Technical Review of the A lyeska Pipeline Service Com-

pany's Project Description of the Proposed Trans-Alaska

Pipeline by the Ad Hoc Review Group of the Technical
Advisory Board and the-Menlo Park Working Group.

Earthquakes
Earthquakes which may occur along several major

faults constitute a potential hazard Only one fault zone,

the Denali, has been studied in detail. However, its north-

em branch was not studied.
Identify the locations of the fault zones (other than the

Denali fault zone) for which specific designs are necessary
and provide seismic and fault displacement design provi-

sions, including those for burial in bedrock, for crossing

them. (p. 9)
The report calls for a revision of pipeline and pump

safety standards.
In view of the recent strong motion records from Park-

field, Koyna, San Fernando and Lima the magnitude-
acceleration relationships specified for the contingency
earthquakes are too low ... Revised values that accom-

modate the range of ground motion intensities recorded
for these events, normalized to be consistent with the

design magnitudes for each seismic zone, must be speci-
fied. (p. 12)

This reevaluation may require the revision of the con-

struction standards for the entire system. Further the

... potential effects of earthquakes on the shear

strength and liquefaction potential of the soil have not

been considered . . . This may be a vital consideration

in the stability of the thaw plug. (p. 19)

Pipeline Leaks and Spills

The minimum detectable leak of 750 barrels per day

is too large and is
... inconsistent with the environmental concerns outlined

in the Department of Interior Stipulations.
In view of the potential undetected leak volume, more

sensitive and frequent monitoring techniques should be

developed. (p. 39)

Location of leaks or breaks after they have been iso-

lated between remotely controlled block valves depends

upon visual observation ... An unacceptable volume of

oil could be lost between detection and remedial action

Research aimed at developing better leak detection

methods should be initiated immediately. (p. 47)

This large leak potential necessitates more intensive

pipeline monitoring which is difficult in the Alaskan cli-

mate. The more monitoring that takes place, the greater

the disruption to wildlife.
A 99% availability of UHF/ VH F radio for control of

remote block valves from nearest pump station is stated,
but its reliability, failsafe features, effects of atmospheric
disturbances, and redundancy are not discussed. Provide

an analysis to assure reliability of the system. (p. 35)
The question of the number of block valves necessary

in the system is still unresolved. The maximum drainage

potential of 50,000 barrels, i.e., the capacity of pipe
between valves, is still huge. Extensive .studies of river

basin drainages will be necessary to show what would

happen to oil spilled in such a massive leak.
Methods of recovering spilled oil have not yet been

tested nor has the ability of Alaskan soils and plants to

recover from the effects of spilled oil been adequately

assessed. We believe that Alycska has been overly op-

timistic about both of these problem areas.

Pipeline Siting and Permafrost
It is still uncertain what portions of the proposed pipe-

line would be placed underground and which would be
above ground. This "indeterminancy" has made rational
analysis of the environmental impact of the line difficult,
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particularly with regard to its thermal effects. Heating of
the surrounding soil by the pipeline might cause extensive
erosion and influence the complex drainages over a wide
area.

The effect of the pipeline on permafrost and of perma-
frost on the pipeline has been inadequately studied.

The thermal design of the pipeline system has not been
specified. It depends upon the geographic distribution of
buried and elevated modes which is also largely unspeci-
fied. (p. 32)

Disregard of potential sliding at freeze-thaw interfaces
and in horizontal layers of atypically weak soil is not jus-
tified .. . (p. 19)

The feasibility of successful operation of the line in
certain locations, where unusual and extreme natural'
processes are known to operate, has not been demon-
strated. An example of this situation is burial of the pipe-
line in areas along river floodplains where icing condi-
tions exist. (p. 3)

The feasibility of burial under Alyeska Pipeline Serv-
ice Company's construction mode Categories 4 and 5
is dependent upon the development of new, unproven
technological systems. Until the feasibility of such sys-
tems is demonstrated, burial under construction mode
Categories 4 and 5 must be considered to be precluded
by the Department of Interior Stipulations. (p. 3)

We believe that the effects of the pipeline can only
be determined by extensive field testing of substantial
lengths of pipeline containing hot oil.

River Crossings and Runoff
A major question remains about the ability of Alyeska

to build adequate river crossings.
The Project Description has too many options in the

alignment construction modes and stream crossings for
us to complete an adequate Environmental Impact State-
ment at this time. (covering letter)

... The project description does not indicate that any
pertinent river crossing data have been collected, exceptfor the Klutina and Yukon Rivers. No evidence is pre-
sented that adequate field investigations have been com-

- pleted either for river crossings or for areas where thepipeline is aligned in the flood plain or the active channel.
(p. 17)

An acceptable method for the design of ditches and
drains in erodible material is not presented. The sketches
presented are not definitive and do not present enough
information to enable determination of the adequacy ofthe design. In permafrost areas the design must accom-
modate the effects of ponded and flowing water in ditches

. o and drains. (p. 41)
Information on the erosion force of the Alaskan riv-

ersand scour resulting from the formation of ice flows is
* inadequate.I

Many of the river channels are unstable. Although All

1'

yeska claims that the crossing localities chosen are stable
ones, it does not have evidence to prove this.

The section states, "Literature research of old maps
and photography has confirmed the stability of stream
channels in their present location." On the contrary, com-
parison of old and recent photographs indicates that
movement of stream channels is quite common and that
in some cases the active portion of the stream has moved
a few hundred feet. (p. 42)

The instability of river banks, especially in heavily iced
areas, may be much greater than anticipated, and lead to
pipe slippage when the combination of forces becomes
too great.

As plans now stand,
Large sections are indicated for burial beneath the

flood plains or channels of rivers, especially on the north
and south slopes of the Brooks Range. The advisability of
this design requires additional study, as the applicant ac-
knowledges. (p. 6)

There is insufficient allowance for the runoff that oc-
curs in the area after heavy rains.

Methods to control erosion from surface drainage pro-
posed by Alyeska Pipeline Service Company are not in
compliance with the Department of Interior Stipulation
regarding erosion. For example, at the Valdez terminal a
24-hour rainfall of 5.1 inches was used for design pur-
poses while Weather Bureau records show a maximum
24-hour rainfall of 7.3 inches at Valdez and 9.2 inches
at Thompson Pass. Effects of higher intensity rainfall as-
sociated with short duration storms and high snowmel
rates also are not considered. (p. 34)

Glacial Flooding
The project description states that: (1) all glacier-

dammed lakes affectin the pipeline were located, (2)
the process of lake foi.aation and dumping was under-
stood sufficiently to predict the future behavior of glacier-
dammed lakes, and (3) surveillance of potentially hazard-
ous new glacier-dammed lakes was considered.

These statements are not adequately supported by thedata presented. Supply justification of the factors used in
computing floods from this cause. (p. 7)

An adequate evaluation of the potential flood dangerfrom these lakes cannot be made on the information avail-
able. Further,

... serious outburst floods can occur from glaciers
even though no significant lakes are found adjacent to the
glacier. Repeated outbursts from Castner Glacier have
occurred and the source is unknown; this is a particu-
larly dangerous location because it is also in the Denai
fault zone. (p. 23)

ss tPipeline MechanicsStress and strain criteria for all the combined forces
at any point in the pipe, whether buried or elevated, have
Dut been adequately presented adjstified. At full

6
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Barren ground caribou browsing on a typical glacial river bar in central Alaska. Arctic lichens, the diet staple of the
caribou, appear to be highly susceptible to sulphur dioxide poisoning.y The gas will be a combustion by-product oftihe pipeline pumping stations.

throughput the combine forces appear to introduce se- quired to resolve these conflicting problems.
vere plastic strains in the pipe, perhaps to tne point of Avalanchesrupture. Limits and their derivation must be presented e avalanches
as requested in the specific comments. (p. 3) evalae rmaaachshsntytenpoel

Examples of such stresses are that of the heat fromThabvgonprtofheieaeclmdtoe
the oil, the bending stresses of both live and dcad loads, Thabvgonprtofheieaeclmdtoe
the stresses from soil subsidence, lateral movement, .es free of dangers from avalanches. This cannot be verified

micstrsse, ad fostheae. ddiionl) he cseas,.- because (I) not all above-ground parts are identified onmi tess n rs ev.Additionally, te"cep r h ot p.O1pr rrsr nproperties of stressed pipeline have not been evaluated erutemaY()-n'rpor spresne to show that
fully. i avalanches have been studied, and (3) the only avalanchehazards discussed are based on meager data. (p. 40)" Corrosion Protection- A preliminary field survey lists a large number of areas

The project description implies that an effective as having "high" avalanche potential. More studies are
cathodic protection system can be designed for a hot required.
pipeline in frozen ground. Test data must be provided
to demonstrate that a hot pipeline in frozen ground can
be protected against corrosion. The proposed test of 30
miles of cold pipeline in frozen ground would not be in-
dicative of operating conditions. No line pipe should be
buried until this problem is resolved. (p. 21)

As brine will corrode the pipeline, the oil was slated to
be brine-free. However, it may be necessary to increase
the fluidity of the oil to facilitate passage through the
pipeline during cold weather and the addition of sea-
water is being contemplated. More testing will be re-

8

Monitoring
Events such as floods, fault displacements, earth-

quakes, avalanches and landslides, catastrophic sea-
waves and glacial surges may pose significant hazards to
the pipe. A monitoring strategy that will provide advance
warning, and enable preventive action, or control of po-
tentially adverse effects, should be formulated and con-
'tinuously up-dated as shown necessary by operational ex-
perience. Environmental effects such as thermal pollu-
tion, erosion, and siltation must also be continuously
monitored. (p.5)
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Wildlife
There is a general lack of information about the cfcct

of the pipeline on wildlife. For example, the effect of
noise from construction, monitoring, and from the pump
stations has been insufficiently evaluated. Alyeska has'
proposed minimum noise levels, but the effects of noise
on wildlife have yet to be studied.

An adequate evaluation of potential harm to wildlife
populations must include studies of th. eect iof a large
influx of construction and pipeline personnel, heavy
equipment, recreational motor vehicles, pollution and
other byproducts of human population.

Toxicity
Provide information on the toxicity of Prudhoe Bay

crude oil on indigenous vegetation, specifying the toxic
fractions and their persistence in solution and emulsified
states.

Provide information on the toxicity of Prudhoe Bay
crude oil on indigenous fish species, specifying the toxic
fractions and their persistence in solution and emulsified
states. (p. 8)

Very little is known about the effect of oil on arctic
and subarctic plants and animals. Recent studies on the
marine environment suggest that some compounds in
oil may constitute a long term hazard because of their
slow rate of degradation, their bio-accumulation, and
their possible carcinogenicity. Additional studies are nec-.
essary on terrestrial and freshwater ecosystems, particu-
larly with regard to their vulnerability to the intrusion of
foreign substances. Such studies would have to be con-
ducted over a period of time.

Air Pollution
The effect of sulphur dioxide generated by the pump

stations has not been sufficiently studied. Preliminary
work indicates that it is extremely poisonous to arctic
lichens upon which much wildlife depends. The effect of
other pump station-generated pollutants is unknown.

Gravel Requirements
Estimates of the amount of gravel required to con-

struct the pipeline continue to grow, particularly with the
need to elevate much of the line. The impact of such mas-
sive gravel removals could be significant. The source of
the over 67 million cubic yards of gravel required is un-
clear.

Marine Transport
Marine transport of the oil, though a most important

problem, was beyond the scope of the Department of In-
terior's Technical Review. It is not acceptable to say that
every effort will be made to minimize the likelihood of
marine oil spills. In spite of fines, careful procedures, and
modern equipment, spills still take place as demonstrated
by the recent ship collision in San Francisco Bay.

The rugged, island-studded coast of Alaska, British
Columbia, and Washington is a dangerous place to con-
duct a substantial tanker traffic, as was recently noted in
a report of a Special Committee of the Canadian House
of Commons. ". . . The waters in this region are more
confined and hazardous than those where the Torrey
Canyon or the Arrow met disaster . . . For this reason
the threat of damage to the environment and also to the
tourist and fishing industries is grave ...

"... The area most likely to be the scene of an oil
spill is an important feeding area for many of the com-
mercial and sport fish of the West Coast ...

"Consequently, your Committee concludes that the
proposed tanker route is detrimental to the Canadian na-
tional interest, and unanimously recommends that it be
vigorously opposed by the Canadian government." (From
Proceedings of the Special Committee on Environmental
Pollution.).

Policy Alternatives
Before any permit for the proposed Trans-Alaska

Pipeline is issued, the Sierra Club believes that the De-
partment of the Interior must thoroughly analyze at least
two alternatives:

(1) a pipeline through Canada and
(2) a five-year moratorium on North Slope oil de-

velopment.
Analysis of alternatives is required by the National

Environmental Policy Act, which requires consideration
of the alternatives in sufficient depth to compare their
environmental and other costs and benefits with the pri-
mary proposal in a rigorous fashion. In this case, the two
alternatives mentioned above promise to be far superior
to the proposed Trans-Alaska Pipeline.

The Canadian route eliminates some environmental
hazards. It avoids the earthquake belt of southern Alaska
and the Valdez to Puget Sound tanker traffic. It would
use a route, the MacKenzie Valley, which will probably
be used as a general transportation corridor for other pur-
poses, including any gas pipeline from the North Slope
and oil pipelines from Canadian-Arctic petroleum de-
posits. Studies have conclusively shown that it is eco-
nomically more advantageous to the United States if the
oil comes through Canada.

A five-year moratorium makes more sense than either
pipeline route. The technical problems of North Slope oil
development are severe. Our nation's last great wilder-
ness is at stake, and it.can never be replaced. There is no
national security need for the oil during the next five
years.

In summary, the most logical and sensible action would
be to use this five-year moratorium to review alternative
energy sources, re-examine our oil export-import laws,
improve our Wcchnology, and only then make a decision.
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ALASKA PIPELINE DEVELOPMENTS IN 1971

Since the discovery of significant oil reserves on the North Slope

of Alaska in 1968, a critical problem has been how to move the oil

to market. Concern for the protection of the environment has delayed

efforts to develop the oil field and transport the petroleum by pipeline

from the North Slope to Valdez in southeastern Alaska. From Valdez

the oil would move by tanker to west coast refineries.

The pipeline, a joint venture of several private oil companies,

was first called the Trans Alaska Pipeline System, or TAPS, and, more

recently, the Alyeska Pipeline.

Conservationists gained a court order prohibiting the Secretary

of Interior from approving construction of the pipeline--the route

of which would be almost entirely over Federal lands--until questions

concerning the protection of the environment had been resolved. This,

then, was the situation at the close of 1970.

The highlights of 1971 Alaska pipeline developments were as

follows.

JANUARY

The Interior Department released a draft environmental impact

statement relating to the pipeline proposal, as required by section

102 of the National Environmental Policy Act.

FEBRUARY

The Interior Department held public hearings to obtain comments

on the proposal in Anchorage, Alaska and in Washington, D.C.

The Senate Interior Committee held hearings on the Alaska native

claims bills to determine how much land is to be granted to the Eskimos,

Indians and Aleuts. Settlement of this issue is intimately associated
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with the pipeline question and with ownership of the oil rich lands

of the North Slope as well.

Legislation was introduced in the Senate (S. 546) and in the House

(H.R. 5059) which would require Congressional approval before the

Interior Secretary could grant a permit to proceed with development

of the oil pipeline to Valdez.

MARCH

Adverse comments on the draft environment impact statement were

received from several Federal agencies including the Corps of Engineers

and the Environmental Protection Agency.

There was wide public discussion of an alternate routing of the

pipeline, roughly following the Mackenzie River through Canada, then

branching into. existing pipelines which flow to the West Coast and

to the Midwest. A gas pipeline is to be built from the Arctic through

the Mackenzie Valley, thus environmental disruption could be minimized

by using the same corridor for an oil pipeline as well, according to

advocates of the Canadian route.

APRIL

Statements in support of the Alaska pipeline were made by Commerce

Secretary Stans and Council of Economic Advisers member Hendrick

Houthakker. Stans' recommendation came in spite of adverse comments

from some Commerce department staff personnel.

MAY

The question of building the pipeline was debated on the Public

Television program "The Advocates." Tabulation of viewer voting showed

65.6% in favor of construction, 34.1% opposed.
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J

JULY

The Department of Justice requested the transfer of the lawsuit

blocking the pipeline from the U.S. District Court in Washington, D.C.

to Alaska. The motion was denied by Judge George Hart who said "the

interests of justice will be defeated by a transfer."

SEPTEMBER

A flurry of press accounts indicated (a) that a decision was

several months away, and the Canadian routing was "a major viable

alternative" to the Alyeska line according to Interior Secretary Morton;

and (b) approval of the Alaskan route can reasonably be expected by

the first of December, again, according to Secretary Morton.

President Nixon released a statement on the pipeline proposal

while in Anchorage. He expressed the belief that Arctic resources,

"can be developed and transported in a responsible manner which respects

environmental values."

OCTOBER

Secretary Morton was quoted by the press as indicating an early

1972 administration decision on granting a pipeline right-of-way permit;

and as feeling that a Canadian pipeline route was not a viable

alternative.

NOVEMBER

Alaska Governor William Egan said the state was considering a

* plan to purchase control of the pipeline. This would increase revenue

to the state and afford a better opportunity to protect the environment,

according to Egan.

Al
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Oil industry spokesman questioned whether the state could afford,

"to take over immediately the heavy commitments necessary." This

would result in a delay in pipeline construction, they felt.

DECEMBER

Secretary Morton indicated that, because of a delay requested

by Alyeska Pipeline Company lawyers, the Interior Department's statement

on the environmental impact of the pipeline would be issued about

January 15, 1972.

Congress approved settlement of the Alaska Native Claims by

confirming ownership of 40 million acres, and authorizing $962.5'

millions in compensation. (P.L. 92-203)

The Interior Department withdrew approximately five million acres

from the lands available for selection by the Natives and the State

of Alaska. The acreage withdrawn. is the corridor through which the

proposed pipeline would be built, if approved by the Federal government.

Congressman Aspin of Wisconsin, an opponent of the Alaska pipeline

route, obtained a draft copy of Interior Department environmental

protection requirements for the pipeline. These were revised from

previously released requirements,. and, in Aspin's opinion, were

considerably weakened.

George H. Siehl
Analyst in Environmental Policy

Environmental Policy Division
January 1972
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